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Editorial
One issue of Swedish Missiological Themes every year is traditionally
devoted to papers originally presented at a conference organised by the
Nordic Institute for Missiological and Ecumenical Research (NIME). The
current number of SMT is indeed a NIME issue, but this year it contains
reports on the status of academic mission studies in the Nordic Countries,
written by representatives for twelve of NIME’s member institutions.
The issue is, however, introduced by an obituary for Dr Lars Österlin, former
professor of mission studies and ecumenics at Lund University, who recently
passed away. We also include a review article on Österlin’s last book on
the history of Protestant Missions to China.
We also include an article by Gunnel Cederlöf on the idea of the Lutheran
Christian Nation and Indian Nationalism up to the 1940s. The article
explores the notions of folk, nation and nationalism in the work of the
Evangelical Lutheran mission in South India. The study follows along three
different paths: firstly, the ideological debates in Sweden and India regarding
the fundamental character of mission and church in India; second, the
Swedish-German mission in its complicated relationship to nationalism
and British colonial power in the war-periods; and third, the relationship
between the Christian ‘nation’ and the social order in India.
Nevertheless, as already has been indicated, the lion’s share of this issue is
made up of twelve contributions written by mission scholars from Denmark,
Finland, Norway and Sweden. In their articles, the authors reflect upon the
current status and the future of mission studies in their respective institutions.
Taken together the reports contain answers to the question of what is going
on in Nordic academic mission studies.
It should be indicated that a separate subject known as mission studies,
missiology, or science of mission, does not exist at all the institutions. In
some places there is no full professorship or lectureship in mission studies
and/or mission studies has not the status of a separate research subject. In
other places mission studies is taught as a part of Systematic theology,
Practical Theology or Church History. In yet other places, mission studies
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are only taught on a temporary basis. Where the subject exists on its own,
it is sometimes combined with ecumenics, and it often has close
organizational links with historical, practical or systematic theology.
The reports on the current status of Nordic mission studies found in this
special issue also include overviews of the teaching staff and courses taught
at the different institutions. In most cases one person is responsible for all
courses in mission studies, but there certainly are exceptions to this rule. In
some institutions missiological themes permeate all subjects taught.
The reports also treat current and recent doctoral and post-doctoral research
projects as well as international and national research projects in which
Nordic mission scholars are involved. The research projects cover a notable
geographic and thematic breadth. The research projects include research
on current mission theology, intercultural theology, problems relating to
translation, interfaith dialogue and theology of religion, but also mission
history.
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Lars Österlin (1923-2006)
Dag Sandahl
The former Dean of Linköping and Professor of Missiology at the University
of Lund, Sweden, the Very Rev. Dr. Lars Österlin (1923-2006) was born in
Taowahlun in China, where his parents Ellen and Gustaf were missionaries.
In his last book, Korstågen till Kina [The Crusades to China] published in
2005, Lars describes how Archbishop Nathan Söderblom and the then
Crown Prince of Sweden, Gustaf Adolf, sought to  establish a Swedish
university in China in collaboration with Swedish industry. Their attempt
failed and nowadays it is considered as a quite bizarre incident in the history
of Church of Sweden Mission (CSM), of which the Archbishop was the
chairman. On the contrary, the World Christian Student Movement, inspired
by Hudson Taylor among others, did evoke a lively interest in China among
Swedish students, many of whom followed up their graduation by going to
China as employees of various missionary organisations. The Österlins were
sent by Church of Sweden Mission, although they adopted a rather more
radical profile than most of their contemporary fellow-missionaries to China.
Gustaf Österlin, for example, used to dress like a Chinese Mandarine and
he argued in favour of an indigenous church. In this his thinking about
mission resembled that of Roland Allen.
This was Lars Österlin’s background and, significantly enough, his last
book can be read as a summary conclusion of his own and his family’s life,
which from its very beginning bore the seal of a passionate commitment to
the mission of God and lively and frequent contacts with the Church
worldwide. His question whether there anyone would really be interested
in a book about ”quarrelling missionaries”, must be answered in the
affirmative. Lars Österlin knew the art of scholarship: to point, from what
may in the first instance be considered as very narrow and limited, maybe
even as quite bizarre, to what is more significant, more complicated and
really interesting to a wider audience or readership.
Following what was widely considered a rather fierce academic dispute
Lars Österlin failed to be appointed as Professor of Church History at the
University of Lund. Disappointed Lars’ comment was: ”Now I will apply
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for a parish in the countryside and hope for a part-time appointment as
Professor of Missiology and Ecumenical Theology.” And that is what
happened. One day a week Lars, while vicar of the parish of Hyby on the
vicinity of Lund, was able to give his time and his energy to the newly
established seminar in missiology and ecumenism. And he did continue his
duties as Professor even when he was later appointed as the Dean of the
Cathedral in Linköping, some five hours journey north of Lund. The
outcome of this part-time academic appointment was remarkable. Four of
his post-graduate students presented their dissertations and were granted
doctorates of theology and one student received a licentiate’s degree within
a comparatively short period while numerous students, both undergraduates
and postgraduates, presented papers and essays to this lively and vibrant
led by Lars Österlin.
Not only because of his broad and personal experiences of missiology and
ecumenical theology did Lars, as an academic and a priest, create a dynamic
seminar. We, his students, saw him calling different experts to address his
seminar and to give lectures, and always doing this without any trace of
personal prestige, we found this rather a unique quality at that time. If I
have understood Lars correctly, his way of gathering together specialists of
various subjects was a consequence both of the status of the subject that he
taught at the University of Lund: it was at that time included in the
Department of Systematic Theology and the expert of church history wanted
specifically to involve systematic theologians, and of Lars’ experience in
Copenhagen, where he had discovered that the continental tradition, church
history could never be separated from issues of systematic theology. And it
was of course important for ecumenical theology to be intrinsically
combined with missiology. Broad perspectives inspired us, not least in the
discussions of scientific methods. In retrospective I recall that Lars Österlin
made his view that missiology is always something more than ”international
church history” more and more explicit.
Lars Österlin had the gift of friendship and personal interest in people he
met but he was certainly a feared and respected examiner of students,
including postgraduate students. He always kept up his high academic
standards and required his students to do the same. You were not expected
to fail in an examination led by Lars Österlin! When Lars celebrated his
80th birthday, one of the young students, borrowing a phrase from President
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John F. Kennedy for his speech, said: ”Ich bin ein Österliner.” That phrase
could stand for all of us who met in Lars Österlin a born paedagogos and a
well-prepared teacher as well as an inspiring guide, enjoying his travels to
Rome in the company of his students, and a most generous host at the
dinner table in his home.
The congregation that had gathered for his funeral in the Cathedral in Lund
was visible sign of what Lars meant to so many different people. He always
enjoyed the company of students, bishops, ageing professors and many,
many others. They all remembered him, during the service and at the lunch
that followed the funeral.
Throughout his career, he was much in demand by the Church of Sweden
as a specialist in ecumenical affairs, mainly in relation to the Anglican
Church. In that capacity, he was one of the theological architects preparing
the way for what was later to be known as the Porvoo-declaration, although
he was never a member of the commission that drafted that agreement.
Many people will remember his ecumenical contributions, among them
the book, Svenska kyrkan i profil, (Verbum, Stockholm 1994, 2nd ed. 1997,
translated into English under the title Churches of Northern Europe in
Profile, A Thousand years of Anglo-Nordic relations, Canterbury Press,
Norwich 1995,) in which he examines a millennium of relationships between
the Churches in England and Scandinavia leading up to the Porvoo
Agreement. It was not least because of that achievement that the King of
Sweden honoured him in 1996 by the award of a medal for services rendered
to the Church of Sweden.
The former Archbishop of Uppsala, The Rt. Revd Dr K G Hammar, once
an assistant at the Department of Church History and a frequent participator
in the legendary coffee-breaks there, officiated at the funeral. The
Archbishop of Canterbury had sent his greetings with the Bishop of
Guildford, the Rt. Revd. Christopher Hill.
In his last book Lars brought together his own life, the life of his family
and his own work. The first book he ever wrote examined the nineteenth
century revivalist movements, inspired by  Lord Radstock and focused on
the Royal Court an among the upper classes in Stockholm, in which his
mother’s family participated. He continued by writing extensively about
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Swedish church life and in particular about Bishop J.H.Thomander, the
nineteenth century Bishop of Lund as well as engaging with issues of
missiology and ecumenical theology. All these different areas of research
were deeply interwoven in Lars’ own personal life, as aspects of what we
may call his ”reflected practice”. In that way the life and work of Lars
Österlin gives ample proof that research is always at its best when it involves
a deeply personal commitment.
R.I.P.
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Mission Studies at the
University of Aarhus
Viggo Mortensen
The Place of Mission Studies
Although it was already clear from the very inception of the Faculty of
Theology at Aarhus University that mission should be one of the subject
areas taught, it took some time before mission studies was established as a
discipline. When it eventually happened, theology of mission was seen as
part of systematic theology and in close cooperation with confessional and
ecumenical studies. The biblical foundations for mission were dealt with
in the exegetical disciplines, and the history of mission was seen as part of
church history and general historical studies. The founding father of
missiology in Aarhus, Dr. Johannes Aagaard started out as a scholar in
history of mission but took later on a strong interest in new religious
movements, especially the more occult among them. When he retired in
1998 the chair in missiology was renamed to cover Global Christianity and
Ecumenical Concerns and Viggo Mortensen, a systematic theologian having
worked with the Lutheran World Federation in the 1990s, was called to this
chair in 1999. To make a new beginning in accordance with the renamed
chair he founded the Centre for Multireligious Studies (http://
www.teo.au.dk/cms), whose obligation it is to describe, analyze, and
interpret the rich and colourful development of the multi-religious landscape,
globally as well as locally. The Centre was established as cooperation
between the Department of Systematic Theology and the Department of
the Study of Religion in order to fertilize the common ground of Religion
and Theology as scholarly subjects within the same Faculty.
Teachers and researchers: Courses and research interests
Within the department for systematic theology, the section on missiology
and ecumenics for the moment has two firm positions held by Viggo
Mortensen, professor, Dr. theol. and Peter Lodberg, lecturer, lic. theol.
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Courses offered cover primarily the area of historical and contemporary
missiology, ecumenical history and theory, global ethics and theology, inter-
religious dialogue, and multi-religious and multi-cultural issues. Exegetical,
historical and dogmatic issues related to missiology and ecumenics are
covered within the relevant departments by scholars like Johannes Nissen
(New Testament and Practical Theology), Jens Holger Schjørring (Church
History), and Else Marie Wiberg Pedersen (Dogmatics).
Research projects
The Danish Pluralism Project (2002-2007)
The Research team in the Danish Pluralism Project consists of Viggo
Mortensen, Marianne Qvortrup Fibiger, Lars Ahlin, Lene Kühle, Jørn Borup,
René Dybdal Pedersen, and Jørgen Skov Sørensen. In the five years
existence of the Centre for Multi-religious Studies it has furthered the
interdisciplinary study of religion using first of all sociological methods.
The main research project has been The Danish Pluralism Project (http://
www.teo.au.dk/cms/pluralismeprojektet/), an academic research project
aiming at documenting the growing religious diversity in Denmark. The
main objectives of the project were:
z to document the changes in the religious landscape, in order to carry out
the mapping of the new religious demography. This overall mapping of
religious groups will lead to a focus on transformations processes.
z to analyse how religions and religious traditions change and develop within
new contexts in relation to social, as well as cognitive structures. What is
changing in a cultural encounter? What is happening within the religions
over time and when they adjust to modernity and new ideals in life? 
z to understand the background for the new religions and alternative
spiritual groups that are emerging and
z to interpret the theological positions within Christianity that can be seen
as responses to the new religious variety. 
The municipality of Aarhus, and its 280,000 citizens, became the mapping
ground for the first part of the project. A research project documenting the
religious diversity in Aarhus – the second largest city in Denmark – was
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prepared and carried out by a team of researchers. The result was published
in the book Marianne Qvortrup Fibiger (ed.) Religiøs mangfoldighed. En
kortlægning af religion og spiritualitet i Århus. [Religious Diversity: The
Mapping of Religion and Spirituality in Aarhus.], 2004. In addition the
following books have been published: Jørn Borup, Dansk Dharma.
Buddhisme og buddhister i Danmark [Danish Dharma. Buddhism and
Buddhists in Denmark], 2005; Viggo Mortensen, Kristendommen under
forvandling [Christianity in Transformation], 2005; René Dybdal Pedersen:
I lysets tjeneste. Nye religiøse og spirituelle grupper i Danmark [In the
Service of Light: New Religious and Spiritual Groups in Denmark], 2006;
Lene Kühle: Moskeer i Danmark – islam og muslimske bedesteder.
[Mosques in Denmark: Islam and Muslim Prayingsites], 2006, and Lars
Ahlin Krop, Sind eller Ånd [Body, Soul or Spirit], 2007.
The Religion, Politics and Law project
This research theme focuses on Judaism, Christianity and Islam, and the
relationship between the respective sacred texts and legal norms. As law is
often a decisive part of a political rule, the activity of the theme includes
politics. This relationship is especially clear in the Old Testament and the
Koran, but is also known from the linking together of religion, ethics and law
in medieval Christianity. Viewed in the light of this, how the connection
among legal system, ethical social responsibility and personal religious
conviction has become steadily less important since the Reformation and the
Enlightenment will be investigated. While early Protestant Christianity had
a clear influence on social norms, this influence has been less direct in more
recent times, for example through schools and Sunday observance legislation.
Another issue of research is the concept of the Islamic State and its
understanding of the relationship between religion and normativity in the
public space. The research theme is divided into three sub-themes: Democracy
and Islam; Democracy and modernity; and Democracy, church and ethics.
The Religion and Authority project (2006-)
The Religion and Authority research team consists of Viggo Mortensen,
Marianne Qvortrup Fibiger, Lars Ahlin, Lene Kühle, Jørn Borup, René
Dybdal Pedersen, Inge Liengaard, Karen-Lise Johansen Karman, Iben
Egekvist Krogsdal, Henrik Reintoft Christensen, Charlotte Karlsen.
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It is highly researched and well documented that a certain amount of power
and authority circulates in contemporary societies. Govern-ment, local
authorities and influential private organisations all struggle for their share in
this power game. Looking at the case of Denmark, however, possibly due the
fact that this country often is considered a highly secular society, little research
has been made into the power structures, authority and hierarchies that
nevertheless do exist within numerous religious groups in contempo-rary
Danish society. Even less so has it been investigated how such structures
interact with and influence the rest of society. This project sets out to explore
to what extent power and authority, theoretically and in real life situations, is
present in a variety of religious groups in Denmark, including new spiritual
groups, healers and so called ‘self-improvement courses’.
Ongoing and Recently Finished PhD projects
Flemming Hansen: Kirke, kontekst og identitet. Emiske perspektiver (’den
lokale synsvinkel’) på mødet mellem luthersk kommunikation af evangeliet
og traditionel afrikansk kultur og religion i Ubena. (Church, Context and
Identity. Emic Perspectives (’the local outlook’) at the meeting between
Evangelical Lutheran communication and traditional African culture and
religion in Ubena).  (2000-2004).
Jacob Holm: Kirke og religion. En systematisk teologisk undersøgelse af D.
Bonhoeffer og N.F.S. Grundtvigs forståelser af religion m.h.p. kirke og andre
religiøse fællesskaber (Church and Religion. A systematic theological inquiry
of D. Bonhoeffer’s and N.F.S. Grundtvig’s religious interpretation with regard
to ecclesiastical and other religious communities. (2001-2004) .
Jørgen Helge Bøytler: Ecclesiology and culture. Moravian ecclesiology in
changing cultural and religious settings and its impact on Moravian
Theology and Identity (2005-).
The Future of Mission Studies at Aarhus
Mission studies at the University of Aarhus belongs for the moment to the
elective courses offered at the MA level. With the introduction of
Religionsfag (Religion theme) at the BA level there is a possibility of
introducing issues and themes within missiology to all theological students
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at the BA level. As themes within mission studies increasingly comes into
focus in the public debate one can expect that also academic studies within
missiology will gain in importance.
Price: SEK 250:-
plus postage and service charge
Order from
Swedish Institute of Mission Research
P. O. Box 1526
SE-751 45  Uppsala
SWEDEN
Tel and Fax: +46 (0)18 13 00 60
E-mail: gustaf.bjorck@teol.uu.se
Other Voices
A Study of Christian Feminist Approaches
to Religious Plurality East and West
Helene Egnell
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Mission Studies at the
University of Copenhagen
Jørn Henrik Olsen & Hans Raun Iversen
Mission Studies have been carried out almost continuously during the last
one hundred years at the Faculty of Theology at Copenhagen University.
In spite of some attempts to give studies of mission a more permanent
platform they have never reached a volume and stability equivalent to that
of the established disciplines in the curriculum at the faculty. The simple
reason is that mission studies never had a chair of its own at the University
of Copenhagen.1 Thus mission studies have been and are still dependent on
the more or less second hand interest of teachers employed in other fields
and holders of temporary positions as PhDs and Post Docs together with
occasional part time teachers. In this article we will first mention the
significant contributions from Copenhagen church historians who normally
label themselves as third world church historians or Africa-scholars2. An
account of our attempt to establish mission studies in Copenhagen under
the umbrella Theological Communication follows. Some of the recent and
current studies in missiology will be introduced. We end up with a short
reflection on the future.
Centre of African Studies and Mission History
Teachers of Church History in Copenhagen, e.g. Lorenz Bergmann (1875-
1966) and Torben Christensen (1921-1983), have included history of mission
in their studies. External lecturers in mission history have also been
employed at the faculty for certain periods, e. g. Laurids Stampe during the
1950s and Thorkild Græsholt during the 1960s. Among the significant results
we can count Christensen’s contribution to the huge volume 3 of
Christensen-Göransson: Kyrkohistoria: Från västens religion till världs-
religion (1976). At the time of his early death in 1983 Christensen had not
1 The one exception might be Lorenz Bergmann who had an extraordinary professorship
1939-1947 in History of Mission.
2 Cf. Holger Bernt Hansen ”Fra missionshistorie til universel kirkehistorie”, Dansk Teologisk
Tidsskrift 1974, pp. 280-307.
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only established a valuable and very productive project on Danish Mission
and its Cultural Politics,3 but also planned a major international project in
history of mission together with Andrew Walls, at that time at University
of Aberdeen. Niels Kastfelt, a specialist in the history of mission, Christianity
and Islam, and religion and state in Nigeria, has kept studies in history of
mission, religion and politics in Africa as a living subject during his
employment at Department of Church History for the last 20 years4. In
1987 another Africa scholar, specialist on Uganda, Holger Bernt Hansen
returned to the faculty as research professor, sponsored by the research
councils for humanities and social sciences5. He has emphasized church-
state relations in Africa and religion and development – and worked in
many influential positions at various boards of DANIDA. In 1992 Holger
Bernt Hansen became the first leader of the interdisciplinary Centre for
Africa Studies, placed under the Faculty of Theology. At his retirement in
2006 this position was taken over by Niels Kastfelt. The Centre publishes
Occasional Papers written mainly by the many international visiting
scholars to the Centre. Some of them could be of great interest for the
readers of this journal because in the courses and seminars offered at the
Centre, religion in Africa figures frequently as a central theme.6
Research results as well as students’ interest are considerable in various
forms of Copenhagen studies of religion in Africa. Here we will report on
the recent dissertation in history of mission in Ethiopia by Finn Aa. Rønne.7
The central question for Rønne´s dissertation is the causes of the rise and
development of Protestant Christianity within the Kambaataa-Hadiyya
region in south-western Ethiopia. He is investigating to what extent this
3 Cf. Torben Christensen, ”Missionstankens vækst og udvikling i Danmark fra 1821-1930”,
Dansk teologisk Tidsskrift 1982, pp. 126-144.
4 In relation to e.g. the 1994-2004 priority area of research at University of Copenhagen,
North/South, Kastfelt has also worked with wider topics e.g. in Niels Kastfelt (ed.) Scriptural
Politics. The Bible and the Koran as political Models in the Middle East and Africa, London:
Hurst & Company, 2003.
5 Among his many works the dissertation from 1984 most directly confronts missiological
issues Holger Bernt Hansen: Mission, Church and State in a Colonial Setting. Uganda
1890-1925, London: Heinemann 1984.
6 A full list of these papers and an electronic version of the most recent issues can be found
at www.teol.ku.dk/cas/.
7 Finn Aa. Rønne: Kontinuitet og forandring: Opkomsten og udviklingen af protestantisk
kristendom i Kambaataa-Hadiyya, Etiopien 1928 til 1974, Copenhagen: Akademisk forlag
2002.
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Protestant Christianity can be regarded as continuity or change, in relation
to the religious, cultural, and social past of the Protestant Christians. Rønne
demonstrates that the missionary activity of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church
(EOC) in the region from the fifteenth century, and the presence of the
EOC for several hundred years in the shape of the so-called Kittoosa cult,
was one of the reasons behind the growth of Protestant Christianity. For
the importance of the later Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity, which must
largely be considered as closely connected to the Amharic authorities, the
investigation shows how the EOC and Amharic authorities in themselves
were a reason why people were drawn to Protestant Christianity – not least
because of the opposition of the local population on the one hand, and the
Amharic officials and the EOC on the other. In many other respects,
however, a discontinuity between the two forms of Christianity can be
observed. In relation to the later Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity, Protestant
Christianity represents a break and a change. Rønne points out.  The same
might be said of some of the same aspects pertaining to the relationship
between the early and the later Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity. Here, there
is a clear continuity between the Kittoosa cult and the Protestant Christianity,
where the latter came to act as a continuation of the former. However,
ultimately it is obvious that the Amharic authorities and both the earlier
and later Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity have played an important part in
the many conversions to Protestant Christianity, regardless of what the direct
cause was, and thus have they influenced the rise of Protestant Christianity
in Kambaataa-Hadiyya beyond comparison with any other factor. Rønne
also points out a number of other reasons which can be seen behind the
growth of Protestant Christianity. This is also true for the further
development of Protestant Christianity. Of special scholarly interest is
Rønne’s reservation against using the wide spread theory of Robin Horton
concerning the reasons for religious conversion and change in the case of
Kambaataa-Hadiyya in Southern Ethiopia.
Theological Communication, Religion in the 21st Century
and Systematic Theological Studies of Mission
Initiated from Practical Theology Section, the Department of Systematic
Theology has hosted a series of compact courses on missiology since 1996
under the heading Theological Communication. Theology of mission is
concerned with the basic presuppositions and underlying principles of the
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Christian faith on which motives, message, methods, strategies and goals
of the Christian world mission have been focused. This has been placed in
the context of post modernity, emerging religious encounters, dialogue,
theology of religions etc.
The first courses in the area of missiology were on the following themes:
Cross-cultural Communication of the Gospel; Congregational life and
mission; Mission and Western Culture; Mission between Ecclesiolae and
Ecclesia in the History of Mission; and Urban Mission. The other track
developed in the late 1990s was around theology of religion with special
focus on Islam: Fundamental problems in the Theology of Religions; Islam
in Denmark; Theology of Islam; and Islam and Christianity in Denmark.
As staff at the Faculty of Theology did not cover all the research and teaching
abilities needed for these courses, we invited scholars from other universities
and study centres around the world to work with us in the compact courses.
It enabled us to develop highly attractive courses for church workers in
cross-cultural settings with missionaries, church leaders, youth pastors and
theological students. Among those guest professors who assisted us during
the first years were some of the best missiology capacities from Fuller
Theological Seminary, Pasadena, like Charles H. Kraft, Charles Van Engen,
Wilbert R. Shenk, Paul E. Pierson, and J. Dudley Woodberry.
From the year 2000 onwards new courses were developed in thematic areas
like Youth Theology and Ministry, Reformation of old Churches in Times
of Changes, Christian Leadership, Exegeting Human Settings, Missionary
Culture Anthropology, Biblical Missiology Applied for Contextual Ministry,
Christian Mission in the Bible and in Contemporary Contexts, Diakonia,
Local Congregation as Mission, Theories of Religions, Islamic movements,
Islam and the religious Encounter in Europe today. Among the guest professors
– now only for some of the courses in Theological Communication in
addition to what we ourselves could offer – were: Eddie Gibbs, Paul F.
Hiebert, Charles Van Engen, Paul Otto Brunstad, Knud Jørgensen, Tariq
Ramadan, Lissi Rasmussen, and Mogens S. Mogensen.
Some of our colleagues at the faculty found it disturbing that we invited
such teachers in Islam as Tariq Ramadan and Lissi Rasmussen. Others were
unhappy about the number of teachers recruited from Fuller Theological
Seminary. All arrangements were short term personal agreements with the
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individual teacher and ad hoc transfer of merits for Danish students
simultaneously registered as students at Fuller. In the recruitment of teachers
we were highly helped by Dr. Viggo Søgaard, a fellow Dane, at that time
employed as Professor of communication at Fuller, who worked as an
efficient go between. Eventually some colleagues in Copenhagen from
studies of the homepages of Fuller Seminary with its many links discovered
”un-academic” involvements at Fuller, making them ask the dean to stop
our activities. The unfair implication was that teachers mentioned above,
recruited from Fuller, could in any way be disqualified academically. The
fair argument was that major teaching programs at a university should be
built primarily on research going on at that university.
Partly as a consequence of the last argument, since 2003 we have prioritized
interdisciplinary cooperation at University of Copenhagen under the priority
area in research 2003-2007 – Religion in the 21st Century – the steering
committee of which Hans Raun Iversen is chairing. Approximately a
hundred researchers from all of the six faculties at the university have been
or are involved in some one hundred interdisciplinary projects on the
transformations, significance and challenges of religion in the 21st century.
Forty international conferences and many guest professorships have been
or will be arranged, and almost forty books are planned for editing. Most
of this work may have no or only little relevance for studies of mission.
Most of the researchers from other departments and faculties have little or
no understanding of the theological concept of mission, contrary to e.g.
anthropologists employed at e.g. Fuller School of World Mission. Even so
this work has been beneficial also for theological studies, including theology
of mission. New perspectives from anthropology, psychology, law, political
science, sociology, history of religions, theatre, film, natural and health
sciences etc. are discovered. Also a number of topics directly relevant for
mission studies have had considerable attention. Books on Religion between
Reconciliation and Conflict, Conversion and Cultural and Religious
Identities are planned for publication in 2007. The interdisciplinary
cooperation in the Religion in the 21st Century project has also contributed
to the variety of compact courses still arranged by the Department of
Systematic Theology during the months of January and August, even though
the heading Theological Communication is not used today.
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Teachers in Systematic Theology are generally well aware of the importance
of theology of mission for theological studies. During recent years major
contributions and support for studies in mission, e.g. PhD-students, have
come especially from Professor Theodor Jørgensen, who retired 2005. His
farewell lecture was on the importance of theology of religions for future
studies in dogmatics,8 a field he has himself pioneered. The new Professor
in Dogmatics since 2004, Niels Henrik Gregersen has a similar inclusive
attitude to studies of mission and theology of religions, his own field of
specialization being the religion and science relations.
The latest fruit of good advisory work by Jørgensen and Gregersen is the
PhD-thesis by Jonas Jørgensen, the present secretary of e.g. NIME, dealing
with Jesus Imandars and Christ Bhaktas. A Qualitative study of Syncretism
and Identity in Global Christianity. In an anthropological-theological study
of Muslim Jesus-believers in Dhaka, and Hindu Christ-worshippers in
Chennai, he contributes constructively to a missiologically reflected
theology of religions. According to the evaluation (by Professor Viggo
Mortensen, Århus, Anthrolpologist Inger Sjoerslev and Hans Raun Iversen,
Copenhagen) ”this thesis at high level fulfils all international academic
requirements and standards for a Ph.D. thesis. The thesis is at the cutting
edge and sometimes pioneering in its field. This is especially the case in
the combination of anthropological and theological approaches in the study
of global Christianity and in making the anthropological concept of
syncretism fruitful for intercultural theology and Christian theology of
religions”. The defence is to take place December 18, 2006. Newly
established traditions for cooperation with anthropologists at University of
Copenhagen may continue to inspire innovative studies in encounters of
religion and the actual practice of Christian mission.
Current Studies by the Authors of this Report
In his dissertation, Jørn Henrik Olsen deals with the question of how the
recent development ought to be integrated in a systematic reflection, and
how Africans – especially African theologians – themselves attempt to
8 Cf. Theodor Jørgensen ”Dogmatikkens opgave set i religionsmødets perspektiv”, Dansk
teologisk Tidsskrift 2005, pp. 266-284 and most recently ”Den kristne missionsforpligtelse
i et demokratisk, multireligiøst samfund”, pp. 43-54, in Anerkendelse og mission – efter
Muhammed-krisen, Ny Mission nr. 11, Copenhagen: Unitas Forlag 2006.
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highlight the necessity of a relevant and authentic African Christianity and
theology.9 His dissertation which was reviewed by Manfred Hofmann in
SMT, 91:1 (2003) shows that investigations of the slightly older central
problems concerning Christian mission, African culture and colonialism
have been updated and connected to the renewed discourses which appear
in modern anthropological, philosophical and theological analyses of
subjects such as mission in the encounter of cultures and in relation to the
questions of cultural change, religious conversion etc. The wish for self-
appropriation, and for the controlling of one’s own identity among many
Africans today is a predominantly positive point of departure for mission.
This is indeed true of the wish to see Christianity as an African religion.
The entire discussion of identity appears very complex when it is approached
on the basis of interdisciplinary studies. The discourse on ‘africanity’ in
the range of African studies threw light on a tendency of making
generalizations and constructions among Christian theologians. Olsen points
out, for instance, that they run the risk of overlooking the dynamic,
changeable and contextual element of a world-view and a conception of
identity by which Africans today are influenced in their religious quest.
This is why he, with help of an interdisciplinary perspective, tries to widen
the question of identity as it still constitutes a hermeneutic key to understand
the concerns of Christian theology. The dissertation underlines the need
for a critical contextualization in terms of self-theologising, that is, a
contextual theology or a contextualization that leaves room for a versatile
task under the following headings: restoration, adaptation, correlation, and
conflict. The effect of Christian theology, also in a local setting, ought to
stabilize, renew and create conflicts. Based on the description in part one
and two, Olsen gives a survey and analysis of selected images and models
in contextual African Christology in part three. He shows how Christ is the
general focus in relation to people, culture, everyday life, body, health, the
totality of life, and to the ancestral traditions.
In some cases the actual understanding of life and conception of reality
provides the decisive criterion in the interpretation of Biblical concepts and
Christological titles. But in other cases when theologians try to adjust
Christology to the local religious and cultural context through local categories
9 Jørn Henrik Olsen: Kristus i tropisk Afrika – i spændingsfeltet mellem identitet og relevans,
Uppsala, SIM 2001. An English edition is forthcoming.
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and conceptions, hermeneutic problems arise in relation to what he calls the
‘identity’ of the Christian and Biblical traditions. The dissertation closes with
these hermeneutic reflections in relation to the Christological reinterpretations.
It concludes that Christ belongs to the field of tension between identity and
relevance precisely because the identity and general relevance of Christology
presupposes that the story of Jesus cannot be understood independently of
God’s reality and Jesus’ significance for salvation. The question of the
relevance of Jesus can only be determined within the framework of the
particular in his history and incarnation, which is Jesus’ identity. Christology
can only in this way respond seriously, Olsen claims, to the lack of identity,
wholeness and meaning for Africans and for others.
The contextual and hermeneutical search plays a key role in Jørn Henrik
Olsen’s current post doctoral studies in the area of translation and
conversion. He searches for an answer to this very basic but complex
question: What does it mean that Christianity is a translatable religion within
a process of conversion? Olsen describes the most important factors in the
dynamic relationship between cultural-linguistic translation and religious
conversion based on field work in three very different congregations in
East Africa. He attempts to show that conversion is rooted in a personal
experience and identity, and what this means to Christians in different
settings. Within a both theoretical and empirical framework he studies this
further with special reference to the role of bible translations in the
conversion process. Olsen continues to use an interdisciplinary method
(religious study, sociology, anthropology and systematic theology) to explore
the relationship between translation and conversion.
Contrary to the above mentioned researchers in Church History, African
Studies and Systematic Theology, Jørn Henrik Olsen may be labelled as
a scholar of mission. Hans Raun Iversen is a practical theologian. In line
with his eight years of research and teaching in Mission Studies in Århus
before joining Practical Theology in Copenhagen in 1982, he considers
mission as the mother of theology and thus Mission Theology as the
framework for Practical Theology. It is not meaningful to consider e.g.
congregational studies in Tanzania as Mission Studies and the same sort
of studies in Denmark studies as studies in Practical Theology. In both
situations it is Iversen’s claim that proper congregational life in the local
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context is proper mission and visa versa10. For obvious reasons, major
parts of Iversen’s current work is labelled under Religion in the 21st
Century11  and Practical Theology12, often including chapters on mission.
Thus he may be leaving the reader with the impression that he is
considering mission as a subdivision of the practical life of the church
and not the other way around. Iversen does, however, also, contribute to
more strict mission studies, e.g. in the book for the Jubilee of the 300
years of Lutheran mission at Tranquebar13 and in new Danish series of
mission studies since 1999 Ny Mission.14
The Future of Mission Studies at the
University of Copenhagen
It is our ambition that the Faulty of Theology shall continue contributing to
Nordic and International studies of mission according to the standards and
10 Cf. e.g. Hans Raun Iversen ”Incarnation, Congregation and Mission”, in Moti Lal Pandit
et al. (eds.): Identity in Conflict. Classical Faith and Religio Occulta. New Delhi: Munshiran
Manoharlal Publishers 1998, pp.2003-218.
11 See e.g. Morten Højsgaard Thomsen and Hans Raun Iversen (eds.) Gudstro i Danmark,
Copenhagen: Anis 2005.
12 See e.g. Eberhard Harbsmeier and Hans Raun Iversen Praktisk Teologi, Copenhagen:
Anis 1995 and 2004, and Hans Raun Iversen (ed.) Rites of Ordination and Commitment in
the Churches of the Nordic Countries. Theology and Terminology, Copenhagen: Museum
Tusculanum Press 2006.
13 K. E. Bugge, Hans Raun Iversen, Niels kastfelt, Liselotte Malmgart, Harald Nielsen,
Anders Nørgaard and George Oommen (eds.): Det begyndte I København… Knudepunkter
I 300 års dansk-indiske relationer i mission. Odense: Syddansk Universitetsforlag 2005
and George Oommen and Hans Raun Iversen (eds.): It began in Copenhagen. Junction in
300 Years of Indian-Danish Relations in Christian Mission,New dehli: ISPCK 2005.
14 Nordisk Missionstidsskrift, the oldest Nordic periodical for mission, after 109 years as
quarterly periodical was changed to a book series called Ny Mission in 1999. The series
includes mainly mission studies (from the area of missiology, theology of religions etc.)
and is published by the Danish Mission Council in close cooperation with Unitas Forlag.
Some of the articles are research based contributions which are results of foci in our courses
and teaching responsibilities at the universities. But most of the articles are written by
missionaries, pastors, and church leaders who reflect on their church and mission practise.
So far eleven different books have been published – the titles are the following:
Kulturkristendom og kirke, Gudstjeneste og mission, Globalisering og mission, Samarbejde
i mission, Mission og etik, Kirke i mission, Religionsteologi, Missionær i det 21. århundrede,
Mission og dialog, Mission og penge – og Anerkendelse og mission. The latest book,
published autumn 2006, contents reflections and theses on recognition of the other part in
a mission context after the Mohammad cartoon crisis 2006.
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lines of developments within NIME and IAMS. The NIME PhD course on
Methodological Plurality and Academic Integrity in Missiology March 2005
at Magleås may be seen as a token and practical example of this ambition.15
This said, the future is once more quite uncertain. The possibilities and
potentials still seem to be alive. The practical priorities depend, however,
on resources beyond our control. We still have no chair in mission studies,
and the holders of the actual chairs are all strongly occupied with other
research projects and practical obligations. The easiest thing is to say that
mission studies have now become an implicit dimension of other historical
and systematic studies. This can be argued. But this may also be an easy
road to marginalizing the in-depth understanding of mission and thereby
seriously limiting the horizons of theological studies in Copenhagen.
15 Cf. the report and key notes from that conference printed in Swedish Missiological Themes
2005:2.
Swedish Missiological Themes, 94, 4 (2006)
Missiology in Finland
Mika Vähäkangas
Despite a relatively great input in terms of personnel and finances in mission
and inter-church cooperation, there is no strong tradition of missiological
research in Finland. However, since the 1990s there has been a gradual
growth of missiological research in the country. This article will introduce
recent Finnish missiological research, not, however, taking into account
the case of Åbo, which is covered in another article in this thematic issue.
The Organisational Setup
The place of missiology at the Finnish universities has not been stable.
Until 2005, none of the three Finnish faculties of theology had a full-time
teacher in the field.  However, at Helsinki University, there have been two
adjunct professors in missiology – Risto Ahonen and Timo Vasko – as well
as one other adjunct professor, Allan Franzén, whose field is general practical
theology, with special attention to missiology. Ahonen and Vasko have also
been able to devote themselves to missiology in their full-time occupations:
Ahonen as a mission theologian in the Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Mission
(FELM), and Vasko as the associate secretary for missiology in the Office
for Global Mission of the Lutheran Church. Additionally, some professors
of related fields have promoted missiological research, e.g. Miikka
Ruokanen, professor of dogmatics, Simo Heininen, professor of general
church history, and Eila Helander, professor of church and society.
 However, beginning in 2005, the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland
has granted funds for a three-year lectureship in missiology in the Faculty
of Theology at Helsinki. This long-awaited position has provided for the
first full-time teacher of missiology at any Finnish university. The position
is held by Mika Vähäkangas from the Makumira University College,
Tanzania. While this development, which started already in the late 1980s
at a request from the students of theology in Helsinki, has to be greeted
with pleasure, the position of missiology and missiological research has
not been stabilised within the Finnish university system. Naturally, the
temporality of the position discourages long-term planning. Partly related
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to that, the fact that missiology does not form a major of its own, any
developments in teaching as well as graduate and postgraduate research
need to be operated via existing majors in one of the three departments
sharing the lecturer of missiology (i.e. church history, systematic theology
and practical theology). This three year term is serving as a resource for
updating and reorganising the teaching of missiology. At best it can also
encourage new young researchers in the field. A more lasting input could,
however, only be achieved by having both a permanent full-time teaching
position and an independent major.
Despite the organisational limitations, Finnish scholars have done surprisingly
much research which can be described as missiological. However, as
missiology does not exist as an independent field of study at the universities,
almost all this research has been undertaken in other fields. The overview
below not only covers studies that have been published in the form of  books,
but also doctoral dissertations that are under way.
The specialised channels for publishing academic missiology in Finland
are few. The series of the Finnish Society of Missiology and Ecumenics has
been dormant since the society itself was closed down and Lähetysteologinen
aikakauskirja/Journal of Mission Theology is the only purely academic
missiological publication in Finland at the moment. However, a wide range
of publishers, journals and series do publish missiological research and in
this way, missiological research has actually the chance of reaching a wider
public than it would have if published in specialised missiological channels.
It should be noted that Finnish missiological studies are above all published
in Finland even if written in languages other than Finnish.
Theology of Religion, Relationships between Religions
In recent years it has been possible to notice a growing academic interest in
inter-religious relations in Finland. Two collections of articles dealing with
the theology of religions have recently been published in Finnish. Pekka Y.
Hiltunen recently edited a book1 that brings together articles, written by
several Finnish specialists on inter-religious issues, whereas Timo Vasko’s
1 Pekka Y. Hiltunen (ed.) Teologia uskontojen maailmassa/Theology in the World of
Religions. Kirkon tutkimuskeskuksen julkaisuja 81. Tampere: Kirkon Tutkimuskeskus,
2003. Note: translations of Finnish titles is by the author of this article.
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book2 is a collection of his previously published articles on the topic. These
books certainly fill a gap, but being, as they are, collections of articles they
necessarily remain somewhat rudimentary, and for Finnish speakers one
cannot but lament that Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen’s Introduction to the Theology
of Religions: Biblical, Historical, and Contemporary Perspectives was
published in English.3 In a more recent book, Kärkkäinen, who is professor
of Global Pentecostalism at the Fuller Theological Seminary in California,
dealt with the theology of religions from a Trinitarian point of view.4
In addition to these introductions to the theology of religions, some books
with a more practical approach to inter-religious encounters have appeared.
Mari Pöntinen, a FELM director of mission education, has edited a collection
of articles that approaches the missionary encounter from the view point of
intercultural dialogue. The first part of the book deals with the encounter
itself, whereas the second part deals with missionary formation as a
preparation for intercultural encounter. This collection of articles is
predominantly written by Finns, with three articles from abroad.5
The majority of the Finnish studies in this field are focused on the relations
between specific religions. Professor Ruokanen’s project on Christianity
in an Asian religious context has produced two doctoral dissertations at the
Helsinki faculty of theology, namely those of Jyri Komulainen and Paulos
Huang. Komulainen’s An Emerging Cosmotheandric Religion? Raimon
Panikkar’s Pluralistic Theology of Religions is a very detailed and deep
study of Panikkar’s complex thinking6 and Huang recently defended a
dissertation which scrutinises the Confucian-Christian dialogue, and in
particular how the Christian concept of salvation is perceived by Confucian
thinkers.7 Huang’s topic is very timely in the sense that after decades of
2 Timo Vasko, Missiologia ja uskonnot: Johdatus missiologiaan ja uskontoteologiaan/
Missiology and Religions: An Introduction in Missiology and Theology of Religion.
Helsinki: Yliopistopaino & Helsinki University Press, 2003.
3 Downers Grove, Ill: InterVarsity Press, 2003.
4 Trinity and Religious Pluralism: The Doctrine of the Trinity in Christian Theology of
Religions. Aldershot, Hants., England: Ashgate, 2004.
5 Mari Pöntinen (ed.), Kohtaamisen haaste: Näkökulmia kulttuurienväliseen vuoropuheluun
/The Challenge of Encounter: Insights in Intercultural Dialogue. Helsinki: FELM, 2002.
6 Studies in Christian mission 30. Leiden: Brill, 2005.
7 Confronting Confucian Understandings of the Christian Doctrine of Salvation: A
Systematic Theological Analysis of the Basic Problems in the Confucian-Christian Dialogue.
Helsinki, 2006.
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neglect and outright rejection, the Chinese leaders have ”rediscovered”
Confucius. The People’s Republic of China has now even established an
institute of Confucian studies in cooperation with the University of Helsinki.
After his dissertation work, Jyri Komulainen has continued exploring the
relations between Indian spirituality and Christian faith in a recently
published collection of articles.8
In a 2005 book, the biblical scholar Matti Myllykoski from Helsinki and
Svante Lundgren, a specialist on Judaism at Åbo Akademi, deal extensively
with the history of anti-Semitism within Christianity thus shedding light
on much of the history of the relations between Christians and Jews.9  Timo
Vasko has approached the topic of Christian-Jewish relationship through
the thought of Schalom Ben-Chorin, and in his study he also includes Ben-
Chorin’s views on the dialogue with Islam.10
Not surprisingly, the strongest interest in this field has been directed towards
the relationship between Christianity and Islam. In recent doctoral dissertations
Risto Jukko has analysed the theological foundations of the French Roman
Catholic attitude towards Islam,11 whereas Ari Hukari has analysed the
theology of two prominent Muslim theologians, Mawdud and Rahman.12
Hukari has also written an introduction to Islam from a Christian point of
view.13 Heidi Hirvonen is yet another member of Ruokanen’s research team.
She is currently preparing a doctoral dissertation on four Lebanese theologians’
concepts of dialogue between Islam and Christianity.  Two of the theologians
8 Guru Jeesus: Tutkielmia hindulaisuudesta ja kristinuskosta/Guru Jesus: Studies in
Hinduism and Christianity. Helsinki: STKS, 2006.
9 Myllykoski, Matti & Svante Lundgren, Murhatun Jumalan varjo: Antisemitismi
kristinuskon historiassa/The Shadow of the Murdered God: Anti-Semitism in the History
of Christianity. Yliopistopaino: Helsinki, 2005.
10 Timo Vasko, From the Creation to the Kingdom of God: The Concept of God’s Revelation
by the Reform Jew Schalom Ben-Chorin in Dialogues with Christianity and Islam. Peter
Lang: Frankfurt am Main, 2003.
11 Trinitarian Theology in Christian-Muslim Encounters: Theological Foundations of the
Work of the French Roman Catholic Church’s Secretariat for Relations with Islam. Schriften
der Luther-Agricola-Gesellschaft 50. Helsinki: Luther-Agricola-Society, 2001.
12 Islam, ilmoitus ja historia: Abul A’la Mawdudin ja Fazlur Rahmanin Koraanin ja tradition
tulkinta/Islam, Revelation and History: Abul A’la Mawdud’s ja Fazlur Rahman’s
Interpretations of Qur’an and the Tradition. Suomalaisen teologisen kirjallisuusseuran
julkaisuja 244. Helsinki: Suomalainen teologinen kirjallisuusseura, 2005.
13 Islam kuvastimessa/Islam in the Mirror. Helsinki: WSOY, 2006.
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are Shiite Muslims while of the Christians one is Melchite and the other is
Orthodox. The strength of her approach is that she makes extensive use of
original Arabic texts as the basis of her analysis. At this junction one needs,
of course, to recognise the major contribution of the department of Asian and
African studies in researching religions, especially Islam. However, the point
of view of that kind of research is decidedly not missiological and engaging
and thus not included in this article.
Mission Theology
Research in mission theology has not been quite as extensive as studies on
interreligious relationships. Yet even in this area the tendency has rather
been growth than decline. Risto Ahonen has been the prominent writer in
this field with an extensive general introduction in international mission
theological debate Mission in the New Millennium that has also been
published in Finnish and Russian.14 He has also dealt with the relationship
between holistic understanding of mission and mission organisations in
another study.15
Timo Vasko introduces and analyses two mission documents of the World
Council of Churches (Mission and Evangelism of 1982 and Mission and
Evangelism in Unity Today of 1999) in a recent book. The book also contains
the document texts in English.16 In 2003 Tiina Ahonen defended her doctoral
dissertation in dogmatics in Helsinki on David Bosch’s mission theology.
Her minute analysis starts from his theology of contextualisation but as the
analysis unwinds, contextualisation opens the whole mission theology of
Bosch. As such, Tiina Ahonen’s work combines the debates on mission
14 Translation from the Finnish original by Michael Cox and John Mills. Helsinki: FELM,
2006.
15 Lähetys rajojen ylittäjänä: Kokonaisvaltaisen lähetyskäsityksen vaikutus lähetystyön
rakenteeseen/Mission Crossing Frontiers: The Impact of Holistic Understanding of Mission
on the Mission Structures. Kirkon tutkimuskeskuksen julkaisuja 84. Tampere: Kirkon
tutkimuskeskus, 2003.
16  Kirkkojen maailmanneuvoston lähetys- ja uskontoteologiaa: ”Lähetys ja evankelioiminen
- ekumeeninen julkilausuma” (1982) ja ”Lähetys ja evankelioiminen ykseydessä tänään”
(1999)/Theology of Religion by the World Council of Churches: ”Mission and Evangelism
– An Ecumenical Affirmation” (1982) and ”Mission and Evangelism in Unity Today (1999).
Helsinki: Helsinki University Press, 2004.
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theology in general and contextualisation.17 Mari Pöntinen and Mikko
Helminen have edited a collection of articles which deal with the mission
of the church in the light of human rights. The collection is international
but tallies with the interests and areas of work of the Finnish Evangelical
Lutheran Mission (FELM).18
Contextual Theologies, Third World Theologies
The field of contextual theologies has produced some research since the
turn of the century. Tiina Ahonen and Jyri Komulainen have edited a
collection of articles covering most of the so-called Third World. It is the
first global introduction of contextual theologies in Finnish and is
surprisingly coherent in spite of its being a collection from various authors.19
Teachers of the Järvenpää unit of the Diaconia University of Applied Sciences
have recently been active in dealing with liberation theologies from Finnish
perspectives. Kari Latvus has written an introduction to contextual Biblical
hermeneutics. His approach is to introduce liberation theologies and other
contextual theologies and to consider the applicability of contextual
approaches in Finland.20 Latvus continued working on contextuality together
with Susanna Hyväri by conducting a research of the effects of a project
that attempted to facilitate the emergence of local theologies in the town of
Espoo. The outcome is a booklet that describes in detail the project and its
student feedback.21 Finally, Marita Mattila has written a description of a
project of theological reflection of the unemployed in the town of
Lappeenranta during the economic recession of the 1990s. According to
Mattila, the result of the project was to empower local theology of liberation.
17 Transformation through Compassionate Mission: David J. Bosch’s Theology of
Contextualization. Schriften der Luther-Agricola-Gesellschaft 55. Helsinki: Luther-
Agricola-Society, 2003.
18 Oikeus uskoon, toivoon ja rakkauteen: ihmisoikeudet ja kirkon missio/The Right to Faith,
Hope and Love: Human Rights and the Mission of the Church. Helsinki: FELM, 2005.
19  Tiina Ahonen & Jyri Komulainen (eds.), Teologian ilmansuuntia: Näkökulmia
uskontulkintoihin Aasiassa, Afrikassa ja Latinalaisessa Amerikassa/Points of the Compass
of Theology: Insights into Interpretations of Faith in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
Helsinki: Gaudeamus, 2004.
20 Arjen teologia: Johdatus kontekstuaaliseen raamatuntulkintaa/Everyday Theology:
Introduction in contextual Biblical Hermeneutics. Helsinki: Kirjapaja, 2002.
21 Paikallisia teologioita Espoossa/Local Theologies in Espoo. Diakonia-ammattikorkeakoulun
julkaisuja A 11. Helsinki: Diakonia-ammattikorkeakoulu, 2005.
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However, the booklet does not go in for analysing the contents of the
theology. At any rate, it gives publicity to an attempt at creating liberation
theology at the grass-roots during a time when such theologising was very
much needed.22
Latin American liberation theologies have not been ignored even if the
proportion has decreased in recent years. Jukka Raunu works on Brazilian
Joao Batista Libanio’s theology in his doctoral dissertation project at Helsinki
and he has recently defended his licentiate thesis. His approach to liberation
theology is decidedly post Cold War. Pauliina Kainulainen has been working
on feminist and ecological perspectives on theology. Her doctoral dissertation
defended in Joensuu is a systematic theological analysis of Brazilian Ivone
Gebara’s concepts of knowing and theology.23  She has also edited a collection
of articles on feminist theologies together with Aulikki Mäkinen.24 This book
fills the obvious gap of a general introduction to feminist theologising in the
Finnish context even if former studies on liberation theology have included
the feminist aspect, albeit in view of the Third World.
Miikka Ruokanen’s project on Asian Christianity also contributes to
contextual theologies which are not primarily geared towards the encounter
between religions. Especially in Chinese communism, traditional
philosophies and consumerism are frontlines of encounter. Miikka Ruokanen
and Paulos Huang have edited a book consisting of conference papers
presented in a Sino-Nordic meeting on Chinese contextual theologies. The
book is meant primarily for Chinese consumption but the impetus and
editing were done by persons heavily involved in Finnish missiology.25
Marketta Antola belongs to Ruokanen’s project as well. She writes her
doctoral dissertation on Bishop K.H. Ting’s theology of harmony laying
emphasis on Chinese identity.
22 Työttömän toivo: Vapautuksen teologiaa Lappeenrannassa/The Hope of the Unemployed:
Liberation Theology in Lappeenranta. Diankonia-ammattikorkeakoulun julkaisuja B 11.
Helsinki: Diakonia-ammattikorkeakoulu, 2002.
23 Maan viisaus: Ivone Gebaran ekofeministinen käsitys tietämisestä ja teologiasta
/Wisdom of the Earth: Ivone Gebara’s Ecofeminist Interpretation of Konwing and of
Theology. Joensuun yliopiston teologisia julkaisuja 13. Joensuu: Joensuun yliopisto, 2005.
24 Näen Jumalan toisin: kristinuskon feministisiä tulkintoja/I See God in a Diffrerent Way:
Feminist Interpretations of Christianity. Helsinki: Kirjapaja, 2006.
25 Miikka Ruokanen, Paulos Huang (eds.), Christianity and Chinese Culture: a Sino-Nordic
Conference on Chinese Contextual Theology (August 13-17,2003, Lapland, Finland).
Beijing: China Social Sciences Press, 2004.
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When viewing the overall picture of the study of contextual theologies, the
Järvenpää unit of Diaconia University of Applied Sciences has become active
in the study of Finnish grass-roots theologising. In Helsinki, there are doctoral
dissertations in the field of Third World theologies which are on the way and
which have been launched a couple of years ago. However, during recent
years, very few such new projects have been launched. Especially Africa has
been largely ignored. As a partial remedy to the situation, an interdisciplinary
research team has been formed under the lecturer of missiology in Helsinki
and ”The Interplay of Identities in African Christianity” project is being
launched. Mari Pöntinen (University of Joensuu) is working on her doctoral
dissertation dealing with Botswanan theology of harmony and the project
also involves another new doctoral student who has not started the work yet
as well as two post-doctoral researchers.
Studies on Missions and Mission Organisations
Almost all research done on mission organisations during recent years has
been related to the Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Mission (FELM). In spite
of the fact that this is the oldest Finnish organisation of overseas mission,
the number of publications on FELM is disproportionate. The fact that a
good number of the missiologists who are active in academic research are
(former) FELM employees is one explanatory factor, while the large FELM
archives may serve as another one. FELM has also actively supported
mission-related research.
Kirsti Kena and Eila Helander have written the history of the FELM women
missionaries. The first volume covers the period until the end of World
War II, while the second volume covers the time thereafter.26 Another major
contribution to mission history published by the FELM is the third volume
of the centennial history of FELM 1859-1959 by Toivo Saarilahti, Kaisa
Nikkilä, Pentti Nikkilä and Matti Ijäs. It covers the history of Finnish mission
26 Kirsti Kena, Eevat apostolien askelissa: naislähetit Suomen lähetysseuran työssä 1870-
1945/The Eves in the Footsteps of the Apostles: Women Missionaries in the Work of the
Finnish Mission Society 1870-1945.  Helsinki: FELM, 2000. Eila Helander, Kutsumus
kantaa: naislähetit Suomen lähetysseuran työssä toisen maailmansodan jälkeen/The Call
Supports: Women Missionaries in the Work of the Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Mission
after the Second World War. Helsinki: FELM, 2001.
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in China from its beginning in 1901 until the Chinese revolution.27 The
Finnish mission in China is also the topic for two mission historical doctoral
dissertations in Helsinki. Kaisa Nikkilä deals with the Finnish missionary
Toivo Koskikallio’s theology and its context28 whereas Pekka Lund writes
on Finnish mission in China during the delicate years 1926-1929.29
The department of church history in Helsinki has produced yet another
mission historical doctoral dissertation. In her book Anja Nurminen deals
with the relations between a young church and a mission society from the
point of view of FELM in Pakistan.30 Antti Vanhanen’s dissertation from
Joensuu University deals with similar questions in the Tanzanian Southern
Highlands.31 In his book, Vanhanen pays special attention to the conflicting
loyalties of the ethnic group and the young nation and the ways in which
the Lutheran Church was able to respond to them.
Another Finnish mission society, the Lutheran Evangelical Association in
Finland, has not been left without research, either. Seija Jalagin from the
faculty of humanities in Oulu has written her doctoral dissertation on the
early history of the Finnish women missionaries in Japan. The dissertation
is about to be published and defended.32
27 Toivo Saarilahti, Kaisa Nikkilä, Pentti Nikkilä, Matti Ijäs, Sata vuotta suomalaista
lähetystyötä 1859-1959, osa 3: Idän myrskypilven alla. Suomen lähetysseuran työ Kiinassa
vuosina 1901-1953/A Hundred Years of Finnish Mission 1859-1959, vol. 3: Under the
Dark Cloud of the East. The Work of the Finnish Missionary Society in China 1901-1953.
Helsinki: FELM, 2002.
28 Kristillinen usko ja Kiinan salattu viisaus: Toivo Koskikallion teologia ja sen kiinalainen
konteksti/Christian Faith and the Hidden Wisdom of China: Toivo Koskikallio’s Theology
and Its Chinese Context. Helsinki: Yliopistopaino, 2000.
29 Kuilun reunalla: Suomen lähetysseura Kiinassa 1926-1929/On the Edge of an Abyss:
The Finnish Missionary Society in China 1926-1929. Helsinki: Suomen lähetysseura, 2006.
30 Lutheran Cooperation and Confrontation in Pakistan 1958-1962: Church-mission
Relations from the Perspective of the Finnish Missionary Society.  Schriften der Luther-
Agricola-Gesellschaft 54. Helsinki: Luther-Agricola-Society, 2003.
31 Nationalismin ja tribalismin ristipaineessa: luterilaisen kirkon afrikkalaistuminen
Tansanian Eteläisellä Ylänkömaalla 1957-1973/In the Pressure between Nationalism and
Tribalism: The Africanization of the Lutheran Church in the Tanzania Southern Highlands
1957-1973. Joensuun yliopiston teologisia julkaisuja 5. Joensuu: Joensuun yliopisto, 2002.
32 Vapaana ja varjossa – Suomalaiset naislähetystyöntekijät Japanissa 1900–1941/Free
and in the Shadow – Finnish Women Missionaries in Japan 1900-1941.
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There is yet another mission historical doctoral dissertation in the making in
the department of church history in Helsinki. Mika Palo writes on the Radio
Voice of the Gospel which was the trailblazer of Lutheran radio mission in
Africa. He covers its history from the founding until its moving from Addis
Ababa due to the Ethiopian revolution. This study differs from the rest of the
organisational missiological studies in the sense that Finnish missionaries do
not play an essential role in the setting of the question. So is the case also in
the doctoral dissertation of Markku Hokkanen that was defended very recently
in Jyväskylä University. Hokkanen studied the way in which Scottish
missionaries and the local population encountered and perceived each other
in the medical practices of Livingstonia mission in Malawi.33
Considering the long and strong links between Finland and Namibia, it is
no wonder that two Namibia-related doctoral dissertations of mission
historical interest have been published during recent years. Kari Miettinen
wrote his doctoral dissertation in history in Joensuu University on the social
and cultural ramifications of conversion in Christianity in colonial
Ovamboland.34 Olli Löytty deals with the image of Africa in Finnish mission
literature. He has just defended this doctoral dissertation in the faculty of
humanities at the University of Turku. The analysed literature deals
predominantly with Finnish (FELM) accounts on the people and cultures
in northern Namibia or Ovambo.35 Pauli Laukkanen’s doctoral dissertation
Rough Road to Dynamism was defended in Helsinki under general church
history.36 It has obvious strong connections to Biblical studies, as well.
Laukkanen’s meticulous analysis of the biblical translations of Ovambo
dialects presupposes strong linguistic background especially on the side of
North Namibian Bantu languages. Thus, it is no overstatement that it is a
groundbreaking work in Finnish missiological research.
33 Quests for Health in Colonial Society: Scottish missionaries and medical culture in the
Northern Malawi region, 1875-1930. Jyväskylä Studies in Humanities 62. Jyväskylä:
University of Jyväskylä, 2006.
34 On the Way to Whiteness: Christianization, Conflict and Change in Colonial Ovamboland,
1910-1965. Bibliotheca historica 92. Helsinki: Suomalaisen kirjallisuuden seura, 2005.
35 Ambomaamme: Suomalaisen lähetyskirjallisuuden me ja muut/Our Ovambo: We and
the Others in Finnish Mission Literature. Tampere: Vastapaino 2006.
36 Rough Road to Dynamism – Bible Translating in Northern Namibia, 1954-1987:
Kwanyama, Kwangali and Ndonga. Schriften der Luther-Agricola-Gesellschaft 52.
Helsinki: Luther-Agricola-Society, 2002.
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As seen, most studies on mission organisations are more or less historical.
In contrast, Markku Salakka’s approach is social scientific. His doctoral
dissertation defended in University of Oulu faculty of education deals with
re-entry shock of the repatriating workers of Finnish mission societies.
His discourse analysis places emphasis on the way these returning workers
speak on their return.37
Sociological Research on the Church’s work
in challenging situations
The Church Research Institute has specialised in producing and publishing
research that benefits the work of the churches in Finland. The Institute has
produced an electronic cumulating database on religions in Finland in
cooperation with the research network of new religious movements. The
database was introduced in 2006.38 The institute researchers, Kimmo
Kääriäinen (who is also the director of the institute), Kati Niemelä and
Kimmo Ketola have also produced a general analysis of Finnish religiosity.39
The Lutheran church has also been concerned about the growing tendency
of its young members to leave the church. Therefore, the church has launched
projects attempting to reach the youth. Research elements were involved,
and as a result, a book on young urban adults’ religiosity was published.40
Finnish researchers have also produced studies of missiological interest on
some other countries. Kimmo Kääriäinen has written on the Russian religiosity
after the fall of communism41 and Maija Turunen wrote her doctoral
dissertation in Helsinki faculty of theology on the religiosity of youth in
37 Suomeen palaavien lähetystyöntekijöiden paluuta koskevat puhetavat: paluusokki ja
identiteetin monikulttuuriset jännitteet/Finnish Missionaries’ Types of Discourses on
Repatriation: Re-Entry Shock and the Multicultural Tensions of Identity.  Acta Universitatis
Ouluensis, Series E, Scientiae rerum socialium 81. Oulu: University of Oulu, 2006.
38 http://www.uskonnot.fi/
39 Religion in Finland: Decline, Change and Transformation of Finnish Religiosity.
Publications of the Church Research Institute 54. Church Research Institute: Tampere, 2005.
40 Teija Mikkola, Kati Niemelä ja Juha Petterson (eds.), Urbaani usko: Nuoret aikuiset ja
kirkko/Urban Faith: Young Adults and the Church. Kirkon tutkimuskeskuksen julkaisuja
96 Kirkon tutkimuskeskus: Tampere, 2006.
41  Ateismin jälkeen: Uskonnollisuus Venäjällä/After Atheism: Religiosity in Russia. Kirkon
tutkimuskeskuksen julkaisuja 86. Kirkon tutkimuskeskus: Tampere, 2004.
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Russia.42 Auli Vähäkangas’ doctoral dissertation defended in Helsinki in 2004
analysed the role of Lutheran parishes in the coping of childless couples in
Kilimanjaro region, Tanzania.43 In that setting, childlessness is a theological
issue because the traditional concept of immortality presupposes descendants
who carry on the life of their forefathers.
The Present State of Finnish Missiological Research
and Future Prospects
At present, there are more academic publications of missiological interest
published in Finland or written by Finnish scholars than perhaps ever before.
However, the only area in which there has been a significant growth in recent
years is in the theology of religions or inter-religious studies. In other fields,
the tendency has only been slightly growing. In Third World theologies one
may even expect a slight decline in the future. It is also questionable as to the
extent the researchers whose works have been listed here as missiological
would themselves consider their works as such. The lack of a recognised
major at Finnish universities makes missiology a field that is difficult to identify
and even more difficult to identify oneself with. What cannot be denied, at
any rate, is that there is a permanent interest in missiological topics of research.
At the moment, Finnish missiology needs a coming together and forming of
research networks, thereby gaining the critical mass for creative advance in
the field. There are many Finnish theologians or missiologists with a great
deal of international exposure and intercultural and religious experience. This
experience cannot easily be made use of locally in the present situation when
the local outlets for sharing are lacking. It is to be hoped that the 2007 NIME
conference in Åbo can serve as one point of departure also for Finnish national
missiological cooperation. Another important resource for this is the full time
missiologists in Finland, namely the lecturer of missiology in Helsinki as
well as the FELM and the Lutheran Church’s mission theologians.
At any rate, the introduction of missiology as a major, at least in Helsinki
could stabilise the state of missiological research in the long run. That could
facilitate the growth of a larger new generation of missiologists.
42 Faith in the Heart of Russia: The Religiosity of Post-Soviet University Students. Kikimora
publications, series A 11. Helsinki: Kikimora/Aleksanteri Institute, 2005.
43 Christian Couples Coping with Childlessness: Narratives from Machame, Kilimanjaro.
Helsinki, 2004.
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Missiology at
Åbo Akademi University
Kim Groop
Missiology at the Faculty of Theology, Åbo Akademi University is
predominantly studied within the discipline of church history. However,
mission studies can also be pursued within other disciplines at the faculty,
for instance in dogmatics. A number of students have written their
missiology-related master’s theses in the fields of practical theology and
comparative religion.
Staff and Courses
In 2006 lecturing in missiology and mission history has been pursued by
two individuals. From August 2006 until April 2007 Kim Groop (ThD)
served full-time as a teacher of church and mission history. In addition,
Henrik Smedjebacka (ThD) held one course in the autumn of 2006.
Smedjebacka has been tied to the university for decades as an adjunct
professor (docent) and lecturer in mission studies. Examiner for the students
of mission history is the professor in church history, Ingvar Dahlbacka
(ThD). Lectures offered in 2006-2007 include;
z Introduction to mission history 1 credit (Smedjebacka)
z The Second World War and the German missionary work 2 credits
(Groop)
z Mission work among the Maasai 2 credits (Groop)
z Women and mission 2 credits (Groop)
z How to do research in mission history 1 credit (Groop)
Apart from lectures, the faculty offers a number of literature-based courses
in regional and global mission history as well as in mission theology.
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Research and publications
In recent years a number of individuals have pursued research in missiology
and related subjects, and a number of publications have emerged. Some of
these titles are doctor’s dissertations. Håkan Granberg investigated the
planting of churches in Hong Kong in the 1990s and defended his
dissertation Church Planting Commitment in 2000.1 Also in the year 2000,
Jaakko Mäkelä defended his dissertation on independent churches in
Thailand. Most of these churches, the first of which were founded already
in the 1930s, were charismatic and incorporated parts of Thai Buddhism.2
In 2002, Hans Andreasson defended his dissertation Gripenhet och
engagemang, in which he analysed the identity and change of identity of
the Swedish Missionary Society between 1918 and 1993.3  Leif-Göte
Björklund’s research demonstrates somewhat alternative mission currents
and scenarios as it is concerned not with geographically distant mission
work, but with the planting of the Methodist church in Finland in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.4 Björklund’s research ended in
his dissertation in 2005. The latest dissertation in mission studies took place
earlier this year when Kim Groop defended his research on the Lutheran
mission work among the Arusha and Maasai in Tanzania.5
At the present, doctoral research in mission studies is pursued by two
persons, both of whom are Masters of Theology from our university and
working for the Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Mission in Helsinki. Marika
Björkgren-Thylin is focusing on Lutheran mission work in Thailand 1976-
1994. This mission is particularly interesting as it was carried out as a joint
effort between Lutheran churches in several Nordic and Asian countries.
Johanna Södö is also concerned with Nordic perspectives. She has recently
1 Håkan Granberg Church Planting Commitment: New Church Development in Hong Kong
during the Run-Up to 1997, ÅA-Diss, Turku, 2000.
2 Jaakko Mäkelä, Khrischak Issara. The Independent Churches in Thailand, Their Historical
Background, Contextual Setting, and, Theological Thinking, ÅA-Diss, Turku, 2000.
3 Hans Andreasson, Gripenhet och engagemang. Svenska Missionsförbundets identitet
speglad genom missionsföreståndarnas predikningar vid generalkonferenserna 1918-1993,
ÅA-Diss, Turku, 2002.
4 Leif-Göte Björklund, Rikssvenska metodistpredikanters betydelse för metodistkyrkans
framväxt och utveckling i Finland 1880-1923, ÅA-Diss, Turku, 2005.
5 Kim Groop, With the Gospel to Maasailand – Lutheran Mission Work among the Arusha
and Maasai in Northern Tanzania 1904-1973, ÅA-Diss, Turku, 2006.
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begun investigating the missionary education of the Finnish Evangelical
Lutheran Mission 1945-2000.
Post doctoral research in missiology and mission history is currently being
done by Sölve Anderzén and Kim Groop. Anderzén, who is an adjunct
professor (docent) at the faculty, has in his previous research dealt which a
somewhat different mission perspective, namely the Finnish and Swedish
Lapland, and in particular on the missionary schools, religiosity, literacy and
language issues.6 Anderzén’s next book is expected to be published during
2007. Groop, for his part, takes a particular interest in Lutheran work and
identity issues in Tanzania. He is particularly concerned with the present-day
”Diocese in Arusha Region” and the Arusha and Maasai ethnic groups.
Moreover, Henrik Smedjebacka has from the year 2000 onwards published a
number of books. In The Search for Church Union in East Africa Smedjebacka
deals with the aim in Kenya and Tanzania to create a united Protestant church
for Anglican, Methodist, Moravian, Presbyterian and Lutheran churches. In
the books I Guds fotspår [In the Footsteps of God], Hela evangeliet till hela
världen [The whole Gospel to the whole World] and Åt juden först men också
åt kinesen [To the Jew first, but also to the Chinese], Smedjebacka has tried
to collect some of his teaching over the years. 7
Future
There has, in the recent years, been a positive interest among students in
mission studies and missiological research. It is clear that mission studies
in one way or another will be represented also in the future, and hopefully
the subject can be developed.
6 Sölve Anderzén,”Language, literacy, and religion: popular education in the Torne Laplands,
1744-1803”. In D. Lindmark (Ed.), Religious education in history: Confessional and inter-
confessional experiences, pp. 93-103. (Umeå, 2003).
7 Henrik Smedjebacka, The Search for Church Union in East Africa (ÅA, Turku, 2002),  I
Guds fotspår (ÅA, Turku, 2001); Hela evangeliet till hela världen (ÅA, Turku, 2004) and
Åt juden först men också åt kinesen ÅA, Turku, 2006).
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Mission Studies at the Faculty of Theology,
University of Oslo
Notto R. Thelle
More than 25 years ago I reviewed J. Verkuyl’s Contemporary Missiology:
An Introduction, commenting that missiology would hardly survive as a
specific academic discipline. It had contributed to important insights and
awareness of the development of Christianity in the non-Western world,
but was so much related to a certain historical phase and its theological
culture – the modern missionary movement, tied up with colonial expansion
and Western dominance and a certain type of missionary societies – that it
would disappear with that historical phase. I recommended the book as a
monumental contribution to mission studies, but also commented that it
could be read as a monument to a generation of missiologists who
contributed to the death and/or transformation of missiology.
Thus the remaining task of the last generation of missiologists is perhaps
to draw the final conclusion about the close relationship between colonial
expansion and missionary expansion, and the gradual change from one-
way mission to mutuality in mission after the collapse of the colonial
structures…. Will future generations of theologians regard missiology as
an appendix to a missionary movement which was the happy and/or unhappy
result of Western expansion and exploitation, a development which was
bound to end in a blind ally?1
New developments in missions, such as the active role of non-Western
Christians in world evangelization, may modify my argument, but basically
I think my conclusions were valid. Implicitly it was even supported by Verkuyl
himself. At least he seemed to be more interested in inter-church cooperation
and the world-wide ecumenical movement than traditional mission, even
though he did not seriously discuss the implications of this development for
missiology as a theological discipline. I argued that the issues and concerns
raised, deepened, and sharpened by missiology would remain central concerns,
but suggested that they would rather be integrated into traditional theological
1 Japanese Religions 11:4 (July 1981), pp. 69-72.
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disciplines. This is indicated, but not seriously discussed when Verkuyl
characterized missiology as a ”complementary science.”
Five years later, in 1986, I was appointed professor of Ecumenics and
Missiology at the University of Oslo, a position in which I have served for
twenty years until I retired this summer, 2006. As I leave my position,
nothing is decided about the vacant chair; in all probability the position
will not remain intact. Whether or not this is a loss depends on how the
Faculty of Theology designs other positions and how central missiological
concerns are defined and integrated in related disciplines.
From one point of view it is certainly a loss when missiology is not
guaranteed by an academic chair and a professor who commits his or her
research to that particular discipline. On the other hand, when mission
studies are tied to a certain chair, the result may be that missiology is
regarded as the particular responsibility for that chair and not so much for
other disciplines. That was to a great extent the situation in the initial period
of missiological chairs in Norway. In spite of the great contribution of Olav
G. Myklebust, the first professor of missiology at the Lutheran School of
Theology in Oslo (Menighetsfakultetet), the discipline was to a great extent
regarded as a field for that chair and the few students who had special
interest in missions, and the subject was not well integrated in the
curriculum. It was somehow an appendix, fascinating and challenging with
Myklebust’s world-wide perspective, but still somewhat isolated. When a
similar chair was established at Oslo University (1968), it was probably
more so, since most of the students were not recruited from the conservative
and pietistic circles that had traditionally supported the missionary societies,
but from other types of church people.
The chair of Missiology and Ecumenics at the Faculty of Theology was
”placed” in the Institute for Systematic Theology, and hence the systematic
aspects of missiology were emphasized, even though the historical aspects
were not ignored. One of the first themes in my discussions with the faculty
after my appointment was to search for ways to integrate central
missiological themes into the ordinary curriculum of the faculty. This
strategy was wholeheartedly supported by the faculty, and the method was
to let go of ”missiology” as a general theme and rather to select some central
concerns from mission studies to be integrated in the curriculum for all the
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students. The obvious choice was to emphasize interfaith dialogue and
theology of religion, cross-cultural studies, third world theologies, and
reflection on the contribution of non-Western Christianity for our own
understanding of contextual theology. In recent years both research and
teaching have included globalization, religious conflict and reconciliation,
and the actual changes in our own society as a result of migration and
broader international contacts. The actual study of other religions has also
been revitalized; it had always been included in the curriculum but was
seldom taught and hardly brought up at exams. Now religions were not
merely out there, but were more and more present in the Norwegian society,
both as classical ”world religions” and integrated in numerous forms of
new religions and alternative spiritualities.
This policy could not have been realized without a new awareness in the
faculty for such issues. The faculty had traditionally regarded the connection
between Norway-Denmark-Germany as the axis – for some the only axis –
around which the theological world revolved. But fortunately, several
teachers and researchers were breaking out of such a euro-provincialism
and oriented themselves towards wider geographical areas and new types
of research: the Anglo-Saxon world and North America, southern Europe,
Latin America, the Middle East (not only for Biblical studies), and Asia. I
myself represented the Asian input and the dialogue with Eastern traditions.
Others engaged in studies of Latin American liberation theology, modern
post-Christian religion and spirituality, represented by American witches
and goddess spirituality, and Islam. In recent years other members of the
faculty have studied neo-pentecostal movements with their multinational
connections between north and south, globalization, religion and peace/
conflict, etc. Diaconal studies have opened for joint research projects with
South African scholars dealing with HIV-AIDS and cross-cultural diaconia.
In sum, the missiology chair does not have a monopoly on themes related
to mission studies. Only one additional position is specifically related to
”missiological” themes, a new chair for ”Interreligious Studies”, held by
Professor Oddbjørn Leirvik, who is an expert on Islamic studies and the
dialogue between Islam and Christianity. The ”missiological” competence
in the faculty is basically the result of personal interest among individual
teachers, but to some extent also stems from involvement in broader research
projects such as ”Relgion in a Globalized Age” (RIGA) and ”Broken Bodies
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and Healing Communities” dealing with ”community, ritual, care and ethics
in church-based responses to HIV/AIDS in RSA.” Our professor of
Feministic Theology, Jone Salomonsen, did her doctoral work on witches
and post-Christian spirituality in North America, and has later been involved
in ritual studies and comparative research in Latin America and South Africa,
related to the above-mentioned research projects. The professor of church
history, Berge Furre, has been heavily involved in research on Brazil,
concerned with the landless people on the one hand, and the Universal
Kingdom of God Church (IURD) on the other. Professor of systematic
theology, Kjetil Hafstad, has also been an active promoter of and contributor
to the above-mentioned projects and has notably engaged in the cooperation
with the University of Natal. Sturla Stålsett, who did his doctoral work on
the theology of Jon Sobrino, has left the faculty in order to serve as general
secretary of Kirkens Bymisjon (Church Urban Mission), but was for several
years heavily involved in the above-mentioned projects and was an
important support for nurturing and developing theological research and
reflection related to globalization and third world theology.
Another project which has opened the Faculty for a broader interest in
subjects traditionally related to mission studies is the International Network
in Advanced Theological Education (INATE), a network of theological
schools in India, South-Africa, Brazil, Hungary, China, Canada, Costa Rica,
facilitating exchange of teachers and students. The international master
program in Intercontextual Theology, with students from Asia, Africa, and
Latin America, in addition to Western students, has also enhanced the interest
in related disciplines.
Missiological themes in actual teaching programs are primarily related to
the study of religion and reflection on interfaith issues. The study of non-
Christian religions is integrated on the lower level in a required course on
”Life Stances and Religion in Norway – Conflict Dialogue, Change.” The
course introduces a ”dialogical study” of actual religions in Norway,
primarily Buddhism and Islam, but also new religions, alternative
spirituality, and secular humanism. From time to time the faculty offers
more specialized courses on Christian-Muslim dialogue, wisdom literature
(Christian, Zen and Daoism), and modern spirituality; and missiogical
aspects are integrated in other courses on dogmatics and philosophy of
religion. At the higher level there are courses on interreligious relations,
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intercontextual theology, religion and conflict, interreligious hermeneutics,
post-colonialism, gender and religion, etc. In addition some students write
master theses or other major papers on themes related to missiological issues.
I have been asked to present a couple of the latest and most important
publications by people involved in research relevant to missiology, and
will limit myself to the contributions of the above-mentioned scholars.
Oddbjørn Leirvik , Professor of Interreligious Studies since 2005, has written
extensively about interfaith issues, notably about Muslim-Christian
relations. His doctoral work on the concept of conscience in Islam and
Christianity (2002) was recently published in a revised version as Human
Conscience and Muslim-Christian Relations: Modern Egyptian Thinkers
on al-damir (London: Routledge 2006). One of his recent books in
Norwegian is Islam og kristendom. Konflikt eller dialog (Islam and
Christianity: Conflict or Dialogue? Oslo: Pax Forlag 2006). In addition he
has been coeditor (and author) with Sturla Stålsett of a book related to the
above-mentioned RIGA project, The Power of Faiths in Global Politics
(Oslo: Novus 2004), and contributor to the forthcoming Religion in a
Globalized Age: Transfers and Transformations, Integration and Resistance
(to be published by Novus in 2007).
Jone Salomonsen, Professor of  Feministic Theology, has in recent years written
several articles that are relevant for mission studies, e.g., ”From Africa to
America and Back: Sacrifice and Possession at the Interstices between
Christianity and Indigenous Ritual”, in the forthcoming  Religion in a
Globalized Age (see above); ”Shielding Girls at Risk of HIV-AIDS by
Intertwining Zulu and Christian Ritual Heritage,” to be published in the
forthcoming Broken Bodies and Healing Communities: Faith-based Responses
to HIV/AIDS (Pietermaritzburg: Cluster Publications 2007); and related studies
in the forthcoming Shelter from the Storm: Dying, Coping and Healing from
AIDS in a South African Township, coedited with Sidsel Roalkvam.
Berge Furre, Professor of church history, has in recent years been engaged
in studies of Latin American Neo-Pentecostal movements, in particular the
Universal Kingdom of God Church (Igreja Universal do Reino do Deus).
Two studies related to that research are published in the above-mentioned
RIGA books, The Power of Faiths in Global Politics and Religion in a
Globalized Age.
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Kjetil Hafstad, Professor of systematic theology, has been involved in both
the above-mentioned research projects. The article which is most relevant
for missiological studies is probably his comparison of processes of recon-
ciliation in South Africa and (East) Germany, ”Reconciliation without
Sacrifice? Societal Transformation through Elite Changes in East Germany
and South Africa,” to be published in the above-mentioned Religion in a
Globalized Age.
Sturla J. Stålsett was for many years involved with the Faculty of Theology
as researcher and project leader, and was a vital asset to the Faculty’s
involvement in missiological studies, both with his expertise in Latin
American theology (in particular the theology of Jon Sobrino), and his
commitment to contextual theology, ethical issues, and the challenges of
globalization. Working as coordinator of the RIGA project, he was the chief
editor/co-editor of the RIGA books already mentioned, The Power of Faiths
in Global Politics, and Religion in a Globalized Age; and in addition Spirits
of Globalization: The Growth of Pentecostalism and Experiential
Spiritualities in a Global Age (London: SCM 2006). He also edited and
wrote chapters in another ”globalization” book, Discovering Jesus in Our
Place: Contextual Christologies in a Globalised World (Delhi: ISPCK
2003). Stålsett is presently General Secretary of Kirkens Bymisjon, but
one may hope that he will become a permanent member of the Faculty.
Even though I, Notto R. Thelle, recently retired, I am still involved in
research and some teaching at the Faculty as Senior Professor. I have been
involved in a variety of missiological issues, both in teaching and research,
but have in recent years again returned to the ”first love,” research and
reflection on the encounter between East and West, in particular Buddhism
and Christianity. In connection with the RIGA project, I have tried to see
Karl Ludvig Reichelt and his encounter with Buddhism as an aspect of
globalization, and argued for a revision of his work in his primary context,
the local Chinese as well as the international one, rather than the
Scandinavian context. Among a number of studies I mention ”Changed by
the East: Notes on Missionary Communication and Transformation”
(International Bulletin of Missionary Research 30:4 (Oct. 2006), and two
major studies to be published by Ching Feng (Hong Kong), ”A Christian
Monastery for Buddhist Monks 1: Karl Ludvig Reichelt’s Sacred
Mountains,” and ”A Christian Monastery for Buddhist Monks 2: Buddhist
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Rhetoric in Christian Liturgies.” Another, more popular, but thoroughly
researched book dealing with East-West issues is Kjære Siddhartha! Brev
og samtaler i grenseland mellom Øst og Vest (Dear Siddhartha! Letters and
Dialogues in the Borderland between East and West, Oriens Forlag 2005).
Based on the above observations, the conclusion might be very optimistic
for missiology as a theological discipline in the Faculty of Theology. The
chair in Missiology and Ecumenics may disappear, but will partly continue
as a chair in Interreligious Studies, and, in addition, missiological concerns
seem to be integrated in a number of other disciplines. I have already
expressed my positive evaluation of such developments, but I have to
confess that I am still somewhat uneasy about the future. In recent years,
and for the time being, the broad interest in intercultural and interreligious
encounters and the developments in world-wide Christianity seem to be
supported by trends in the academic community and the needs of Western
societies. But will it last? Or will it be replaced by other concerns; will new
academic trends – they seem to be fluctuating a lot – and new needs of
society force the Faculty to channel budgets in other directions? I don’t
know. And I may contradict my earlier observations about missiology as a
discipline without a future. I still don’t think missiology as an independent
discipline will survive, but I would be more at ease if the Faculty could
define a discipline that programmatically would be assigned to take
responsibility for some of the themes from traditional missiology that might
be forgotten when times and trends change. Since we already have a new
chair defined as ”Interreligious Studies,” it might be a good idea to have
another chair of ”Intercultural Studies” that could develop other aspects of
missiology than the encounter between the religions. One may hope. But
the consequence should not be that the other disciplines forget how
stimulating it is to be inspired by the challenges from non-Western churches
and the greater ecumene.
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Mission Studies at
MF Norwegian School of Theology, Oslo
Tormod Engelsviken
MF Norwegian School of Theology (in Norwegian: Det teologiske Menig-
hetsfakultet) was founded in 1907 as an independent Lutheran theological
faculty. It had as its basis the Bible and the Lutheran Confessions and was
closely related to the Church of Norway (Lutheran) and its various
organisations for mission. Its main purpose was to train pastors for the
Lutheran church. It represented a Lutheran conservative, but not funda-
mentalist, theological position. It was also committed to theological research
and teaching on university level. It sought to combine faithfulness to the
church and its doctrine with academic excellence.
Today MF is the largest theological institution in Norway with around 800
students of theology, Christian knowledge and religion, and preparation
for various ministries in various churches, public and private schools and
in society at large. It has bachelor, master and Ph.D. programs as well as
several shorter programs, e.g. for youth ministry and cross cultural
communication. It is fully accredited by the Norwegian state as a specialized
university with all the rights and responsibilities that come with such a
recognition. Most of its funding comes from the Norwegian government
but there is still a significant part that comes from voluntary contributions
on the part of church members.
MF is presently an ecumenically open school with formal agreements of
cooperation with the Methodist Church, the Pentecostal movement, the
Salvation Army and the Roman Catholic Church, as well as a number of
universities and seminaries around the world. This ecumenical and international
orientation is reflected both in the student body and the teaching staff.
History of Mission Studies
MF was the first school in Norway to employ a fulltime lecturer in mission
studies. In 1939 a former missionary to South Africa, Olav G. Myklebust,
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was called to a teaching position in church history ”with a special obligation
to teach missionary subjects”. He served for 34 years as teacher and
professor in mission studies at the school.1 He also made the place of mission
studies in theological education the topic for his monumental 800-page
doctoral dissertation, The Study of Missions in Theological Education: an
Historical Inquiry into the Place of World Evangelization in Western
Protestant Ministerial Training with Particular reference to Alexander
Duff’s Chair of Evangelistic Theology. Myklebust’s role in the understanding
of mission studies or missiology as an academic discipline can hardly be
overestimated; a fact reflected in numerous references in an article by Hans
Kasdorf on the subject.2
Myklebust was succeeded as professor in 1974 by Professor Åge Holter
who served until 1976 as professor of both missiology and history of religion.
This combination of mission studies and studies of religion has been
characteristic for the subjects at MF. Also Professor Ludvig Munthe, a former
missionary to Madagascar, who served as professor from 1977 to 1988
was responsible for both fields of study. This ”neighbour” relationship was
also expressed by the fact that mission studies and studies of religion were
placed in the same seksjon or department at the school. When Tormod
Engelsviken took over as associate professor in 1984 and later as professor
from 1998 onwards he was, however, only responsible for mission studies,
while associate professor Arild Romarheim, who had taught at the school
since 1974, became responsible for the study of religion. In 2003 the
department of missiological and religious studies was merged with the
department of practical theology and got the name ”Department of practical
theology and the science of religion” (religionsvitenskap). The fact that
these different subjects were placed in one department was an administrative
rather than theological decision. The three areas are seen as independent,
although related fields of study.
1 On Myklebust’s view of mission studies, see  Tormod Engelsviken: ”Misjonsvitenskapen
på Det teologiske Menighetsfakultet”, Norsk tidsskrift for misjon, nr. 1, 2002, pp. 51-62.
2 Hans Kasdorf ”Missiology as a Discipline in Historical Perspective”, in: Hans
Kasdorf and Klaus W Müller (eds.) Reflection and Projection. Missiology at the Threshold
of 2001. Bad Liebenzell, 1988, pp. 219-238.
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Mission studies as Theological Discipline
As mentioned above, mission studies or missiology (misjonsvitenskap) at
MF is seen as a special theological discipline. It is understood to include
four sub-disciplines: firstly, a biblical part similar to biblical studies but
focused on the missionary dimension or message of the biblical writings;
secondly a historical part, mission history, dealing with the various aspects
of the history of the expansion of the Christian movement in a global
perspective, and the history of missionary thinking, dealing with the various
historical understandings of Christian mission; thirdly, a systematic-
theological part which is the normative part, mission theology, discussing
the theological basis of mission and the various questions relating to themes
such as theology of religions, religious dialogue, contextualization, socio-
economic issues, mission and church etc.; and fourthly and finally, a
practical theological part which deals with mission strategy and the more
practical tasks of the missionary endeavour.
This means that although missiology at MF deals with contemporary issues
such as the encounter between religions, inter-religious studies, dialogue
etc, it is still seen as a theological discipline based on the biblical writings
and the classical formulations of the Christian faith. It sees Christianity as
essentially a missional religion and the church as a missional church. It
therefore serves the church in a critical way as the church seeks to fulfil its
missionary obligation in the present situation of religious and ideological
plurality. It is not merely a descriptive, critical, analytical discipline –
although it is that also – but primarily a theological discipline based on a
Christian commitment to the gospel and the church. As such it is different
from the study of religion (religionsvitenskap) which is not based on any
particular religion or faith, also when done within the context of our school.
Teaching Staff
In the fall of 2006 there are three members of the teaching staff in mission
studies. Professor Tormod Engelsviken is the senior professor. He has been
professor since 1984 and has taught all courses in missiology on various
levels, as well as supervised theses and dissertations. His own areas of
specialization includes Pentecostal/Charismatic studies, mission and culture,
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Ethiopian mission history, spiritual conflict in mission, missional ecclesiology
and East-West church relations during the communist period in Europe.
Associate professor Roar G. Fotland is also principal of the Methodist
Seminary in Norway that cooperates closely with MF. His Ph.D. in religious
studies at the University of Bergen from 2005 deals with the ancestor
Christology of Kwame Bediako. Dr. Fotland is a former missionary to
Liberia. He is in charge of the Methodist studies at MF and also teaches
various courses in mission studies. He is presently working on a research
project dealing with the question of continuity and discontinuity in
connection with the transition from another religion to Christianity.
The director of Areopagos, Dr. Knud Jørgensen, has been teaching regularly
in mission studies over the last two years, although he is not formally
employed by the school. He has a background as missionary to Ethiopia.
His Ph.D. from Fuller Seminary dealt with communication and he has also
written books on leadership. Presently he is working on dialogue and
theology of religion.
There are no strict borders between the discipline of missiology and other
theological disciplines. Several of the professors at MF have published
significantly in the area of mission studies. Here only a few can be
mentioned. Professor Hans Kvalbein is professor of New Testament and
has worked intensively with mission in the New Testament. From 2001 to
2006 he was one of the conveners of the seminar ”The Mission of the
Church: Exegesis and Hermeneutics”, with annual meetings at the
conferences of Societas Novi Testamenti Studiorum. His contribution to
the St. Petersburg New Testament conference in August 2005 is now in
print.3 He has also written the New Testament part of the textbook Missiologi
i dag.4 Professor Oskar Skarsaune is professor of church history and a
renowned patristic scholar. He is engaged in a large historical work on the
history of Jewish Christianity. He has also written on mission history in
3 ”Discipleship, Kingdom and Conversion: Aspects from Recent Exegetical Discussion on
the Mission of the Church” planned to be published in the WUNT-series in 2007 by Mohr-
Siebeck, Tübingen in a conference volume edited by A. Alexeev, J.D.G.Dunn, Chr.
Karakolis, K.W.Niebuhr and VU. Luz.
4 Berentsen, Jan-Martin, Engelsviken, Tormod and Jørgensen, Knud (eds.): Missiologi i
dag. 2nd edition, Oslo, Universitetsforlaget, 2004.
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Antiquity and in the medieval period, especially on Christian missions in
Asia in these periods, but also the modern mission to the Jews. He has
contributed to the historical section of Missiologi i dag. Kvalbein and
Skarsaune as well as New Testament professor Karl Olav Sandnes have
taught at Lutheran Theological Seminary in Hong Kong and kept a keen
interest in China and the Chinese church. Assistant professor Kristin Norseth
has also been teaching mission history and is now in the process of
concluding her Ph.D. dissertation on the role of women in the Norwegian
mission movement.
In religious studies, the school has a particular emphasis on the subject in
the Norwegian public school called ”Christian knowledge and Religious
and Ethical Education” (Kristendoms, religions- og livssynskunnskap, KRL).
There are two professors in religious studies, associate professor Arild
Romarheim and assistant professor Ann Midttun, who is also the director
of advanced education. Romarheim has been working on a study of changes
with regard to how religious questions are dealt with in the popular weekly
press, and Midttun is leading a government sponsored research project on
the use of religious artifacts in the classroom. In many interdisciplinary
courses they provide relevant material from religious studies for reflection
in mission studies.
Among the seventeen Ph.D. students employed by the school, several are
working on projects related to religious and global issues, e.g, Line Marie
Onsrud who is working in the area of religious studies on a dissertation about
the life stories of young Muslim students in Norway, Kjetil Fretheim who is
working in the field of development ethics, and Irene Tvedt who deals with
theological ethics and stigmatization of people living with HIV and AIDS.
Programs and Courses
The department of mission studies offers compulsory and optional courses
on several levels and in different programs. On the bachelor level there are
three main courses.
Firstly, there are two courses in KRL on intermediate (200) level where mission
studies are included.  The topics are brief introductions to the history of
missionary thought from 1500 to the present, fundamentals of mission
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theology, theology of religion, mission and culture and contextualization in
an African perspective. These courses are compulsory for theology students.
Secondly, since three years back the school has been offering a one year
program in Crosscultural Communication. This program includes social
anthropology, communication theory, and cultural analysis. A four week
field trip to China every fall is also part of this program. In addition to the
compulsory courses, there are three 10 credits (ECTS) optional courses,
one of which is ”Mission, diaconia and development”.
Thirdly, the school also offers a one year program called ”Youth, Culture and
Faith”. This program includes a course dealing with new forms of church
including missional ecclesiology. It includes a study tour to Great Britain.
On the master (500 and 600) level more courses are optional, but there are
also two compulsory courses. Every theology student has to take a 5 credits
(ECTS) course in mission history. There is also a 10 credits compulsory
interdisciplinary course in theology of religion, where religious studies,
systematic theology and mission studies contribute.
Since the early 1990s the Norwegian government has offered scholarships to
students from the developing countries and (non-EU) Eastern European
countries on the condition that the students return to their country of origin
and serve there upon completion of their education in Norway. MF has
accepted around five such ”quota students” every year into a special master
program called ”Master of Philosophy in Theology”. Also other international
students have joined this program. The reason may be that this program is
taught exclusively in English – the international students do not have to learn
Norwegian- and the fact that MF charges no tuition fees from its students.
The program and its various courses are also open to Norwegian master
students. While most courses are compulsory for the international program
students, it is optional for Norwegian students. The main emphasis in this
program is on New Testament, systematic theology and mission studies. Three
10 credits courses are offered in mission studies: Introduction to missiology
(with David Bosch’s Transforming Mission as textbook), Church and
Theology in the South (with textbooks by Hwa Yung, Kwame Bediako and
Samuel Escobar among others) and The Image of Jesus in Christianity and
the Religions (an interdisciplinary course with contributions by religious
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studies, New Testament studies, systematic theology and mission studies).
The program is a two year program with the first year of course work and the
second with writing a master’s thesis on a chosen subject. About half of the
international students choose to write their thesis in missiology.
All students on the master level or in the professional study for pastoral
ministry in the Church of Norway, which is a six years study including
internship and practical theology, have to write a one year (55 credits) or
half year (30 credits) thesis. There is also a significant number of Norwegian
students who choose to write their theses in missiology. A strong trend in
recent years has been to do empirical studies with field trips with qualitative
or quantitative research. Some of these master theses have made significant
missiological contributions.
Finally on the Ph.D. level MF has about forty Ph.D.students. There is a
Ph.D. program in mission studies, but at the present time there are no
students in this program. This is not due to lack of interest, but has other
causes. There are presently many serious enquiries both from Norwegian
and international students, and in all likelihood there will be an increasing
participation in the Ph.D.program in mission studies in the near future.
Research Programs, Books and Journals
Among research programs in the department of mission studies one may
mention a study of the nature and task of the church with a heavy emphasis
on missional church that was published in 2004.5 This study is at the
international level. Professor Engelsviken has in particular contributed to
the understanding of the missional church and with a Malaysian case study.
Engelsviken is also involved in two other projects: the history of the origin
and development of the Pentecostal movement in Ethiopia during the 1960s
and 1970s, and the relations between the Lutheran Church in Hungary and
the ecumenical organisations, particularly the Lutheran World Federation,
during the period 1960-1989. MF will celebrate its centenary in 2008, and
a book will be published which will  include an article on the global
dimension of mission..
5 Engelsviken, Tormod and Sannes, Kjell Olav (eds.): Hva vil det si å være kirke? Kirkens
vesen og oppdrag. Bind 3 i Ekklesiologi-prosjektet ved Det teologiske Menighetsfakultet,
Trondheim, Tapir, 2004.
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One further book may be mentioned: The second revised edition of the
textbook Missiologi i dag [Missiology today] was published in 2004. It has
several contributors and is edited by Professor (now emeritus) Jan-Martin
Berentsen in Stavanger, professor Tormod Engelsviken, and Dr. Knud
Jørgensen. It is the major textbook on missiology in Norwegian and widely
used in theological schools and seminaries in Norway.
The department of mission studies at MF cooperates closely with the
ecumenical Egede Institute for mission research which is located on the
same premises. The two institutions have a common integrated mission
library. The Egede Institute with its director Rolv Olsen, who is a Th.D.
student at Lund University in Sweden, publishes the only scientific mission
journal in Norway, Norsk tidsskrift for misjon. The editors from January
2006 are Tormod Engelsviken (responsible), Kristin Norseth and Rolv
Olsen. This journal aims at reflecting all the missiological work that is
going on in Norway. It publishes articles both in Norwegian and in English.
Special Events
Since 2005 MF Norwegian School of Theology hosts a biannual ”Prof.
Olav G. Myklebust Memorial Lecture”. The first lecturer in the spring of
2005 was Dr. Kwame Bediako of Ghana. The second lecture will be held in
February 2007 by Dr. Kirsteen Kim of Great Britain. The purpose of this
lecture is to honour the memory of Professor Myklebust, give the Norwegian
audience an opportunity to meet some of the leading missiologists of our
time, to engage in current issues in missiology, and to increase the interest
in mission studies.
MF also holds a semi-official ”mission week” every spring term in which
students and teachers together raise missiological issues through seminars,
lectures, discussions and exhibitions. The week also usually includes a
project where students may get practically involved in mission. All teachers
are challenged to include missionary perspectives in their lectures
throughout the week.
Mission studies in the more traditional sense are threatened in the
universities in Europe and are often replaced by religious or global studies.
Nothing negative should be said about these studies, but there is a need to
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uphold missiology proper as an academic discipline. At MF it is our hope
that new challenges for research and teaching in the area of religion and
religious encounter in the contemporary world may go along with new
approaches to mission studies that  are both relevant for the present global
situation and faithful to the church’s missionary obligation.6
6 More information about MF Norwegian School of Theology can be found on the website
www.mf.no
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Missiology at the School of Mission
and Theology, Stavanger
Thor Strandenæs
Missiology in Teaching, Exchange and Research
Missiological Orientation – a Common Focus
Missiological reflection and research penetrate the total activities of the
School of Mission and Theology (Misjonshøgskolen, MHS), comprising
the taught subjects, courses, the writing of master’s theses and doctoral
dissertations, as well as other research, networking and exchange
programs. The institution was first founded in 1843, for educating missionary
pastors for service abroad. Later it also became a training centre for
missionary candidates and personnel in church and society in Norway.
The focus of the MHS, however, has all along been the church’s mission
in the Two Third’s World. Thus the study of religions, cultures and inter-
cultural communication was an integral part of the curriculum long before
history of religion became an academic discipline at the University of
Oslo (1897). Missiological reflection has been part of the different
theological disciplines, and these have in various ways contributed to
missiological research in the institution.
In the following I shall first highlight how missiology is taught in the training
of future pastors, missionaries and other church workers, and is an important
focal point in most, if not all, the academic disciplines at MHS. Then follows
a presentation of how missiology is reflected in the institution’s exchange
and networking programs. Finally I will show how missiology is reflected
in our research work.
Missiology in a New Millennium
Nordic Missiology and Ecumenics was one of the main themes at the annual
meeting and study days of the Nordic Institute of Missiology and Ecumenical
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Research (NIME) in Uppsala in 2001.1 An up-dated overview of missiology
at MHS, Stavanger was then given by Professor Jan-Martin Berentsen and
published in Norsk Tidsskrift for Misjon in the following year.2 In my
contribution I shall therefore not repeat what my distinguished colleague,
now Professor Emeritus, then presented. Instead I shall focus on missiology
at MHS since the turn of the millennium. The interested reader may also
find it useful to consult the publication Forskere i Misjonens Tjeneste which
was issued in connection with the 150th anniversary of MHS in 1993,3 for
an overview of research at the institution during the period 1977-1993.4
As of the fall semester of 2001 the degree system of MHS became
internationalised, and the institution has since offered bachelor, master and
doctoral degree programs in theology.5 But also other degree programs are
offered, such as the Bachelor in Intercultural Communication (from 2001),6
and the Bachelor in Bible Translation,7 a program which is conducted in
co-operation with the Canada Institute of Linguistics at Trinity Western
University (from 2006).8
1 The key note presentation, by Professor Viggo Mortensen, ”Nordic Missiology and
Ecumenics”, was published in SMT 89 (2001) 4, 439-453, and the following year three
presentations concerning missiology and mission studies at the three theological faculties
in Norway were published in Norsk Tidsskrift for Misjon (NoTM) 56 (2002) 1, 35-62,
including MHS (41-50).
2 Jan-Martin Berentsen, ”Misjonsteologi ved Misjonshøgskolen”, NoTM 56 (2002) 1, 41-50.
3 Tor Hauken & Arne B. Samuelsen (Eds.), Forskere i Misjonens Tjeneste, Stavanger:
Misjonshøgskolens Forlag 1993.
4 Ingemar Öberg, Tor Hauken & Arne B. Samuelsen, ”Forskning ved Misjonshøgskolen
1977-1993”, in: ibid., 145-185. The publication also contains other interesting essays on
research relating to language and culture, sources for mission history and history of religion.
5 Already in 1994 the MHS started offering a M.Phil. degree program in theology in
cooperation with the University of Bergen – a program especially offered for overseas
’ students. The Ph.D. program was accredited by the Norwegian Government and launched
in 2002.
6 For course description and curriculum, see http://www.mhs.no/pdf_doc/
studieplan_BRIK.pdf.
7 For course descriptions and curriculum, see http://www.mhs.no/pdf_doc/
studieplan_bibeloversettelse.pdf.
8 For further details regarding course descriptions and curricula for the different degree
programs, see the MHS website: www.mhs.no (”Studietilbud” / ”Study programs”).
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Theology of Mission(s) – Academic Discipline
and Taught Subject
Berentsen was himself the creative force behind establishing the discipline
misjonsteologi – ”theology of mission” – at MHS. He in particular has
formed the content of this discipline in the institution during the last 25
years, has written a number of text books related to the subject,9 and advised
numerous students of missiology in their writing of theses in missiology,
master theses and doctoral dissertations.10 As retired professor (since March
1, 2006) Berentsen enjoys his otium, not in a leisurely fashion, but engaged
in continued missiological research and teaching, recently in Kobe Lutheran
Theological Seminary, Japan.
As Berentsen has clearly pointed out, missiology at MHS is both covered by
a specific systematic theological discipline, Theology of Mission
(”Misjonsteologi”), and represents at the same time a thematic focus on
theology of mission, reflected in most, if not all of the theological disciplines
taught at MHS.11 These include the biblical, historical, systematic and practical
disciplines of theology. Hence Church and Mission History covers the historical
aspects of missiology, dealing with the motivation factors and historical reasons
for the expansion of Christendom. Practical Theology deals with the
methodological applications of missiology in the practical theological subjects.
Also in the disciplines History of Religion and Culture and Intercultural
Communication, a focus is put on missiologically relevant matters, such as
religious expansion and religious encounters, and factors which further or
prevent dialogue, interreligious encounters and intercultural communication.12
The discipline Theology of Mission itself deals with the systematic reflection
on such topics as the foundations of and motivation for Christian missions,
9 For an updated bibliography of his literary production, see Arne B. Samuelsen ”Jan-
Martin Berentsens litterære forfatterskap” in: Thor Strandenæs (Ed.), Misjon og kultur.
Festskrift til Jan-Martin Berentsen, Stavanger: Misjonshøgskolens Forlag 2006, 329-334.
10 For Prof. Berentsen’s contributions as teacher of theology of mission, as missiologist
and interpreter of Japanese culture, see Knut Holter, ”Jan-Martin Berentsen som lærer”,
Akio Hashimoto, ”Jan-Martin Berentsen som japansk  kulturfortolker – et japansk
perspektiv”, and Tormod Engelsviken, ”Jan-Martin Berentsen som misjonsteolog”, in:
Strandenæs (Ed.), Op.cit. 2006, 301-307, 309-316, and 317-328, respectively.
11 Berentsen, art. cit. 2002, 42-49.
12 The subject Paedagogy of Religion (”Religionspedagogikk”) – though not compulsory
for all students – is also offered as course.
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theology of mission, symbolics, ecumenics, theology of religion(s), and the
interaction between Christianity and culture – the motivation for and methods
of contextualization being an important topic. But some of these themes are
equally reflected in the discipline Systematic Theology.
A recent publication, on the theme mission and culture,13 illustrates this point,
namely that missiology and theology of mission(s) constitute a dimension14
of the curriculum and academic research at MHS. In this study twelve
colleagues in the academic collegium at MHS have contributed – as well as
other Nordic and Asian colleagues – each using method(s) and perspectives
from his/her own academic discipline to study the interaction between mission
and culture(s), in either biblical, systematic or historical light.
Thus, Theology of Mission at MHS is a discipline, which interacts with
other disciplines. This can also be seen from the curricula of theology at
MHS. For instance, in the first year of the bachelor degree, students are
introduced to biblical, historical and systematic, as well as religious and
cultural aspects of missiology:15 the biblical background and motivation
for Christian mission(s);16 theology of mission – contemporary and historical
aspects;17 and mission in cultural and religious context(s).18
In the fourth year of theology, that is, during the first year of the master
program,19 Theology of Mission is first taught interdisciplinarily together
with history of religion, intercultural communication and culture studies.
The students here meet the theological aspects of Christian missions as
well as the bearings of social sciences on the reflection on, and implemen-
tation of missiological thinking. In the second year of the master’s program
a student may choose Theology of Mission as a field of specialisation and
13 Strandenæs (Ed.), Op. cit. 2006.
14 Cf. Berentsen, art. cit. 2002, 42-45.
15 This degree program is offered in Norwegian only. For program description and curriculum
in Norwegian for the first year of theology, see http://www.mhs.no/pdf_doc/
studieplan_KRL_BTeol-1aar.pdf.
16 In the course 10-bib-103 ”Bibelen som utgangspunkt og rettesnor for kristen misjon”.
17 In the course 10-kth-107 ”Misjonens teologi i historie og nåtid”.
18 In the course 10-rol-111 ”Misjon i kulturell og religiøs kontekst”.
19 For the curriculum of the M.Th. program, see http://www.mhs.no/pdf_doc/
master_of_theology.pdf.
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write his/her master’s thesis in this discipline.20 Finally, the Ph.D. program
at MHS includes the option of studying Theology of Mission, enabling
students to achieve a doctoral degree in this field as well as in four others
fields – Old Testament, New Testament, Church and Mission History, and
Systematic Theology.21
From the very beginning the Ph.D. program at MHS has been characterised
by interdisciplinary research, which is also a characteristic of the M.Phil./
M.Th. theses which have been submitted to the institution since 1996.22 As
I will later return to missiological research at MHS – including the doctoral
projects –, I refrain from further comments here. Suffice to sum up that
missiologically relevant themes and problems are not dealt with in the field
Theology of Mission alone, but also in the other fields of study in both the
master and doctoral programs in theology.
Networking Missiology – Missiological Exchange
How Networking Benefits Missiology
Next I wish to underline the importance of networking for missiological
education and research at MHS. MHS is engaged in various networks – both
relating to the Nordic countries (e.g., NIME), and to Africa and Asia.23 The
20 Prior to the internationalization of academic programs and degrees at MHS all theological
students wrote a compulsory thesis (”spesialoppgave”) in Theology of Mission. A
bibliography of such theses written in the period 1983-1994 is found in Arne B. Samuelsen,
”Oversikt over spesialoppgaver i misjonsteologi ved Misjons-høgskolen 1983-1994”,
Misjon og Teologi 2 (1995), 138-148.
21 For details about this degree program, see http://www.mhs.no/pdf_doc/phd_program.pdf.
22 E.g., two master projects in Theology of Mission during this academic year: (1) Denis
Bétaré Ndoé, ”The Gbaya Ritual of Enthronement of the Chief of the Village in Light of
Biblical Theology: A Description and Analysis of the Gbaya Ritual in the Garoua-Boulaï
Precinct in Cameroon, together with a Discussion of Its Relevance for Developing a
Christian Liturgy of Blessing the Chief of Village in the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Cameroon (E.L.C.C.)”; (2) Enock Emmanuel Mlyuka, ”The Enactment of Social Justice
for Orphans and Vulnerable Children as a Contemporary Challenge to the Mission of the
Church in Dar Es Salaam, with a Special Focus on the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Tanzania, Eastern and Coastal Diocese”.
23 For the two networks with Africa (Network of Theology and Religious Studies) and Asia
(TINET), see http://www.mhs.no (”Network”). The website also gives information on other
networks and related activities.
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motivation for engaging in such networks is partly that they facilitate research
co-operation and publication, faculty and student exchange, as well as the
production of textbooks. Partly it is because they offer an opportunity of
continuous internationalisation of teaching and research at MHS. Due to its
orientation, the institution maintains a special focus on the theological
development and reflection in the Two Third’s World. Although theological
students came from Africa to MHS already in the 19th Century, the focus
today is much more that of a mutual exchange in studies and research, and of
sharing with one another the concerns and challenges of missiology world-
wide, with particular focus on the North, East and South. Hence, during the
last decade, many students from the Two Third’s World have been enrolled
in the master and doctoral programs at MHS.
Networking has become increasingly important for MHS for several reasons.
Firstly, because the church is a universal community, and its missiological
reflection is done worldwide and within all its different denominations and
local churches. Since Christian mission is regarded as a responsibility of
the church on all continents, it follows that missiological reflection must
be done everywhere and shared, both between nations and ethnic groups,
and within the church as a worldwide body. Secondly, we live in a post-
colonial era, a situation that has obvious bearings on the theological agenda.
The voices of the formerly and presently oppressed peoples of the earth are
now heard more clearly, also in missiological thinking. The experience and
insights they have gained from their many years as oppressed and usurped
peoples create new terms of reference for biblical exegesis and theological
reflection and are indeed valid and valuable parameters for missiology as
well. The former colonisers are not only made aware of our/their past
misdeeds but are becoming increasingly conscious of the fact that much of
the theological and missiological thinking in the past centuries was done in
a colonial manner and based on colonial presuppositions, with obvious
consequences.. Therefore the North-South and the North-East Exchange is
necessary in order to rectify the wrongs and to create a balance within
missiological reflection within the church. Thirdly, the present globalisation
processes represent a new and subtle kind of colonialism, where not only
the political super-powers but also the multinational companies create
centres and margins in the world, as well as within continents and individual
countries. In this situation post-colonial theory and research insights may
render valuable assistance for a missiology which aims at being relevant
and adequate in a time of globalisation.
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An Example: The Africanization of Biblical Studies Project
As an example of how such networking is mutually rewarding for both
North and South I wish to present the outcome of one of these – the Network
of Theology and Religious Studies. This is a network of seven institutions
of theology and religion in Africa and Norway,24 initiated by Professor
Knut Holter (Old Testament) and until recently co-ordinated by him.25 It
aims at co-operation within theological education and research and provides
student and faculty exchange as well as opportunities for producing
theological textbooks and joint research projects by the member faculties.
A Network Newsletter has been published online since January 2001,26
enabling member institutions to exchange information about ongoing
activities, inform one another about ongoing research projects, and to initiate
joint projects. Through this network North and South institutions are brought
in regular contact with each other. As part of this network a special project
(2002-2006) – Africanization of Biblical Studies in Three Eastern African
Research Institutions – has been successfully completed this year, one of
its outcomes being three doctoral dissertations, which I will present below.
Before doing this, however, I wish to draw attention to the enabling function
of such a network. It brings people together, enabling joint North and South
scholarly co-operation in reflection and teaching. It also stimulates cross-
continental research interests and projects – drawing the attention of scholars
in the North to ongoing research in the South, and vice-versa. Moreover, it
creates awareness in the South for local resources and research questions,
and for developing methodologies relevant for their own research. Holter
24 The network includes the following institutions: Institut Luthérien de Théologie,
Meiganga, Cameroun; Mekane Yesus Theological Seminary, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia;
Lutheran Graduate School of Theology, Fianarantsoa, Madagascar; School of Mission and
Theology, Stavanger, Norway; Lutheran Theological Seminary, Mapumulo, South Africa;
Makumira University College of Tumaini University, Usa River, Tanzania; Department of
Religious Studies, Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda.
25 Holter has also been the initiator, editor and publisher of the Bulletin for Old Testament
Studies in Africa (BOTSA) since 1996. (From 1996 to 1999 (issues 1-7) BOTSA was
published under the name Newsletter on African Old Testament Scholarship). BOTSA
 is available online at the following address: http://www.mhs.no/article_204.shtml, and
aims at being a forum for exchange of ideas and information about Old Testament studies
in Africa, and is freely accessible at the MHS website.
26 All issues are available online at the following website address: http://www.mhs.no/
article_295.shtml.
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himself – presently the MHS rector – in recent years has focused on the
reading of Old Testament in Africa. This approach is highly relevant both
for revealing the effects (Wirkungsgeschichte) of Western missions to Africa
and for initiating post-colonial biblical studies in Africa. It draws Western
attention to African scholarly research but also enables African biblical
scholars and theologians to partake of and benefit from the research work
done in other African theological institutions and to develop contextually
relevant methodology and research methods.
In his research Holter has published a number of books in the series Bible
and Theology in Africa (Peter Lang), of which he is also the editor. He has
made various attempts to understand how Africa has been, is and may
continue to be an important context for doing biblical interpretation and
related research. Also he has made an effort to introduce already existing
African Old Testament research to the rest of the academic world. In this
sense he has been a bridge builder between South and North, enabling
cross-continental research contacts, exchange and other co-operation. His
own research publications comprise the following books: Knut Holter,
Yahweh in Africa. Essays on Africa and the Old Testament (2000);27 Mary
Getui & Knut Holter (Eds.), Interpreting the Old Testament in Africa. Papers
from the International Symposium on Africa and the Old Testament in
Nairobi, October 1999. (2001); 28 Knut Holter, Old Testament Research for
Africa. A Critical Analysis and Annotated Bibliography of African Old
Testament Dissertations, 1967-2000 (2002);29 and Knut Holter (Ed.) (2006),
Let my People Stay. Researching the Old Testament in Africa. (Report from
a Research Project on Africanization of Old Testament Studies), Nairobi:
Acton Publishers 2006.30
27 (Bible and Theology in Africa, 1), Peter Lang: Frankfurt am Main, New York et cet. 2000.
28 (Bible and Theology in Africa, 2), Peter Lang: Frankfurt am Main, New York et cet.
2001. (Also published in the Biblical Studies in African Scholarship Series, Nairobi: Acton
Publishers 2001).
29 (Bible and Theology in Africa, 3), Peter Lang: Frankfurt am Main, New York et cet. 2002.
30 The articles published in this volume have also been published in Old Testament Essays.
Journal of the Old Testament Society of South Africa 19 (2006) 2, (Section A) pp 377-557.
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Also in the Africanization of Biblical Studies project mentioned above Holter
has been the generating force.31 One of the outcomes of the project – three
dissertations successfully submitted in 2006 for the doctoral degree at the
University of South Africa (UNISA) – will now be briefly presented. In
addition to writing their dissertations, the three doctors have published two
articles each, wherein they present the most significant research results
from their projects. Likewise their thesis advisors have each written one
article where they highlight the research results and comment on these as
well as on methodological issues.32 Each of the three doctoral dissertations
has had a distinctive focus: 1) using Africa to interpret the Old Testament;
2) using the Old Testament to interpret Africa, and 3) finding Africa in the
Old Testament.
1) L. Peter Kimilike presents main findings from his research work in two
articles, namely: ”Using African Proverbial Folklore to Understand the
Holistic Poverty Eradication Framework in the Book of Proverbs”, and
”’The Poor Are Not Us’: An Exploration into the Transforming Possibilities
of Old Testament and African Proverbs on Poverty”.33 In his study Kimilike
advocates ‘a methodology from the African grassroots’ – or ‘a methodology
from below’. The widespread conviction in dominant Old Testament biblical
studies is that the Book of Proverbs has a conservative status quo framework,
even giving the impression that the structural poverty in society is divinely
sanctioned. Kimilike argues that when the Book of Proverbs is approached
from an African perspective, one discovers the underlying transformative
potential of its poverty texts and recognises their transformative
framework.34 Kimilike holds that it is fruitful for Bible readers regardless
31 The project was inititated by the Network of Theology and Religious Studies and has
been funded by the Norwegian Programme for Development, Research and Higher
Education (NUFU). For further details, see Knut Holter ”Let my People Stay! Introduction
to a research project on Africanization of Old Testament studies”, Old Testament Essays
(OTSSA) 19 (2006) 2, 377-392.
32 Highlighting and commenting on methods and findings in the dissertations by Kimilike,
Razafindrakoto, and Lokel, respectively, are the following contributions: (1) Madipoane
Masenya (ngwana’ Mphahlele, ”Challenging poverty through proverbs: An African
transformational hermeneutic”, (2) Magdel Le Roux, ”Using the Old Testament to Interpret
Africa: The Malagasy religious context”, and (3) Willie van Herden, ”Finding Africa in
the Old Testamwnt: Some hermeneutical and methodological considerations”, Old
Testament Essays (OTSSA) 19 (2006) 2, 393-404, 441-454, and 500-524, respectively.
33 Old Testament Essays (OTSSA) 19 (2006) 2, 405-417, and 418-428, respectively.
34 Ibid., 405-417.
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of status, to use African heritage ”to work at a meaningful interpretation in
the struggle against poverty today.” He also discovers in ancient Israel a
similar holistic world view to that of most African cultures informing the
poverty proverbs. This world view was situated in a popular social context
which opened for the holistic transforming powers of poverty proverbs.35
2) Two aspects of Georges Razafindrakoto’s dissertation, Old Testament
Texts in Malagasy Contexts have been dealt with in the following articles:
”The Old Testament and the Malagasy famadihana Ritual”, and ”The Old
Testament outside the Realm of the Church: A Case from Madagascar”.36
The author has made use of qualitative research methods as part of his Old
Testament dissertation, providing case studies from Roman Catholic,
Lutheran and traditionalist contexts, and focusing on Malagasy traditional
rituals. The Malagasy Roman Catholic Church has adopted the traditional
ritual of famadihana (‘the turning of the dead’), and three Old Testament
texts are used to legitimise the inculturation of this traditional ritual.37 The
Malagasy Lutheran Church uses Old Testament texts with a view to
contextualizing the robes and crowns of Nenilava, one of the charismatic
leaders, or shepherds (mpiandry), of the revival movement (fifohazana).38
In his study Razafindrakoto demonstrates how the Bible is a common
heritage for Christians – Roman Catholics as well as Lutherans – and
traditionalists in Madagascar. In fact he shows that the Old Testament, when
used outside the realms of the church, is used with an aim to ”legitimize
Malagasy traditional religion” vis-à-vis Christianity, and that traditional
religion thereby ”attracts many followers”.39
3) Philip Lokel presents major findings from his research work in two
articles: ”Previously Unstoried Lives: The Case of Old Testament Cush
and its Relevance to Africa”, and ”Moses and his Cushite Wife: Reading
Numbers 12:1 with Undergraduate Students at Makerere University”.40
Lokel’s project is a recounting of the Old Testament story of the African
35 Ibid., 418.
36 Old Testament Essays (OTSSA) 19 (2006) 2, 455-472, and 473-485, respectively.
37 Ibid., 455. The three OT texts are as follows: Gen 49:29-50:13 (the account of Jacob’s
death and burial), Exod 13:19 (the transfer of Joseph’s bones from Egypt to Canaan), and
Exod 20:12 (the Fourth commandment).
38 The OT texts made use of are Ex 28 and Deut 28, Le Roux, art.cit. 2006, 447-449.
39 Old Testament Essays (OTSSA) 19 (2006) 2, 433.
40 Old Testament Essays (OTSSA) 19 (2006) 2, 525-537, and 538-547, respectively.
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people of Cush with a view to offering valuable insights in the quest for
African history and identity.41 The author argues that the Cushite woman in
Numbers 12:1ff is of African ancestry, and black, and that God takes her
side and punishes Miriam for her ‘racist’ remarks (v 1)42, thus showing the
impartiality of God over against the partiality often shown by his people.
All three dissertations have missiological implications, in that they bring
an African, post-colonial perspective to the reading of the Old Testament.
Thus they rediscover the African rooting of some of its texts and widen the
horizons of biblical interpretation. Further, they demonstrate how the African
perspective is relevant and necessary when contextualizing rituals and
cultural symbols in churches today (Razafindrakoto). Finally, they show
how the experience of poverty and discrimination may have a transforming
potential – both for the reading of biblical texts and when applying them to
life in contemporary society.43 For a missiology which aims at assisting the
Christian church in promoting world peace and justice, and in improving
life conditions of the world’s poor peoples, the rediscovery of the
transforming potential of Scripture is highly important and relevant, and in
this regard also the contributions of Kimilike and Lokel.
Missiological Research
Theology of Religion(s)
Jan-Martin Berentsen has worked with theology of religion(s) over a number
of years. The meeting between Christian faith and traditional Japanese
ancestral practices was in fact the topic of his doctoral dissertation (1985).44
His textbook, Det moderne Areopagos: Røster fra den religionsteologiske
debatten i vårt århundre (1994)45, has been a valuable resource book for
theologians and theological students in Scandinavia. But in recent years he
41 Ibid., 525.
42 Ibid., 538.
43 I have argued for the importance of the perspective held by the poor and marginalized in
biblical interpretation in my article, Thor Strandenæs, ”Fattiges og undertryktes
bibelforsåelse – villedende eller veiledende? Bartimeus ved Jeriko – i Markusevangeliet
og på Filippinene”, Misjon og Teologi 2 (1995), 30-49.
44 Grave and Gospel, (Beihefte ser Zeitschrift für Religions- und Geistesgeschichte 30),
Leiden: Brill 1985.
45 Stavanger: Misjonshøgskolens Forlag 1994.
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has pursued the theme in several articles, focusing particularly on
missiological reflection in the wake of pluralism.46 Here he has advocated
the importance of dialogue, both as a means by which to be able to live in
peaceful co-existence with the Other, as a way to understand him/her, and
as a way of sharing with the Other the Gospel and one’s own faith. Focusing
on the sharing aspect of dialogue, between equal partners, he argues in line
with Daniel B. Clendenin47 the importance of sharing in theological
modesty.48 Such modesty is called for in a situation where people of different
faiths and ideologies live side by side in a society, and where no-one has all
the answers, but where the Christian is bound by his/her obligation to share
the Gospel freely, and without losing confidence.49 As Norway is itself
developing into a more pluralist society, where an increasing number of
religions co-exist, the theology of religion is not an exercise of relevance
for the South and East only, but required for a missiology which wishes to
have some relevance for the Christian church at home. One way of doing
this is by increasing the theological understanding of non-Christian religions,
such as Islam. A recent published study on Islam and the comparative
theologies of Kenneth Cragg and Wilfred Cantwell Smith by Professor
Bård Mæland is an example of this.50 He demonstrates how Christian
theology both provides resources for understanding Muslims and Islam,
and at the same time how it is deeply informed, and itself more deeply
understood, by such an encounter.
Missional Church and the Missional Identity
of the Missionary Vocation
In his authorship Berentsen has repeatedly emphasised the missional
dimension of both the lay and ordained ministries of the church. He has
pointed out the danger of creating a dichotomy between a static (so-called
46 Jan-Martin Berentsen ”Theology of Religions: What Comes after Pluralism?” in: Viggo
Mortensen (Ed.), Theology and the Religions: A Dialogue, Grand Rapids Mich.: Eerdmans
2003, 414-418.
47 Daniel B. Clendenin, Many Gods, Many Lords: Christianity Encounters World Religions,
Grand Rapids: Baker Books 1995, 31-33.
48 Berentsen, art. cit. 2003, 417f.
49 See also his article ”Kristendommen og religionene” in: Jan-Martin Berentsen, Tormod
Engelsviken, Knud Jørgensen (Eds.), Missiologi i dag, Oslo: Universitetsforlaget (2nd
 Ed.) 2004, 220-241, especially 240f.
50 Bård Mæland, Rewarding Encounters: Islam and the Comparative Theologies of Kenneth
Cragg and Wilfred Cantwell Smith, London: Melisende 2003.
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Petrine) and a more mobile (so-called Pauline) apostolic ministry in the
church.51 As he sees it, the identity of the Gospel is also the identity of the
missionary vocation – a gift from God to the world. As the Gospel is
God’s message to the world, so the missionary ministries serve this
message with the world and share it with its people holistically.52 But this
means that both the more mobile and the more static ministries have their
service with and on behalf of the Gospel in common. The Gospel is shared
widely with new people and in new contexts geographically, and also by
crossing other kinds of borders, as well as being shared vertically from
one generation to the next. And hence both the mobile and the static aspects
of the ministry with the Gospel share in the same identity of being sent
by God, and by being ministered on behalf of God. This means that one
may well distinguish between more static and more mobile ministries,
but not divide them. The Great Commission (Matthew 28,18-20 parr.) is
both a missional and a baptismal mandate, and both mandates serve the
message and intention of the Gospel itself, that of being shared with others.
In his current research Berentsen is therefore engaged in formulating how
the more static ministry with the word in the church may equally be
characterised and known as sharing in the missional identity. That an
ecumenical understanding of the lay and ordained ministries of the church
may also contribute to revealing the missional identity of these ministries,
is a point I have also argued for myself.53
Missiological Thinking in The Two Third’s World
A few years ago Berentsen launched a project which he called ”New
Perspectives on the Christian World Mission: A Study of Theological Motives
and Concerns in Missiological Writings from the Two Third’s World”, a project
which, due to Berentsen’s heavy teaching and advisory obligations, has had
51 Jan-Martin Berentsen, ”Misjonærtjenestens misjonale identitet og karakter”, Norsk
Tidsskrift for Misjon 57 (2003) 4, 221-234. The Norwegian manuscript was translated by
the SMT editorial secretary and published as ”The Missional Character and Identity of the
Missionary Vocation” (2003), SMT 91 (2003) 4, 519-532. The ecumenical character of the
missionary vocation was outlined in the same issue by Thor Strandenæs, ”Toward an
Ecumenical Understanding of the Ministry of the Missionary”, SMT 91 (2003) 4, 553-567.
52 Berentsen, art. cit. 2003, 228-230.
53 Thor Strandenæs, ”Toward an Ecumenical Understanding of the Ministry of the
Missionary”, SMT 91 (2003) 4, 553-567.
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to rest for a while.54 Now, as he is free from the daily duties of his professorate,
he is engaged more fully in pursuing his intentions, namely of identifying
and analysing contemporary missiologies in the South and the Far East. His
particular focus is on missiological writings in Asia and Africa, and how they
challenge or complement Western missiological thinking.
Missiology and Contextualization
The principles for and ways of contextualizing Christian faith and its
expressions have always been part of missiological reflection at MHS, albeit
different terms have been used to characterize the process or parts thereof.
Formerly such concepts were used as indigenization, incarnation, inculturation,
acculturation, adoption and adaptation. For identifying parts or aspects of the
contextualization process some of these concepts are still relevant.
In my own studies I have earlier focused on bible translation as a
contextualizing process,55 and have shown how the perspective of the
interpreter reveals his/her context, and often makes him/her fail to see a
message or a perspective in the text which may be visible to a marginalized
person,56 or to a person from another culture.57
In recent years the contextualization of Christian worship and liturgy has
been another focus of mine, as well as the missional identity and function
of Christian worship.58 Using the insights from the Lutheran World
54 An example and early fruit of his research is his article, ”Missiological pleas for cultural
diversity: Two voices from the non-Western World”, Norsk Tidsskrift for Misjon 58 (2004)
1, 45-56.
55 Thor Strandenæs, Principles of Chinese Bible Translation as Expressed in Five Selected
Versions of the New Testament and Exemplified by Mt 5:1-12 and Col 1, (Coniectanea
Biblica, New Testament Series 19), Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell International 1987.
56 For reference, see note 43 above.
57 Thor Strandenæs, ”John 2:4 in a Chinese Cultural Context: Unneccessary Stumbling
Block for Filial Piety?” in: Tord Fornberg & David Hellholm (Eds.), Texts and Contexts.
Biblical Texts in Their Textual and Situational Contexts. Essays in Honor of Lars Hartman,
Oslo/Copenhagen/Stockholm/Boston: Scandinavian University Press 1994, 959-978.
58 Thor Strandenæs, ”Gudstjenestens misjonerende funksjon: bidrag til en misjonsteologisk
bevisstgjøring”, Misjon og Teologi 3, 1996, 15-35; ”Gudstjeneste som mission”, Ny Mission
2, 2001, 6-31; ”Gudstjeneste og misjon” in: Jan-Martin Berentsen, Tormod Engelsviken, Knud
Jørgensen (Eds.), Missiologi i dag, Oslo: Universitetsforlaget (2nd Ed.) 2004, 198-219.
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Federation’s study program Worship and Culture,, I have studied the various
contextual aspects of worship – including the culture affirming, culture
critical, transcultural and universal aspects.59 Further, I have devoted myself
to studies of aspects of children and worship, asking how dialogue with
children may be used as a means for developing Christian worship as all-
age-worship, presupposing both the ecumenical and missional nature and
role of Christian worship.60 Presently I am involved in a book-project on
children and worship in congregations of the Church of Norway and the
Evangelical Lutheran Church of Hong Kong, with a view to identifying to
what extent children are regarded and treated as contributors or agents in
liturgy, and to what extent they are only regarded and treated as recipients.61
Since ”teaching them to keep all that I have commanded you”(Matt 28,20)
is part of the Great Commission – which is regarded by the church as a
commision for both mission, baptism and Christian teaching – the question
of how children are received into the church as a missional and ecumenical
community is of high missiological relevance. By focusing on church
worship in two different contexts I also expect to be able to discern how
local cultures influence church worship with regard to the way children are
regarded and treated.
The study of the principles and practises of contextualization has also been
the focus in three doctoral dissertations at MHS – those by Arne Redse,
Gustav Steensland and Hans Austnaberg:
Arne Redse in his doctoral dissertation on contextualizing the Lutheran
doctrine of justification to a Chinese Neo-Confucian context has developed
a specific methodology.62 He shows awareness of both the culture
affirmative, culture critical, transformational, and transcultural aspects of
contextualization and develops his methodology in three steps, including
59 See the three issues of LWF Studies: Worship and Culture in Dialogue (1/1994), Christian
Worship: Unity in Cultural Diversity (1/1996), and Baptism, Rites of Passage, and Culture
(1/1999).
60 Thor Strandenæs, ”Dialoguing with Children on Liturgy and Worship”, SMT 92 (2004)
3, 489-515.
61 This is a project under the auspices of Stiftelsen Kirkeforskning (KIFO), Oslo.
62 Arne Redse, ”By Grace Alone” in Contexts of ”Self-Cultivation”: An Attempt at
Contextualizing the Lutheran Doctrine of Justification to Chinese Contexts as Influenced
by New Confucianism, Stavanger: (School of Mission and Theology Dissertation Series,
Vol. 1) 2006.
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(1) a context sensitive presentation of the doctrine of justification; (2) a
presentation of the Neo-Confucian context; (3) contextualizing the doctrine.
When contextualizing, Redse uses four steps:63 clarifying the availablity
and usability of local linguistic components; clarifying doctrinal contact
points and bridges for the Christian message; identifying, confronting and
challenging elements which are not possible to accept from a Christian
point of view or function as barriers to conveying the Christian message;
the possibility of transforming such elements for adaptation to Christianity
is also discussed; and identifying contextual elements which may influence
one’s horizon of understanding – both with regard to further developing
Chinese theology and to possibly enriching and deepening Lutheran
theology of justification universally by elements which hitherto have been
neglected or ignored.64
A second dissertation – yet to be publicly defended – is the one prepared by
Gustav Steensland. 65 He has studied the formation of Lutheran pastors in
Taiwan, focusing on a possible Confucian influence in their education
through text books and theological teachers. His focus has been on the
Confucian concepts of leadership, learning and self-cultivation. Steensland’s
documentation shows that during the period he focused on (1948-1987)
the Confucian influence on the cultivation of Christian leadership was rather
weak, and mostly implicit. In fact, only three out of his ten informants
regarded the role of Confucian concepts to have been explicit. Thus, at
least with regard to Confucian influence, the Christian leadership training
in the Lutheran church in Taiwan during the period was not really
contextually oriented. Instead it reflected to a large extent the ideals and
parameters conveyed by the western missionaries, which they had adopted
in their own education. In this sense neither theology nor formation was
truly contextualized into the Confucian influenced culture of Taiwan.
The third study of a contextualized theology in a Malagasy culture, is the
dissertation of Hans Austnaberg on excorcism, as understood and practised
by the so-called shepherds in the revival movement (fifohazana) mentioned
63 Ibid., 7-8.
64 Cf. Ibid., 415.
65 Gustav Steensland, Cultivation of Christian leadership in a Confucian context: A study
of the preparation of pastors for ministry in Taiwan Lutheran Church 1948-1987. It will
be defended publicly at MHS on March 3, 2007 and and will appear as Vol. 4 in the School
of Mission and Theology Dissertation Series (2007).
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above.66 The movement is both indigenous and influential and has developed
as a predominant lay movement within the Lutheran church in Madagascar,
but strongly supported by the church leadership and clergy. In his study
Austnaberg finds that the word ”possessed” in most cases is unsuitable to
describe the people treated by exorcism by the shepherds, and that people
in need of exorcism are identified by the shepherd on the basis of a multitude
of manifestations, e.g., the gift of discerning spirits, or by exorcism itself.
The material has resulted in three important findings. The shepherds oppose
traditional religion vehemently and consider all spirits in traditional worship
as demons; estimate that exorcism is appropriate for people with a wide
variety of problems (and has therefore evolved into a comprehensive
practice); and regard the purpose of exorcism and the main focus of healing
as creating a living faith in Jesus.
Thus the three dissertations demonstrate the importance of missiological
studies of contextualization for developing contextual theology (Redse),
for identifying the extent to which theology and theological formation are
contextualized into the local culture (Steensland), and for measuring the
presuppositions and values of a specific contextual theology (Austnaberg).
Missiology and Biblical Studies
As reflected above and in the following, mission studies in the biblical
fields comprise both the testaments, Old and New,67 and is yet another
illustration of the point made at the beginning of this article, namely that
missiology is a focal point also in the other theological disciplines at the
institution. A study of The Mission of the Early Church to Jews and Gentiles
appeared in 2000 as a result of a symposium which took place at MHS.68
Professor Jostein Ådna, one of the two editors, is equally the author of an
essay on ”James’ Position at the Summit Meeting of the Apostles and the
66 Hans Austnaberg, Shepherds and Demons. A study of exorcism as practised and
understood by shepherds in the Malagasy Lutheran Church, Stavanger: (School of Mission
and Theology Dissertation Series, Vol. 2) 2006. His dissertation will also be published in
2007 in the above mentioned series, Bible and Theology in Africa.
67 Knut Holter, ”Det gamle testamente og misjonen”, in: Berentsen, Engelsviken, Jørgensen,
Op.cit., 23-36.
68 Jostein Ådna & Hans Kvalbein (Eds.), The Mission of the Early Church to Jews and
Gentiles, (Wissenschaftlice Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 127), Tübingen: Mohr
Siebeck 2000.
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Elders in Jerusalem (Acts 15)”.69 He  has also contributed in other ways to
the understanding of the roots and development of Christian mission in the
early church, as well as its interaction with Hellenistic culture.70
Two of the doctoral projects at MHS deal with reading and understanding
biblical texts in a non-western context:
Kari Storstein Haug’s research project (2003-2007), ”As you sow, you will
reap.” Selected Old Testament Wisdom Texts interpreted in light of Thai
Experience. Contribution to a Thai Hermeneutic, is in the field of Theology
of Mission. Haug has already published two articles, which deal with Thai
Buddhist readings of the New Testament.71 Her present project is a research
on inter-religious interpretation of Old Testament texts, using Thai Buddhists
as her informants – including scholars, religious leaders and lay people.
She concentrates on their reading of three wisdom texts, namely Proverbs
11,18-31, Psalm 73, and Ecclesiastes 9,1-12. By making use of information
collected through qualitative interviews Haug wishes to detect whether,
and to what extent, their Buddhist faith and Thai cultural background
influence the informants’ reading of wisdom texts. Her empirical evidence
so far identifies the law of Karma (Kamma) as especially influential in
Thai Buddhist interpretation of the material. Also her interviewees tend to
be very open-minded in their reading of biblical wisdom texts, often taking
a from-within-perspective in their reading, thereby demonstrating how
useful a reading of the religious texts of the Other may be in interreligious
dialogue. Through her research Haug also has a wider aim, namely to
contribute to a Thai hermeneutic.
69 Ibid., 125-161.
70 E.g., Jostein Ådna, ”Den kristne misjons begynnelse”, Norsk Tidsskrift for Misjon 54
(2000) 1, 3-28; ”Møtet mellom misjon og kultur i Det nye testamente. Den hellenistiske
”globaliseringen” som utfordring og mulighet i formidlingen av det kristne budskap” in:
Strandenæs, Op. cit. 2006, 27-51.
71 Kari Storstein Haug & Knut Holter, ”No Graven Image? Reading the Second
Commandment in a Thai Context”, Asia Journal of Theology 14(2000)1, pp. 20-36. Kari
Storstein Haug, ”Christianity as a Religion of Wisdom and Kamma: A Thai Buddhist
Interpretation of Selected Passages from the Gospels”, The Council of Societies for the
Study of Religion Bulletin 25(2006)2, pp. 42-46; ”Did Jesus Teach about Wisdom and
Kamma? : A Critical Analysis of a Buddhist Bible Interpretation”, Swedish Missiological
Themes / Svensk MissionsTidskrift 94(2006)1, pp. 55-79.
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Ingeborg Kvammen has a research project (2003-2007) in the field of New
Testament, with the title, Poverty and Wealth in the Epistle of James: an
Interpretation of Jas. 2:1-13 in a Scholarly Dialogue between Postcolonial
African and Western Tradition of Interpretation. Kvammen’s project reflects
postcolonial theory and shows recognition for how the colonial parameters
have influenced much of past, and sometimes present ,Western biblical
scholarship.72 Her aim is both to demonstrate how a post-colonial approach
may help to overcome some of the exegetical shortcomings in the past, and
how such an approach may throw fresh light on the interpretation of James
2,1-13, assuming that the letter addressed colonised people and reflects
perspectives of both the colonists and the colonised. Kvammen makes use
of voices from the South in her exegetical as well as her post-colonial
studies of James 2,1-12.73
As can be seen, both these projects make use of perspectives or theories
originating in either the East or the South to interpret and study the
interpretation of biblical texts. They do not only show how important
scholarly cooperation is beween partners residing on different continents,
and not only between partners in Europe or North America. They also
demonstrate how voices in the Far East and South may contribute with
new perspectives to ongoing research and dialogue and provide new
methods and insights to Western scholarship.
Missiology and Church Growth, Organisation and
Leadership Structures
Two other doctoral projects, both in the field of Theology of Mission, and
related to African and Latin American churches, were started in 2005.
Frank-Ole Thoresen’s project, Characteristics of an Indigenous Protestant
Somali Church: The Development of Leadership and Organizational
Structures in an Indigenous Somali Church, Based on a Study of Authority
and Leadership Structures in Somali Culture and Society makes use of
both historical documents and qualitative interviews with Somali informants
72 Cf. Fernando F. Segovia, Decolonizing Biblical Studies. A View from the Margins,
Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books 2000.
73 These include e.g., Elsa Tamez, The Scandalous Message of James: Faith Without Works
Is Dead, (trans. John Eagleson), Rev. Ed., New York: The Crossroad Publishing Company
2002 – who has dealt with the book of James from a Latin-American Perspective.
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who have been or are presently part of a Christian church. The aim is to
study how different church and leadership models have functioned in
Christianization processes among the Somali people. The aim is to develop
a Somali church model which may function well contextually in a Somali
culture by using insights from contextual church models, such as the church
as clan, the house church, Christ as proto-ancestor of the church etc.
Amador Israel Caviedes Mandujano’s project is called Contemporary
Paradigms on Church Mission: Identification and Analysis of Main
Conditioning Factors in the Growth of the Christian and Missionary
Alliance in Lima, Perú. The project comprises both mission history and
theology of mission and aims at identifying the conditioning and determining
factors of the substantial church growth within the Christian and Missionary
Alliance in Lima, Perú. As this is a topic which has hitherto had little or no
research focus, Mandujano, like Thoresen, makes use of both historical
documents and qualitative interviews with leaders within the church
movement Lima al Encuentro con Dios (LED) and in the national church
of the Christian and Missionary Alliance, as well as with individual
Christians. By using this documentation Mandujano expects to detect and
identify the main reasons for the substantial church growth in Lima and its
underlying missiological presuppositions.
Neither the understanding of church growth nor the choice of suitable church
and leadership structures are without missiological presuppositions or
implications, and these studies will eventually also bring documentation of
what kind of missiological thinking has determined church growth in Somali
and Peruvian churches.
Missiology as Mission History
Lastly I wish to draw the attention to two studies in Church and Mission
History. The first one reveals the negative political influence of missionaries
in Madagascar in the early 19th Century. The latter identifies the positive
influence which Norwegian missionaries in Cameroon had for the
emancipation of the Dii people in the 20th Century.
In his dissertation related to Madagascar in the period 1820-1840 Sigmund
Edland has documented and analysed the role of the British missionaries in
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the political history and development there.74 In spite of their small numbers
(there were never more than 4 pastors, 6 artisans and seven spouses at one
time in the field) they had a great impact on the political events. Until mid
1831 nearly every party regarded the role of the missionaries as a whole as
positive. But Edland shows that thereafter their politicizing acitivities not
only led to the persecution of Christians and the deaths of many of them,
but also to consolidation of traditional religion, increased use of unlimited
feudal servitude to the government, and expulsion of the missionaries
themselves. It was only in 1861 that amnesty was given to persecuted
Christians and religious freedom for all people in the country was
proclaimed. The evangelistic work of the missionaries in time bore fruit,
however, and Rainilaiarivony, who married the new queen who was installed
in 1868 and he was baptized the same year, both he and his two sons.
Politically the last period (1831-1840) was a failure for the missionaries,
but their evangelistic work had long term consequences.
The missionaries in Cameroon (1934-1994) also engaged themselves in
political activities, for example in the slave issue, which resulted in serious
conflicts with the colonial administration, due to their active work to free
slaves and achieve abolition of slavery in the country. Most often, however,
their politcal engagement was subtle and indirectly, but with a  positive
and liberating effect for the Dii people, as Thomas Drønen has set out to
show in this doctoral project (2004-2007), also in the field of Church and
Mission History.75 The research results in this project will be published
through individual articles, some of which have already appeared.76 Drønen’s
purpose is to investigate whether the missionaries were important agents
74 Sigmund Edland, Evangelists or Envoys? The Role of British Missionaries at Turning
Points in Malagasy Political History, 1820-1840. Documentary and Analysis. The
dissertation will be publicly defended at MHS on December 16, 2006 and will soon appear
as Vol. 3 in the School of Mission and Theology Dissertation Series.
75 Project title: Ethnicity and Christian-Muslim Relations – a Centralafrican Perspective:
the Case of the Dii People in Adamawa, Cameroon 1934-1994.
76 Tomas Sundnes Drønen ”The Role of Religion in social Change. The Arrival of
Christianity among the Dii People in Adamawa, Northern Cameroon (1934-1960).” Swedish
Missiological Themes 93 (2005) 4,  479-503; ”Anthropological Historical Research in
Africa – How Do We Ask?” History in Africa 33 (2006), 137-153; ”Scientific Revolution
and Religious Conversion - a Closer Look at Thomas Kuhn’s Theory of Paradigm-Shift.”
Method and Theory in the Study of Religion 18 (2006) 3, 232-253; ”‘And it is really thanks
to you that we are saved…’ An African Discourse on Conversion and the Creation of a
Modern Myth. To be published in Exchange (2007).
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of colonisation, especially of a colonisation of the Dii mind, or whether
conversion to Christianity was part of a spiritual and political Dii project that
promoted social liberation. Besides using historical documents for his research
Drønen has engaged Dii informants who have been part of the liberating
process of the Dii people, and who have responded in qualitative interviews.
As such his study is a project which takes the perspectives of post-colonial
theory seriously, and where the national Dii, both Christians and non-
Christians, are the primary sources, and not the missionaries.77 Hence, one of
the methods Drønen makes use of is discourse analysis. One of the findings
which the interviews interestingly reveal is that the Dii informants consider
the Norwegian Missionary Society and its missionaries as enablers and
compatriots in their process of political and ethnic liberation, not as colonisers.
It is not surprising to find that Western missionaries in the last centuries were
engaged directly or indirectly in political activity, but these two studies reveal
that the outcome could go in two directions, rewarding or damaging for both
the mission and the society. This double role which Western mission has
played as an agent for positive and liberating development, or as a colonizing
agent, has also been documented elsewhere by various MHS faculty in their
research and will not be commented upon in more detail here. I will only
mention here the essays on the historical, political and cultural dimensions
of mission written by MHS colleagues in honour of Professor Berentsen,
published earlier this year,78  as well as the studies by Torstein Jørgensen79
and Øyvind Eide,80 both relating to history of missions in Africa.
77 Another example of identifying natives as primary sources can be found in my essay, Thor
Strandenæs, ”Anonymous Bible Translators: Native Literati and the Translation of the Bible
into Chinese, 1807-1907” in: Stephen Batalden, Kathleen Cann and John Dean (Eds.), Sowing
the Word. The Cultural Impact of the British and Foreign Bible Society 1804-2004, (Bible in
the Modern World, 3), Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix Press 2004, 121-148.
78 See Strandenæs, Op. cit. 2006, pp 117-258.
79 Torstein Jørgensen, Contact and Conflict: Norwegian Missionaries, the Zulu Kingdom,
and the Gospel 1850-1873, Oslo: Solum forlag 1990.
80 Øyvind M. Eide, Revolution and Religion in Ethiopia: the Growth and Persecution of
the Mekane Yesus Church 1974-1985, Eastern African Studies, Oxford: James Currey,
Addis Ababa University Press, Ohio University Press 2000.
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Concluding Remarks
Instead of making a detailed summary I shall attempt to make a few
concluding remarks about missiology at the School of Mission and
Theology, Stavanger.
Firstly, the presentation above is ample documentation for the fact that
missiology and mission studies function as a uniting, focal point for teaching,
networking and research work at MHS.
Secondly, missiology is both one of the academic disciplines ,Theology of
Mission, and a perspective, the missiological, which is inherent in teaching
and research also in the other theological fields, without violating the
individual traditions and self understanding of the academic disciplines.
Thirdly, the missiological identity of MHS has become a bridge which
enables South to North, North to South, East to North, and North to East
student and faculty exchange, and research cooperation. Fourthly, as the
centre of gravity in Christendom has moved from the West to the South
and the East, the missiologically relevant research contributions from the
South and the East become increasingly relevant not only for the churches
and theologians there, but also for the self understanding of church and
missiology in the North as part of a universal Christian community. This
partnership in mission is particularly relevant for the church when it needs
to identify its role and mission in a society where it co-exists with non-
Christian religions, and for defining the missiological challenges it faces in
a new millennium.
Fifthly, through networking the research at MHS, there has been a shift
from a predominant focus on Nordic or Western interpretation and
understanding of biblical studies, church and mission history, systematic
and practical theology, to a focus which includes both the North, the East
and the South. And, whereas churches and people outside of Norway have
most often been studied as objects before, they have increasingly become
subjects, both as researchers and as informants, informing and reflecting
on their own lives, faiths, Christian experience and theology. Thereby the
bridge offers a two-way communication and theological research
cooperation where both sides benefit.
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Sixthly, whereas the MHS is still a research and educational centre for
personnel entering the missional vocation in Africa, Latin-America and
the Far East, the institution, because of its missional focus, has developed
into a relevant centre for equipping also church leaders in the South and
East, and for training theological educators through the master and doctoral
programs. Thus, by receiving hard working representatives from the Two
Third’s World into the degree programs, classrooms and research seminars,
the MHS is increasingly becoming a multinational melting pot, where
learning, teaching and doing theology is a joint, cross-cultural venture.
As already stated, an important reason for this development is the MHS
focus on missiology, and its related topics and concerns, a focus which
unites students, faculty and other staff and creates an international,
ecumenical centre for research and studies, teaching and training.
Swedish Missiological Themes, 94, 4 (2006)
Mission and Ecumenical Studies
at Lund University
David Kerr
Mission studies in Lund are integrated with ecumenical studies: missions-
vetenskap med ekumenik. Ecumenical studies are not a secondary discipline,
but define the framework and perspective in which mission studies are
pursued. In the Lund context ”ecumenical” can be understood in three ways:
in the classical Greek sense of ”pertaining to the whole world;” in the historic
Christian sense of ”pertaining to the whole Church;” and in the debated
contemporary sense of the ”wider ecumenism” of relations among religions.
Mission studies in Lund are ”ecumenical” in that they sets mission in the
context of the whole world, with primary attention to the southern and eastern
hemispheres – the global South – where sixty per cent of Christians now
live. They set mission studies firmly in the context of religious pluralism that
defines most African and Asian societies, and increasingly those of Europe
and the Nordic countries. This gives mission studies an international and
national focus – the oikumene of the whole world, especially the global South;
and the oikumene of Sweden – especially the city of Malmö whose population
today includes people from no less than ninety nations and several religions.
Mission and ecumenical studies in Lund therefore carry a sub-title: world
Christianity and inter-religious relations. These constitute the hermeneutical
framework for research and teaching in mission and ecumenics, and their
continuing growth in the Centre for Theology and Religious Studies (CTR).
Historical Background: 1919 to the Present
The history of mission and ecumenical studies in Lund extends over nearly
a hundred years, stimulated by the ”Edinburgh 1910” World Missionary
Conference and supported by the Lund Missionary Society (Lunds
missionssällskap.) Gustaf Lindeberg taught the subject during the first half
of the twentieth century (1919-1948), specialising in the history of
Christianity in Japan, and writing widely on issues of Protestant and Roman
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Catholic missions, Christianity and politics, and the new churches of Africa
and Asia. During these years he edited the journal of the Lund Missionary
Society, Lunds Missionstidning, later Den Evangeliska Missionen. His
successor, Herman Schlyter (1949-1959), specialised on Christian mission
in China. Sigrid Estborn (1960-1966) concentrated on Indian Christianity,
while Carl-Johan Hellberg (1966-1969) focused on Eastern and Southern
Africa. The late Lars Österlin pioneered the ecumenical dimension of the
subject during his 20-year tenure of the lectureship and later adjunct
professorship from 1971 to 1990, writing on Lutheran-Anglican dialogue,
the missionary nature of the church, and Christian mission in India and China.
Acknowledging the significance of Lars Österlin’s contribution, the Lund
Missionary Society endowed the Chair in Mission and Ecumenical Studies
in 1992. The first incumbent was Professor Aasulv Lande (1994-2005) who
pioneered the development of mission studies in the perspective of ”wider
ecumenism” of religious pluralism. Trained and experienced in Christian-
Buddhist dialogue in Japan, and with several years of teaching in the Selly
Oak Colleges, Birmingham, UK – formerly Britain’s leading centre of
mission and ecumenical studies – Aasulv Lande integrated four perspectives
in mission studies: (i) ecumenics as method; (ii) the ”receivers” as active
subjects of mission; (iii) dialogue with other religions; and (iv) gender.
Marking his retirement Swedish Missiological Themes in 2004 featured
these four themes in an issue entitled ”The Dynamics of Mission and
Dialogue: Studies in Honour of Aasulv Lande.” (SMT, vol.92:3).
A year of transition ensued as the CTR invited David Kerr to serve as
Visiting Professor (2005-2006.) In the summer 2006 he was appointed to
the chair. His previous positions were in the Selly Oak Colleges, Birming-
ham; Hartford Seminary, Connecticut – an inter-denominational seminary,
the former home of the Kennedy School of Missions, and today an inter-
faith centre of teaching and research; and the School of Divinity,
University of Edinburgh, Scotland, where he first incumbent of the chair
of Christianity in the Non-Western World. David Kerr’s approach to
mission and ecumenical studies is in continuity with Aasulv Lande’s, the
difference being that he specializes in Christianity and Islam, in terms
both of interfaith dialogue and comparative missiology. He focuses on
mission as reconciliation, and concentrates most of his research on the
Middle East and Africa.
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The Place of Mission and Ecumenical Studies
Mission and ecumenical studies in Lund are the responsibility of the
professor as the only salaried member of the permanent staff in this field.
In the Faculty’s current departmental structure the professor is located in
church history and practical theology. This has primarily reference to
undergraduate teaching. But mission and ecumenical studies have their
own research seminar for examensarbetes (undergraduate essay), licentiate
and doctoral students. The seminar programme includes public seminars
with invited speakers on issues of mission and ecumenical studies, and
routine discussion of student papers. Regular joint meetings with the church
history seminar concentrate on research methods. Joint meetings with
research seminars in other disciplines enable interdisciplinary cross-
fertilization and the dissemination of mission and ecumenical interests across
the CTR research schools of theology and religious studies.
Undergraduate teaching comprises three special courses, currently taught
in English for accessibility to both international and Swedish students.
World Christianity – introduction to Christianity in the global south. This
is designed to give students an understanding of the regional histories and
contextual identities of Christianity in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the
Middle East, and of thematic issues that define Christianity as a world
religion in the 21st century. Attention is given to historical and contemporary
transformations of mission, issues of contextualisation, and the conceptual
perspectives of post-colonial analysis.
Inter-religious dialogue. This is designed to introduce students to 20th
century developments of dialogue between Christianity and other religions.
It deals with theology of religions, and interfaith dialogue under the rubrics
of the dialogue of life, action, thought, and the spirit. The course includes
the opportunity of exposure to issues of religious pluralism in Malmö, and
an optional study visit to Britain to explore ways of negotiating religious
pluralism in the city of Leicester.
The Family of Abraham. A course that explores Christianity’s relationship
with Judaism and Christianity in scriptural, theological, historical and
contemporary perspectives. The ”family” kinship among the three religions
is examined with reference as much to Hagar and Sarah as to Ishmael and
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Isaac. The course examines the resources and insights that each of the three
religions bring to the reconciliation of Jews, Christians and Muslims in the
Middle East. This includes an optional study visit to Jerusalem for a seminar
based in the Swedish Theological Institute.
In addition to these three courses, mission and ecumenical studies makes
selected contributions to three other special courses: Terror on the Name
of God; Religion and Conflict in the Middle East; and Religion and
Reconciliation.
Postgraduate studies within the framework of the research seminar
concentrate on historical and contemporary aspects of mission and
ecumenics, with focus on contextual and postcolonial analysis. Doctoral
theses successfully completed since 2000 include the following (in
alphabetical order of author):
Ann Alden, Religion in Dialogue with Late Modern Society: a Constructive
Contribution to a Christian Spirituality Informed by Buddhist-Christian
Encounters. Lund University, 2004
Magnus Lundberg, Unification and Conflict. The Church Politics of Alonso
de Montufar OP, Archbishop of Mexico, 1554-1572. Studia Missionalia
Svecana, LXXXVI, 2002
Emi Mase-Hasegawa, Spirit of Christ Inculturated: a Theological Theme
Implicit in Shusaku Endo’s Literary Works. Lund University. Centre for
Theology and Religious Studies, 2004
Mats Rydinger, The Vulnerable Power of Worship: a Study of a Power
Approach to Contextualization in Christian Mission. Studia Missionalia
Svecana CII, 2006
Carl Sundberg, Conversion and Contextual Conceptions of Christ: a
Missiological Study among Young Converts in Brazzaville, Republic of
Congo. Studia Missionalia Svecana LXXXI, 2000
Göran Wiking, Breaking the Pot: Contextual Responses to Survival Issues
in Malaysian Churches. Studia Missionalia Svecana XCVI, 2004
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Doctoral projects currently underway include ecumenical research on South
Africa, China, the World Council of Churches and contemporary Catholicism,
and projects of Christian-Buddhist and Christian-Muslim dialogue. Current
examensarbete (undergraduate essay) projects include feminist approaches
to interfaith dialogue, legend and dialogue, Christian-Muslim marriages, faith-
based organizations in the public domain, Christianity and human rights in
Vietnam, ecological theology in East Africa, and the 1983 Life and Peace
conference in Stockholm.  While the profile of a research seminar is shaped
primarily by its active research participants, its continuity over a period of
time is enhanced by cooperative projects that connect the seminar with other
research partners. The Lund seminar is involved in two such projects, one
with a historical focus, the other contemporary.
”Edinburgh 1910” World Missionary Conference
As a contribution to international preparations for the centenary of the
”Edinburgh 1910” World Missionary Conference, Lund is cooperating with
Edinburgh university in preparing a critical assessment of the ”Edinburgh
1910” conference. This comprises an analysis of the eight ”commissions”
that prepared the substantive reports for conference discussion. The book
that is projected for publication in 2008 examines the eight reports, and
includes retrospective reflections by scholars from the global South in light
of current and future challenges for mission and ecumenical studies.
Community-based research
On behalf of CTR, the mission and ecumenical studies’ seminar is
cooperating with several community-based organizations in Malmö in
project entitled Nya Vägar – strävan/jihâd mot utanförskap och diskrimi-
nering genom samarbete mellan kristna, muslimer och olika samhälls-
sektorer (”New Paths – striving/jihâd against exclusion and discrimination
through cooperation among Christians, Muslims and various social
organizations.”) Funded by the European Social Fund through its Swedish
organization, Equal, the project explores the practical application of dialogue
among religious and secular voluntary organisations in tackling social
exclusion and discrimination affecting the 40,000 Muslims in Malmö. The
programme includes a series of public seminars in Malmö that examine
Christian-Muslim dialogue as a social practice that can be effective in
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redressing problems of discrimination. Consultation with the Islamic-Christian
Study Centre, Copenhagen, and the St Philip’s Centre for Study and
Engagement in Multi-Faith Society, Leicester, England, give the project an
international framework of reference. It is planned that Nyä Vägar, or projects
similar to it, will continue to be a feature of mission and ecumenical studies
in Lund, creating a praxis basis for new theoretical understandings of national
and international approaches to ecumenical mission in the 21st century.
The Future Challenges
Against this review of the history and current situation of mission and
ecumenical studies in Lund, we can turn to future perspectives. Mission
and ecumenical studies are faced by enormous challenges at the beginning
of the 21st century. These arise from the transformations that are taking
place within Christianity as a world religion. Whereas Europe has been for
centuries the centre of Christendom, it is now on the periphery of a rapidly
expanding Christianity in the global South. If mission and ecumenical
studies have been at the forefront of recognising this transition, and indeed
explaining it, the current and future challenge is to transform mission and
ecumenical studies as part of the new reality of global Christianity. This is
the challenge that members of the Lund seminar are trying to engage in
collective discussions: what is the character of mission and ecumenical
studies in the 21st century, given the transformations in world Christianity?
Five issues have emerged as markers for the future.
Post-colonialism
Reference has already been made to ”post-colonialism.” The prefix ”post”
refers not only, or even primarily, to historical chronology. Although the
era of territorial empires is over, the new forms of colonialism that lurk
within current approaches to globalisation are symptomatic of the problem
that post-colonialism addresses: the continuing hegemony of Western
epistemologies that privilege Eurocentric ways of knowing and constructing
the world. This intellectual tendency is found in non-colonial countries
like Sweden, and post-colonial countries like Britain. Identifying and
overcoming this problem presents huge challenges for the study of mission
and ecumenics in the 21st century. Mission and ecumenical studies need to
reconstruct their mental map of Christianity in order to engage the current
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realities of Christianity in the global South. It requires new epistemological
approaches to our subject: first, to listen to, and learn from scholars and
practitioners of Christian mission and ecumenics in the global South; in order,
secondly, to interpret this learning in effective ways into our Western
universities, primarily through reconstructed faculties of theology and
religious studies; so that, thirdly, we can together, as scholars who are properly
engaged in specific fields of scientific research, produce a more global harvest
for our disciplines, and our students. In this way the study of mission and
ecumenics can be released from its Eurocentric associations, mentalities and
epistemologies, and freed to become a globalised field a study.
Feminisation
As post-colonialism liberates Christians in the global South from being
objects of research to being active subjects of mission and ecumenical
studies, the voices of women are particularly significant. Scholarship in
mission history must recover the contribution of the nameless – of women,
Western and non-Western, who have been excluded from the annals of
mission and ecumenics. Equally important are the contributions of women
to all aspects of contemporary mission, ecumenism and inter-religious
dialogue. Not to essentialize gender identities, much of this scholarship
refocuses our attention on issues of relationship, in which subjectivity is
honoured, and emotion respected as a valid and vital way of knowing. One
does not have to be a woman to aspire to being a feminist. Missiologists
and ecumenists in the 21st century must, irrespective of gender, be willing
to reconstruct received frameworks of knowledge in ways that integrate
feminist perspectives, and liberate the study of mission and ecumenics from
overt or covert strategies of patriarchal hegemony.
Comparative Missiology
The study of mission and inter-religious relations has so far concentrated
on Christian mission and Christian approaches to inter-religious relations.
But the post-colonial paradigm challenges us to go further, and to consider
mission from the perspectives of other religions. If the term ”mission” tends
to be identified with Christianity, the phenomenon to which it refers is
found among historically in Buddhism and Islam, and in our contemporary
world in many new religious movements. The scientific study of mission
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in the 21st century is therefore challenged to become a comparative venture.
Ideas for a comparative Christian-Muslim missiology are discussed by the
present author in the 2000 volume of the International Review of Mission.
(David Kerr ”Islamic Da’wah and Christian Mission: Towards a
Comparative Analysis”, International Review of Mission, 89, April 2000,
pp.150-171.)
A New Ecumenism
Ecumenical studies are equally challenged by the 21st century globalisation
of Christianity. The European agenda that dominated ecumenical studies during
the 20th century focused on relations among historic confessions of the Church
– Catholicism, Orthodoxy, and Protestantism. These studies still have far to
go. But they are challenged to engage the wider demands of ecumenical
relations between Western forms of Christianity and the many new
contextualisations of Christian faith and community that have sprung up
throughout the global South. The post-denominational reality of Christianity
in China or India, the rise of independent churches throughout Africa, the
growth of neo-Pentecostalism throughout Latin America, Africa and Asia calls
for new understandings of ecumenism, ecclesiology and mission.
Theology and Religious Studies
As stated earlier in this article, mission and ecumenical studies in Lund are
located in the department of church history and practical theology. It is
clear, however, that response to the challenges outlined above cannot be
confined to this, or any of the traditional subset of the theological curriculum.
As mission and ecumenical studies have become multi-disciplinary, drawing
on the resources of ethnographers, social anthropologists, intercultural
studies and even political studies, they are challenged to build bridges among
disciplines. In particular, mission and ecumenical studies must span the
gulf that exists, ideologically and practically, between theology and religious
studies. Too often have mission studies colluded in this division, captured
as they have been by the tension between mission and dialogue. Mission
and ecumenical studies demand an open-ended engagement with both
theology and religious studies.
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Conclusion
One of the themes of this report has been the value of partnership in research.
It is appropriate to conclude with appreciation of four partnerships that
link Lund with other centres of mission and ecumenical studies in the Nordic
countries. In relation to the scholarly community Lund values its links with
the Swedish Institute of Mission Research (SIM), and the Nordic Institute
of Mission and Ecumenism (NIME). In relation to mission practitioners
Lund is equally appreciative of its cooperation with the Swedish Mission
Council. The entire programme of mission and ecumenical studies in Lund,
including its partnerships in Sweden and beyond, is sustained through a
fundamental partnership with the Lund Missionary Society, to which the
author of this report expresses thanks.
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Mission Studies at
Uppsala University
Magnus Lundberg
Mission studies have a rather long history at Uppsala University. Between
1930 and 1949, the church historian and China missionary Knut B. Westman
held a personal professorship in mission history and the history of East
Asian religions. At his retirement, the personal professorship was
transformed into an ordinary chair in church history with mission history.
Bengt Sundkler, mission scholar and Africanist, became its first holder. In
the beginning of the 1970s it was decided that the chair should be detached
from the discipline of church history and henceforth be a chair in mission
studies (missionsvetenskap), which remains the name of the discipline. When
Professor Sundkler retired, he was succeeded by Carl F. Hallencreutz, who
remained professor for little more than two decades, until 1996.
When Professor Hallencreutz left the chair, for the ten years following
there was no ordinary professor in mission studies at Uppsala. However,
for a number of years until 2004, the church historian Alf Tergel was acting
professor of mission studies and thereafter Sven-Erik Brodd, professor of
ecclesiology, held the chair. However, by the spring semester of 2006, Kajsa
Ahlstrand was appointed ordinary professor of mission studies. In this
context, it should be noted that the chair is currently financed through the
Gustaf Leander foundation and that it is now formally known as the Gustaf
Leander professorship in mission studies.
Organizationally, mission studies is part of the section called Church and
Mission studies (kyrko- och missionsstudier), which includes three research
disciplines: church history (kyrkohistoria), ecclesiology (kyrkovetenskap),
and mission studies (missionsvetenskap). Mission studies thus continues
to have a close relationship with church history, though it could be argued
that the subject also has a systematic aspect and that much of the current
research is focused on more or less contemporary issues.
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Courses in Mission Studies
Due to the ongoing Bologna process, the courses in mission studies are
undergoing changes. The following is therefore a description of the current
situation. After an A-level introductory course in general religious studies
(30 ECTS), the theology students at Uppsala may choose to continue their
studies with e.g. a B-level course in church and mission studies (30 ECTS).
In this course the students get an overview of general church history,
ecclesiology, as well as mission theology and mission history.
Having passed the B-level, the students may choose to concentrate on
mission studies on the C- and D-levels (30 ECTS each). In these courses
the students, both take thematic literature courses and write essays.
Currently, most students write their essays on problems related to
contemporary mission and interreligious dialogue, and the number of
students focusing on mission history is quite reduced. A popular option for
C- or D-level students in mission studies is to go on a minor field study to
a country in Asia, Africa or Latin America to conduct research in preparation
for an essay. Every year such a research trip is organized for a small group
of students. In recent years such journeys have been arranged to India (2003),
Egypt (2004), Costa Rica (2005), and Ethiopia (2006), and during 2007 a
journey to India is planned. These six-week field study trips are organised
in cooperation with the Johannelund School of Theology in Uppsala and
are financed through scholarships from the Swedish Mission Council.
Teaching Staff 
By late 2006 two persons make up the teaching staff in mission studies at
Uppsala. Dr Kajsa Ahlstrand is Professor of mission studies. She is
responsible for the supervision of the doctoral students as well as for most
of the teaching of pre-graduate students in mission studies. Professor
Ahlstrand wrote her dissertation on the theology of Raimundo Panikkar
(1993), and for most of the time after the completion of the dissertation she
has worked as a researcher within the Church of Sweden. Most of her
publications deal with interfaith dialogue and mission theology and her
current research is above all centred on the relationships between mission
and modernity.
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Until mid-2006, Dr Magnus Lundberg was an assistant professor of mission
studies at Uppsala. Currently, he is a research fellow, employed by the
Swedish Research Council, but placed at Uppsala University. He has a
doctorate from Lund University (2002) and his research is particularly
focused on Roman Catholic mission in colonial Latin America. Currently,
he is working with a monograph study, which highlights processes of
religious change, and relations between parish priests and parishioners in
seventeenth-century Mexico.
Recent Doctoral Dissertations
For a long time, the focus of the mission research at Uppsala was on mission
history and third world church history, and in particular African church history,
though mission theology and interfaith relations have also been the subjects
of doctoral dissertations and other publications. Between 2000 and 2006,
seven persons have successfully defended their doctoral dissertations in
mission studies at Uppsala, of whom four have focused on African issues.
Staffan Grenstedt’s dissertation Ambaricho and Shonkolla (2000) is a
contribution to the scholarly debate on how African Independent Churches
relate to outside partners, focusing on the Ethiopian case of the origins of
the Mekane Yesus Church in Kambata Hadiya from 1944 to 1975. The
study highlights how a group of Christians formed a local independent
church, the Kambata Evangelical Church 2. This church later established
relations with external partners, which influenced it to develop into a synod
of the Ethiopian Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus. The diachronic
approach is supplemented by a synchronic structural analysis, illustrating
how aspects in the independent church changed.1
In her dissertation, Ännu en syster till Afrika (2002), Karin Sarja studied
thirty-six woman missionaries who were sent to Natal and Zululand between
1876 and 1902. These women were sent there by the Church of Sweden
Mission, the Swedish Holiness Mission and Scandinavian Independent
Baptist Union respectively. Sarja investigated the biographies of these
women and what positions they held in their respective missions. In her
1 Staffan Grenstedt, Ambaricho and Shonkolla : from local independent church to the
evangelical mainstream in Ethiopia : the origins of the Mekane Yesus Church in Kambata
Hadiya. Uppsala: SIM, 2000.
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study, she observed that in the Swedish Holiness Mission and the
Scandinavian Independent Baptist Union women had more equal positions
than in the case of the Church of Sweden women. In these missions women
could be responsible for mission stations and work as evangelists. As a part
of the dissertation, Sarja also studied the effects of these women’s mission
work on the Zulu community in general and for Zulu women in particular.2
Gunilla Nyberg Oskarsson’s Le mouvement pentecôtiste (2004) is a detailed
study of the Pentecostal movement in southern Burundi, which was created
in the encounter between Swedish missionaries and local actors. She focused
on the development from 1935 to 1960, a period in which the Burundian
evangelists and church elders played a decisive role for the development of
the movement. It was the task of these local actors to reformulate the
Pentecostal message in Kirundi, not spoken by the missionaries. They
moulded the message into a Burundian Pentecostal message, at the same
time respecting the teaching of the early missionaries. As an effect, the
Pentecostal Movement became a popular movement, and in certain places
the dominating Christian denomination.3
The most recent of the four dissertations on African issues at Uppsala is
Victoria Oluomachukwu Ibewuike’s African Women and Religious Change
(2006), which focused on a small ethnic group in the western part of Igboland
called Asaba. The dissertation described how the religious and socio-political
role of women has changed in the area from the 1830s onwards. One of the
major points of the thesis was that the freeborn women in the traditional
”dual-sex” society of the Igbo lost their power to speak for themselves
when the Igbo were Christianised. The dissertation particularly dealt with
the role of women in the Catholic Church women’s organisations and the
roles, which they currently play in the church.4
2 Karin Sarja, ”Ännu en syster till Afrika”: trettiosex kvinnliga missionärer i Natal och
Zululand 1876-1902 [”Yet Another Sister for Africa”: Thirty-Six Female Missionaries in
Natal and Zululand 1876-1902], Uppsala: SIM, 2002.
3 Gunilla Nyberg Oskarsson, Le mouvement pentecôtiste – une communauté alternative au
sud du Burundi, 1935-1960. Uppsala: SIM, 2004.
4 Victoria Oluomachukwu Ibewuike, African Women and Religious Change: A Study of the
Western Igbo of Nigeria: with a Special Focus on Asaba town. Uppsala: Department of
Theology, 2006.
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Women’s role in the church is also the subject of Gunilla Gunner’s
dissertation, but in a whole different context. Her study is devoted to Nelly
Hall (1848-1916), a famous preacher in the late nineteenth century. From
1883 onwards Hall travelled in the southern parts of Sweden, preaching
and practicing faith healing, but she also went on preaching tours to Finland,
Norway, Germany and the United States. In her study, Gunilla Gunner
analyses Nelly Hall’s sources of inspiration and relates to spiritual
movements of the time, while analyzing the debate of women as preachers.
When the Swedish Holiness Mission started in 1887 it was to some extent
a result of Nelly Hall’s preaching activity and she was elected a member of
the first board and worked as a mission secretary for ten years. Around the
year 1900 there was a shift in Nelly Hall’s theological thinking towards
more apocalyptic ideas and in 1901 she left again for the United States,
where she lived until her death.5
Helene Egnell’s recent dissertation Other Voices (2006) analyses the
contributions of feminist theology and feminist dialogue praxis to interfaith
dialogue and theology of religions. For her analysis she uses interviews
and documentation of women’s interfaith projects, as well as works written
by Christian and in particular Asian feminist theologians. Helene Egnell
analyses how women meet in interfaith dialogue in the shared experience
of being marginalized in their respective religious traditions, but also how
they meet in a shared commitment to reshaping those traditions. Helene
Egnell argues that there is a ”common we” which is a starting point for
dialogue and that this ”common we” is created through a methodology
inspired by the women’s movement, where a central feature is creating a
”safe space” for telling life stories and building relations. This safe space
enables conflicts to be handled in a constructive manner, and differences to
be respected. How to meet and understand ”the other” is the crucial question
in interfaith dialogue. Feminist theology starts in the experience of being
”the other”, which gives a different approach to the question. The feminist
discourse on difference can also provide an opening where religious
difference is seen not as a problem but as a possibility. Interfaith dialogue
among women is a discourse on the margins, and makes conscious use of
its marginality. The margins offer a different perspective compared with
5 Gunnilla Gunner, Nelly Hall: uppburen och ifrågasatt: predikant och missionär i Europa
och USA 1882-1901 [Nelly Hall: Esteemed and Questioned as a Preacher and a Missionary
in Europe and the United States 1882-1901]. Uppsala: SIM, 2004.
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the centre. The dissertation discusses whether this stance reifies women’s
marginality in interfaith dialogue, or has the potential to bring about a shift,
where the margins become the centre. 6
The latest dissertation in mission studies at Uppsala is Klas Lundström’s
investigation of the discussion on gospel and culture in the World Council
of Churches and the Lausanne movement with particular attention to the
period 1973-1996. Lundström argues that the debate appeared as a result
of decolonization and an assertion of cultural selfhood of churches in the
South. Both the WCC and the Lausanne movement adjusted constructively
to this new situation and developed new approaches to cultural pluralism.
The ”gospel” was gradually extended in both movements to include social
and ecological aspects. The full equality of all cultures was emphasised,
and there was an understanding that cultures are ambiguous, containing
both good and destructive elements. There were also differences between
the movements. Two examples that Lundström presents are that the WCC
focused on evaluating historical transposition processes and issues of
cultural identity, while the Lausanne movement developed strategies for
”unreached peoples”. Moreover, the WCC stressed the approach ”Christian
presence” and ”social activism”, while the Lausanne movement stressed
church planting and cultural identification of missionaries. 7
Ongoing doctoral projects
Currently there are about ten ongoing dissertation projects in mission studies
at Uppsala University, some of which are very near completion. The projects
show a wide ranging spectrum of themes: views on mission in the Church
of Sweden (Gustaf Björck), Swedish theological interpretations of the State
of Israel (Ulf Carmesund),  the Rhema Bible Church in South Africa (Ove
Gustafsson), the development from mission to church in French Equatorial
Africa (Göran Janzon),  the theology of Gustavo Gutiérrez with particular
attention to human rights (Olle Kristenson), a post-colonial reading of the
EFS mission periodical (Robert Odén),  theological themes in Ziegenbalg’s
6 Helene Egnell, Other Voices: a Study of Christian Feminist Approaches to Religious
Plurality East and West. Uppsala: SIM, 2006.
7 Klas Lundström, Gospel and Culture in the World Council of Churches and the Lausanne
Movement with Particular Focus on the Period 1973-1996, Uppsala: SIM, 2006.
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letters from the prison (Ulla Sandgren), Christian mission and Islam in
African context (Christopher Steed), and reception problems in the Congo
mission of the Swedish Covenant Church (Kjell Ström).
The Future
After a decade’s interim, a new ordinary professor in mission studies has
recently been appointed at Uppsala University. Given the fact that the chair
is externally financed, mission studies seem to have a certain future at the
Uppsala faculty. The number of pre-graduate students and students writing
essays is also quite stable. However, the survival and growth of the subject
would really benefit if a couple of doctoral students were given the
possibility to work full time with their projects. Moreover, it is of great
importance for the subject that newly graduated doctors of mission studies
get possibilities to continue their research, but for this, external financial
support is also needed.
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Mission Studies at
Johannelund Theological Seminary
Klas Lundström
The theological programs of Johannelund are tailored to meet the needs of
those planning to enter the ministry in the Church of Sweden or the Swedish
Evangelical Mission (SEM – or EFS in Swedish). Studies at Johannelund
provide also a foundation for any profession where theological and religious
studies are important – such as ministry in other denominations – but also
a career in a wide variety of non-ordained ministries, including education,
missions and social service. The theological program offers a combination
of theological and pastoral courses, as well as mentor groups. A cooperative
program with Uppsala University means that students at Johannelund study
a portion of their degree at the Department of Theology of Uppsala
University. A number of other courses of study are also possible at
Johannelund. A Bible School is held each term, as are many other courses
offered in cooperation with SEM’s adult education colleges (folkhögskolor).
One such course program is Theology for Life, directed to people who
have an interest in theological reflection on their ministries at home, at
work, in society, and in the local church.
The place of Mission Studies
Mission Studies is part of a larger section called ”Church, Mission and
Society”. The following courses, related to mission studies, are offered at
Johannelund:
A basic course on B-level named The history of the Christian church and
missions (15 ECTS credits). This course builds on the one-semester A-
level course (30 ECTS credits) at Uppsala university. The course integrates
the church history and mission history of Sweden, Europe and the other
continents to a comprehensive whole. A number of seminars also offer an
opportunity for investigating contemporary issues in church and mission.
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A course on B- and/or C-level named International Field Study (30 ECTS
credits) offers an opportunity for students to visit countries in ”the South”,
to collect local source material and to write an essay. The program is
sponsored by scholarships through the Swedish Mission Council.
A course for external students on A- or B-level named Mission from Third
World perspective (7,5 ECTS credits). The course includes a survey of
church history in the South as well as theological and mission initiatives
from the South.
Literature courses on B-level (7,5 or 15 ECTS credits) according to the
interest of the student. These are individual literature-courses for students
who want to study a particular issue within Church and Mission Studies.
A course for external students on A- or B-level named Congregational
development (7,5 ECTS credits). This course offers some tools for
understanding church life and society in order to develop healthy
congregational life.
A course for internal and external students on A- B- or C-level named To
start anew (7,5 ECTS credits). This offers some tools for understanding
society and to start new initiatives in congregational life.
Teachers in Mission Studies at Johannelund
Klas Lundström (Th. D.) is the main teacher of the section. His most recent
publication is his dissertation Gospel and Culture in the World Council of
Churches and the Lausanne Movement (2006). In the period 1999-2003 he
was the editor of a number of field-study reports from Uppsala university,
such as, Lucha y esperanza: Popular initiatives in Peru and Nicaragua (2001);
Church Life and Christian Initiatives in Tanzania (2002); and Church life
and Theological Education in Tamil Nadu (2003). In the near future he will
start to write a survey of church history in Africa, Asia and Latin America.
Staffan Grenstedt (Th. D.) is the main teacher for Practical theology, but
his area of specialization is within Ethiopian Church history. His dissertation
named Ambaricho and Shonkolla: From Local Independent Church to the
Evangelical Mainstream in Ethiopia (2000) traces the origin of the Mekane
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Yesus Church in a part of Southern Ethiopia. More recently (2006) he has
published ”Vad har Nakamte i Etiopien med Uppsala att göra?” (What is
the connection between Nakamte in Ethiopia and Uppsala).
The Future of Mission Studies
Mission studies will, as a part of the changes due to the Bologna process,
be included in a broader section in Johannelund called ”Historical and
Practical Theology”. This means that some courses may be designed to
offer a more practical and integrated approach to the issue of mission. We
hope also that the section can offer a number of new and more specialized
courses in the future. This will partly depend on the economic situation
and if Johannelund will be able to offer the full Bachelor degrees in theology.
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Mission studies at
Örebro Theological Seminary
Göran Janzon
The basic course in Mission studies at Örebro Theological Seminary is given
in the first year (50 hours). It includes mission studies as academic discipline,
biblical perspectives on the mission of the Church, history of mission, theology
of mission, theology of religion, themes in contemporary mission and the
Church in a multicultural and multireligious society. Other seminars on
mission themes are offered as electives. One example of these is a seminar
offered for the second time this year on Worldviews in Context focusing on
the clash between worldviews in relation to what has been called the Excluded
Middle, the spiritual sphere between God and man often excluded in Western
worldviews, and on the missiological challenge this constitutes.
Students at the Örebro Theological Seminary can also follow courses at the
Mission Institute, a specific missionary training program, as part of their
seminary program, as for example Cultural anthropology in missiological
perspective. Through cooperation between the Church history and Mission
studies departments, a series of lectures on the Church history of Latin
America, Africa and Asia has been introduced in the Church history II course.
In the Bachelor of Theology programme (teol. kand.) there is now the
possibility of choosing among some different orientations, one of which is
a major in mission studies or intercultural studies. This also includes World
Religions with focus on Islam and the New Age spirituality.
Every year we invite at least one theologian from the Two-Thirds or Non-
Western world to lecture. The last two years the list included Vinoth
Ramachandra of Sri Lanka, Samuel Escobar of Peru/Spain and René Padilla
of Argentina.
Since 1997 a minor field study course is offered yearly in cooperation with
the Swedish Mission Council and the Swedish Institute for Mission
Research. For many years this was planned on an individual basis, but for
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some years we have sent a group each year to a chosen country. The last
two years students have thus been able to do field studies in southwestern
China. This year a group went to Ghana and was located in the Akrofi-
Christaller Institute of Theology, Mission and Culture in Akropong, directed
by the professor Kwame Bediako. As their supervisor, I participated in the
first week of orientation and planning. It is planned that another group will
go there in two or three year’s time.
In the perspective of internationalization, we also have some exchange
with institutions in other parts of the world. I am myself regularly a visiting
lecturer in Central Africa. I also recently contributed to a missiological
consultation in Bangui, Central African Republic, with participants from
several Francophone African countries. The Consultation theme was ”The
teaching of mission with special reference to Christian-Muslim relations”.
As a smaller institution and due to lack of designated funds, the seminary
does not have any larger research program. However, in the framework of
a research project on the history and mission of the traditional Free Churches,
in cooperation with the Free Church Council for Research, some smaller
studies on mission issues have been realized. Besides the missionary training
program and open seminars, the Mission Institute has been able to direct
some resources to projects for documentation and studies of applied
missiology on a small scale. A small study has thus been done, at the demand
of InterAct (Evangeliska Frikyrkan), on reasons and implications of the
decrease of Swedish missionaries in the last decade. For the time being, a
pre-study is made on the emerging so called ethnic Churches in Sweden
and their missiological implications.
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The Swedish Institute
of Mission Research
Sigbert Axelson, Gustaf Björck & Ove Gustafsson
The Swedish Institute of Mission Research (SIM) in Uppsala was established
in 1952 under the auspices of Uppsala University and the Swedish Mission
Council. Together with Lund Missionary Society, these two bodies are the
principals of SIM today.
Currently, Professor Mehari Gebre-Medhin of Uppsala University is the
chairman of the Institute’s board. Board members are also the two new
professors in mission studies, Kajsa Ahlstrand at Uppsala university and
David Kerr at Lund University, together with Professor emeritus Birger
Olsson representing the Lund Missionary Society as well as Director Hilda
Lind and General Secretary Göran Sturve, both representing the Swedish
Mission Council.
The staff of SIM includes Ove Gustafsson, general secretary; Gustaf Björck,
responsible for editorial matters; Sigbert Axelson, senior researcher; and
Lic. Phil. Katharina Hallencreutz.
The Institute as Research Environment
The Institute is basically a centre for information and contacts. Although small
in size the Swedish Institute of Mission Research has given substantial
contributions to international mission research, not least through its publications.
SIM often arranges seminars on mission related themes and many unofficial
seminars take place around our open coffee table. The Institute constitutes
a creative and critical environment in which new ideas are born and in
which old ones are discussed in a thought-provoking manner. It should
also be emphasised that the Institute’s doors are open for representatives of
other research disciplines. Contacts and cooperation with e.g. church
historians, anthropologists, historians of religion, linguists and peace and
conflict researchers are both frequent and fruitful parts of the Institute’s
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activities. During the last years, SIM has developed its role as a network
builder particularly through its mailing lists. Moreover, thanks to new
premises at Fjellstedtska Skolan [The Fjellstedt School in Uppsala]; from
1998 onwards three to four doctoral students have continuously had their
workplace at the Institute.
The Swedish Institute for Mission Research publishes three book series:
Studia Missionalia Svecana, Missio, and Occasional Papers in Mission
Studies, which include much of the mission research currently published in
Sweden.1 Another important part of the activities is the printing of Svensk
Missionstidskrift/Swedish Missiological Themes (SMT), which the Institute
has published since 1996, when it took over the responsibility from the
Swedish Mission Council. In 2004, Magnus Lundberg succeeded Christopher
Steed as the editor of the journal. Apart from being a Swedish journal of
mission research, SMT every year publishes contributions originally
presented at conferences organised by the Nordic Institute for Missiological
and Ecumenical Research (NIME).
In 2002, SIM’s development towards multi-disciplinary research was
formalised through the foundation of the Scientific Council of the Swedish
Institute of Mission Research, which gathers together researchers from many
scholarly disciplines. Apart from being an advisory board to the Institute,
the Scientific Council is active in promoting conferences, seminars as well
as our journal, Swedish Missiological Themes.
The year 2002 also marked the 50th anniversary of the Institute. On this
occasion, a large international research conference on gender, poverty
and church involvement was arranged under the auspices of the then
general secretary of SIM, Karin Sarja and the chairman Professor Mehari
Gebre-Medhin. A conference report edited by Katharina Hallencreutz was
later published.2
1 For a list of currently available publications, cf. http://www.teol.uu.se/homepage/SIM/
publikationer_en.htm
2 Katharina Hallencreutz (ed.) Gender, poverty and church involvement : a report from a
research conference in Uppsala, May 6-8, 2002. Uppsala: Swedish Institute of Mission
Research, 2005. Cf. http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:uu:diva-5860
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Worth mentioning in this context are also some recent joint projects in which
SIM has been involved. One of them was a cooperative effort with the
Ethnographical Museum in Stockholm 2004, which was concluded by a
seminar held by Curator Wilhelm Östberg on Mission and the Swedish Image
of Africa in relation to the museum’s major Congo exhibition. Together with
a group of anthropologists and ethnologists at Uppsala University, SIM has
also cooperated with a multi-disciplinary group of researchers from several
foreign universities in a project on anthropological aspects on religious change.
Part of the result of the project was presented in an anthology The Missionary
Process which recently was edited by Jan-Åke Alvarsson and which was
published in the series Studies Missionalia Svecana.3
In 2004, the Swedish Mission Council gave SIM the assignment to
summarise current research on the role of the churches in the civil society.
During the following two years a number of well-attended seminars were
organized and the project ended with the publication of a book. Two
researchers, Sigbert Axelson and Olle Lönneborg, took on the main
responsibility for the project. Axelson went through the Swedish research
in mission studies in search for contributions on the role of churches in the
civil society, while Lönneborg wrote an introductory essay on civil society,
from the perspectives of post-colonialism, feminism and social sciences.
Jarle Simensen, Professor of History at Oslo University was added to the
project and contributed with two studies to the final publication. The first
of these treated the relation between Christianity, modernity and nation-
building in Africa in the 20th century, dealing extensively with both missions
and the African Churches. In the second essay, Simensen wrote about
mission and development aid and took as his point of departure the
Norwegian missions in Madagascar, Nepal and Tanzania.4
Archival Matters
Already by the 1970s and 1980s the Swedish Institute of Mission Research
was deeply involved in the Archive’s project, which by then was led by
3 Jan-Åke Alvarsson (ed.) The Missionary Process. Uppsala: The Swedish Institute of
Mission Research, 2005
4 Sigbert Axelson (ed.) Kristna organisationer och internationellt bistånd i det civila
samhället. Uppsala: Swedish Institute of Mission Research. It can also be consulted
electronically, http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:uu:diva-6814
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NIME. This deep interest in archives has remained. In April 2006, SIM
arranged a conference in cooperation with the Swedish UNESCO Council,
the Swedish Christian Council and the Swedish Mission Council on
”Archives, societal amnesia and survival of history”. It aimed at highlighting
the role of archives for future studies in churches and organisations in Africa,
Asia and Latin America.5
Field studies
The field study program in mission studies at Uppsala University stems
from a student initiative for field studies in Africa, Asia and Latin America,
which was endorsed by the late professor Carl Fredrik Hallencreutz and
lecturer Sigbert Axelson in the 1980s. For many years these two were
responsible for teaching and planning of field studies. For a number of
years SIM has published various collections of field study reports from
Uppsala university and Johannelund Theological Seminary. The reports
were edited by Klas Lundström and published in the series Occasional
Papers in Mission Studies.
From 1996 onwards, the Swedish Mission Council developed a national
field study programme, in which not only students of mission studies, but
also students from other academic fields such as law, medicine, health care
and political science, could be granted scholarships to pursue mission studies
in countries in Africa, Asia or Latin America. Economical means for this
program was ensured by SIDA, the Swedish International Development
Cooperation Agency. In this context, the Swedish Mission Council gave
SIM the responsibility to organise courses in field study methods as a part
of the students’ preparation for their study trips. Annually, such courses are
arranged, in which 15 to 25 students take part. In many cases the field
studies involve the building of long term contacts between Swedish
universities and university colleges and their counterparts in Africa, Asia
and Latin America.
5 A short report can be found at: http://www.unesco-sweden.org and several papers will be
published in SMT during next year.
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Anticipating Independent India:
The Idea of the Lutheran Christian
Nation and Indian Nationalism*
Gunnel Cederlöf
In August, 1946, soon before M.K. Gandhi moved from his ashram at
Wardha to Delhi, Johannes Sandegren, bishop of the Tamil Evangelical
Lutheran Church, took the opportunity of visiting him to discuss again the
situation of the Christians in India. In an atmosphere where ”[Gandhi] spoke,
and I mostly listened,” the Mahatma and the Bishop held an hour-long
conversation. As most Christian missionaries, Sandegren was also concerned
about Gandhi’s negative position on conversion. He reported having told
Gandhi that he made the work hard for the missionaries and Gandhi replying,
as on many other occasions, that he was not against Christianity as such,
but advised everyone to remain in their religion to improve it.1 Gandhi said
that he had recently visited the Gossner Lutheran mission in Ranchi where
the work and expression of faith had impressed him. He pointed to a young
man in the room and remarked that the boy was a Christian and had come
together with his brother to the ashram to serve India. But Sandegren noted
that he knew the boys’ family and that the brother had travelled on to Calcutta
to find out if he needed to renounce Christianity and to have Indian
Nationalism as his religion.2 In a later report, Sandegren recalled a meeting
with Gandhi in 1941 at which Gandhi had been less diplomatic and stated,
*  Acknowledgement: This article is to appear in a festshrift for Prof. Robert E. Frykenberg,
forthcoming from the Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. I am grateful for assistance
and comments by Richard Fox Young, Geoffrey Oddie, Sven Thidevall, Tore Furberg,
Beppe Karlsson, Lars Berge, and Kajsa Ahlstrand. I have also benefited from comments
by the participants in a seminar at the Swedish Institute of Missionary Research, autumn
2005, at which an earlier version of the text was presented.
1 T. E. Yates, Christian Mission in the Twentieth Century (Cambridge and New York, 1994),
pp. 75-77.
2 Johannes Sandegren was the third Bishop of Tranquebar and the head of the Tamil
Evangelical Lutheran Church from 1934-1956. Church of Sweden Archive (hereafter CSA),
Church of Sweden Mission (hereafter CSM), Johannes Sandegren Collection, Box J
”Manuskript 1920-1960: Utkast till Manuskript till föredrag, artiklar, etc. rörande Indien
1927-1961,” Envelope 2, ”Dr. Ambedkars utmaning,” p. 2. Author’s translation.
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”Bishop, had I the power, I would institute laws that would stop the Christian
mission’s work.” Sandegren was now searching for ways to make the
Christian church and its work accepted in an anticipated independent India.3
Many foreign Christian missions felt squeezed from two sides. From the turn
of the twentieth century, alongside growing Hindu and secular nationalist
movements, concerns for their consequences for minority religions increased.
And in the hostile relationships between the European powers in the First
World War, non-British missions as well as all missionary activities
sympathetic to the nationalist movement were targeted and increasingly
controlled by the British government in India.4 Positions on the question of
nationalism varied greatly between missions and the individual missionaries
in them, from a clear support for the British as the ruling authority in India to
active support for the nationalist movement.5 In 1925, Johannes’ younger
brother Paul, also a missionary in India, wrote of nationalism as an epoch-
making force that would endanger the situation of Indian Christians as long
as there were foreign links to the churches. He argued that autonomous Indian
churches needed to detach themselves from the West.
Will nationalism, which without doubt keeps India’s future in its hands,
take a decidedly hostile position against Christianity? Naturally, it stands
opposed to all that is Western. It is therefore near at hand to include
Christianity, since it has evidently come to India and appeared in Western
attire both with regard to cult and thinking. […] Politics have for one
hundred years favoured Christianity. It is about time and basically only an
advantage, that it is made independent and free from all such outer
3 CSA, CSM, Johannes Sandegren Collection, Box J ”Manuskript 1920-1960: Utkast till
Manuskript till föredrag, artiklar, etc. rörande Indien 1927-1961,” Envelope 1, ”Biskop J.
Sandegrens föredrag i Amiralitetskyrkan den 12 mars 1946. Det politiska läget och kristen
mission i dagens Indien,” p. 1. Author’s translation. See also Gerald Studdert-Kennedy,
British Christians, Indian Nationalists and the Raj (Oxford, New York, 1991), p. 63.
4 Arthur Jeyakumar, ”Bishop Johannes Sandegren and the British Government of India,”
Indian Church History Review 30 (1996), pp. 5-14; D. Arthur Jeyakumar, ”The Attitude of
the Government of India Towards Indian National Movement – a Case Study: Dr. Everest
Forrester-Paton,” Indian Church History Review 30 (1986), pp. 43-53; John Webster,
”Presbyterian Missionaries and Gandhian Politics, 1919-1922,” Indian Church History
Review 19 (1985), pp. 27-28.
5 William W. Emilsen, Violence and Atonement: The Missionary Experiences of Mohandas
Gandhi, Samuel Stokes and Verrier Elwin in India before 1935 (Frankfurt and New York,
1994), ch. 6.
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assistance. The great danger lies in a situation where Christianity is branded
not only as alien but also as anti-national.6
Like his brother, Johannes Sandegren perceived nationalism to be the crucial
point for the destiny, even the survival of Christianity in India, and that it
threatened to force Indians into Hinduism or atheism. He argued that
nationalism had made Indians into a People, while the Christians in India
were divided among themselves both by the many, often competing,
denominations. Further increasing the split, these denominations had
different positions in relation to Indian society and in particular to the
question of caste.
As I will argue, in contrast to the main body of Protestant missions, the
European-based Evangelical Lutheran mission had a dual stand on the
question of nationalism partly due to the fact that they had developed as
church missions, built on national churches with strong resonance of the
north-European nationalist movements. The idea of the Folk Church
expressing the specific ethnic character of the people and place, also with
roots in late nineteenth and early twentieth-century romantic and nationalist
notions of the ‘Volk,’ gave the idea of an indigenous Christian Nation a
central place in their work. The goal, therefore, became to form an
autonomous Tamil Folk Church of the Evangelical Lutheran confession.7
Johannes Sandegren had strong political views and expressed these in his
many discussions with politicians, not least in South India where he lived
and worked. However, he also lectured and published articles, and left
behind many unpublished manuscripts on the issue of Indian nationalism
and the situation of the Lutheran Christians in India. Working fifty years in
6 Paul Sandegren, ”Kristendomens Genombrott i Indien,” in Missionen en Livsmakt. Från
Svenska Kyrkans Missions Femtioårshögtid, edited by Svenska Kyrkans Missionsstyrelse
(Stockholm, 1925), p. 76. Author’s translation.
7 Differences of opinion between the more orthodox confessional German mission and the
ecumenical position of the leadership of the CSM is reflected in the controversy over the
usage of ”Lutheran” in the name of the church where archbishop Nathan Söderblom wanted
to avoid the term. Tore Furberg, Ett Ekumeniskt Tecken. Svenska Kyrkans Biskopsämbete
i Mission och Ekumenik under Förra Hälften av 1900-Talet, Studia Missionalia Svecana
XCVII (Uppsala, 2004), p. 76; William Richey Hogg, Ecumenical Foundations; a History
of the International Missionary Council and Its Nineteenth Century Background, 1st ed.
(New York, 1952), p. 60. Herman Sandegren, Svensk Mission och Indisk Kyrka (Stockholm,
1924), p. 162.
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the Church of Sweden Mission (CSM) in South India, of which twenty-
two were spent as Bishop of the Tamil Evangelical Lutheran Church (TELC),
he had a significant influence on decisions within the church and mission.
But, interestingly, most of the manuscripts are written in Swedish and were
most likely intended for a Swedish audience. Swedish was not Sandegren’s
first language, so the manuscripts he wrote in Swedish were hardly first
drafts to be translated later. In spite of the quite detailed discussions of the
situation in India, including many names and places that were well known
in India but mostly if not completely unfamiliar in Sweden, Sandegren
obviously intended to let the Indian situation have an impact on discussions
also in Sweden. At times it is difficult to firmly establish whether or not
Sandegren actually published a certain manuscript, but the careful editing
that is characteristic of most texts indicates an intention to do so.8
The 1930s and 1940s, during the intensifying struggles for Indian
Independence, was the time when Johannes Sandegren most intensively wrote
on the issue of nationalism. He questioned the Dravidian movement for its
”atheism,” feared the alliance between orthodox and ”modern secular” Hindus,
perceived the radicalism of Dr. Ambedkar as a challenge for the church on
the integration of untouchable castes into the social order, and admiringly
criticised Gandhi in correspondence and in personal meetings for his position
on the shrinking room of manoeuvre for the Christians in India. However,
Johannes’ understanding of the roots of Indian nationalism differed in
significant ways from that of his brother Paul. As ”a sign of subordination”
and ”an ailment in the societal body,” Johannes Sandegren saw the national
movements as inevitable and an outcome of Britain’s ruthless exercise of
power and excessive violence, as in the massacre at Amritsar 1919.9
As many other missionaries in India, Sandegren suggested Christianity as the
unifying solution and moral leadership for the violently torn Indian nation.
However, he did not speak of Christian faith at large but argued that
8 These manuscripts are kept in the Johannes Sandegren Collection in the Church of Sweden
Archives in Uppsala, Sweden.
9 CSA, CSM, Johannes Sandegren Collection, Box J, ”Manuskript 1920-1960: Utkast till
Manuskript till föredrag, artiklar, etc. rörande Indien 1927-1961,” Envelope 2,
”Nationalismen och lutherdomen i Indien,” p. 2. CSA, CSM, Johannes Sandegren
Collection, Box J, ”Manuskript 1920-1960: Utkast till Manuskript till föredrag, artiklar,
etc. rörande Indien 1927-1961,” Envelope 1, ”Den politiska utvecklingen i Indien efter
världskriget,” p. 2. Author’s translation.
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Lutheranism in ”its ecumenical form in certain Nordic countries” carried a
message for both Indian nationalists and the national Indian church that would
counter both syncretism (i.e., deviation from the Lutheran confession) and
atheism. The statement suggests the limited range indicated of such ecumenism,
and, over the years, the TELC came to carefully guard its limited boundaries
against merging with other Protestant churches. Significant of Johannes
Sandegren’s position, ideology had a national focus, while practice was mostly
grounded in regional concerns. Even though he had not grown up in the same
strict Lutheran confessionalism as his parents, Johannes Sandegren saw as his
mission to secure the ”pure” Lutheran faith in India. The Federation of the
Evangelical Lutheran Churches in India (formed in 1926) was a tool to promote
unity among Lutherans. Significantly, ”ecumenism” meant first of all to unite
the Lutheran churches and to keep the boundaries strong against other
denominations, even though a less hostile attitude to the Reformed churches
could be seen in the early twentieth century.10
The methods practised also by Johannes Sandegren to discipline the
Lutheran Christians were detailed and almost hostile towards other churches.
For example, marriages between Lutheran Christians and persons of other
denominations were discouraged, even though kinsmen among whom brides
and grooms were sought often belonged to different denominations, and a
Lutheran who married a Roman Catholic had to pay a penalty. Irrespective
of the social realities in which Christians made their decisions, such
marriages were evidently seen as a threat to church unity.11
Johannes and Paul Sandegren were third generation missionaries in the
Leipzig mission. Their grandfather C.F. Kremmer was sent by the Leipzig
Society to India in 1846 and his oldest daughter Theodora married a
missionary from Sweden, Carl Jacob Sandegren, three years after his arrival
in India in 1869. When the CSM was formed in 1874, Carl Jacob and
Theodora came to form a strong link between the two missions in India,
which relationship otherwise was marked by several conflicts, and six of
their children worked for shorter or longer periods as missionaries in India.
10 Gunnel Cederlöf, ”The Politics of Caste and Conversion: Conflicts among Protestant
Missions in Mid-Nineteenth Century India,” Swedish Missiological Themes 88 (2000),
pp. 141-43; Sigfrid Estborn, Johannes Sandegren och Hans Insats i Indiens Kristenhet
 (Uppsala, 1968), pp. 188-89; Sandegren, Svensk Mission, p. 230.
11 Sandegren, Svensk Mission, p. 162.
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Johannes Sandegren’s influence on church matters in the TELC, due to his
ancestry, should therefore not be underestimated.12
Like many other younger missionaries who arrived in India and South Africa
from the 1890s onwards, Johannes and Paul Sandegren were influenced by
the nationalist sentiments arising in Sweden and had begun to emphasise a
specifically Swedish character of the Lutheran mission in India. The idea
of creating a folk church remained strong in their writings. During his student
years in Uppsala, Johannes Sandegren was impressed by and found strong
support in Nathan Söderblom,13 at the time professor of theology and later
archbishop, who had proclaimed the young student as the forthcoming
bishop in an Evangelical Lutheran church in India.14 During these years,
the nationalistic and church-oriented Young Church Movement
(Ungkyrkorörelsen) was under formation. Söderblom was a leading figure
in this milieu, but was less inclined to adhere to strong nationalist sentiments
than were two other leading theologians, J.A. Eklund and Manfred
Björkquist. The movement grew out of the Uppsala Christian Student
Association (Uppsala Kristliga Studentförbund, formed 1901) and came
as a response to the deep societal changes in the late nineteenth century of
agrarian transformation and a growing and increasingly church-critical
working class. Many perceived the situation to be threatening and confusing.
The aim was to regain Christian influence through the Church of Sweden
and promote an integrated and uniform Christian culture based on the
Swedish nation. However, this was not a movement nostalgically intending
to revive a past, homogenous, Swedish culture. They rather perceived a
12 Carl Jacob Sandegren worked 60 years in India, Theodora 53, Johannes 50. J. D.
Asirvadam, Johannes Sandegren. The Third Bishop of Tranquebar (Madras, 1962), p. 3.
Estborn, Johannes Sandegren, pp. 14-15.
13 Nathan Söderblom (1866-1931), Professor of theology at Uppsala University 1901-1914,
Professor of theology at Leipzig University 1912-14, Archbishop of the Church of Sweden
1914-1931.
14 Asirvadam, Johannes Sandegren, p. 8. This part of Asirvadam’s text is almost entirely
identical with a manuscript in Johannes Sandegren’s Collection, written by Sandegren.
CSA, CSM, Johannes Sandegren Collection, Box J, ”Manuskript 1920-1960: Utkast till
Manuskript till föredrag, artiklar, etc. rörande Indien 1927-1961,” Envelope 2, ”My grace
is sufficient for thee: for my strength is made perfect in weakness,” biographical notes of
Johannes Sandegren’s life.
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cultural synthesis of the present, industrialised Sweden. The vision was to
ensure the church to be the ”soul” of the nation.15
The national character of the European Lutheran churches had deep roots
also in Germany. Karl Graul, the first director of the Leipzig Society, argued
that the Lutheran mission should remain international, gathering all Lutheran
churches into one mission headed by the Leipzig Society, while the Lutheran
churches themselves should be founded in national custom. Just like similar
terms, ‘folk’ and ‘nation’ are both exclusive and inclusive since they seek
to unite people under a common identity of ancestry, territory and language
and, in doing so, reject those who do not belong to this group of people.
The nation, or the Volk, should express the Lutheran confession through
the uniqueness and individuality of the church in regard of its ethnicity and
race. Thereby, the ideas of nation and race were intertwined in the identity
of the folk church.16 The Christian community – the church – was seen as
the missionizing body and the goal was to form new communities of
Christians into indigenous churches that were independent both in decisions
and finances. It has even been argued that in the implementation of Swedish
contemporary missiology, the national folk-church rather became identified
by territory than by confession.17
Graul’s missiological visions shone through in contemporary Swedish
missiology. The debates on the formation of a folk church in India drew
much inspiration from the leading Swedish missiologist of the late nineteenth
century, H. W. Tottie, who argued for the intimate relationship between the
universal character of the Christian church and the particularistic identity
of the actual national churches.18 Thus, from the Swedish missionaries’
15 Lars Berge, The Bambata Watershed: Swedish Missionaries, African Christians and an
Evolving Zulu Church in Rural Natal and Zululand 1902-1920 (Uppsala, 2000), pp. 162-
63, Tore Furberg, Kyrka och Mission i Sverige, 1868-1901. Svenska Kyrkans Mission
Tillkomst och Första Verksamhetstid. Church and Mission in Sweden 1868-1901; the Origins
and Early Years of the Church of Sweden Mission (Uppsala, 1962), pp. 401-02;Sven
Thidevall, Folkkyrkan, Vision och Verklighet. Ett Folkkyrkligt Reformprograms Öden 1928-
1932 (Uppsala, 2000), pp. 21-23.
16 Yates, Christian Mission, pp. 35-36.
17 Berge, The Bambata Watershed, pp. 156-57, 166-69; Furberg, Kyrka och Mission, pp.
165-66. Sandegren, Svensk Mission, p. 4.
18 H. W. Tottie was much inspired by German Lutheran confessionalism and Lund high-
church theology; ecumenically, however, he was more open compared to the dominant
German position. Furberg, Kyrka och Mission, pp. 196-97.  See also H. W. Tottie,
Evangelistik (Uppsala, 1892).
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perspective it would be an anomaly to assume a church, so identified with
an Indian ethnic and national identity, to be anti-national. Paul Sandegren’s
critical remark in 1925 was in fact a statement in support of liberating the
church from the West so that it could become an Indian, or rather a Tamil
folk-church. One may assume this nationhood of the church to be due to
the fact that CSM and Leipzig Evangelical Lutheran Mission (LELM)
worked in Tamil-speaking South India. However, the idea of the ‘nation’
uniting a national church would hardly be able to encompass all India since
India was divided by language, history and culture.
On discussing the failure of Christianity in India, Paul Sandegren pointed
specifically to the fact that the missions had failed to form national churches
and remained without ordained Indian priests. During the last two hundred
years, Indian converts had become attached to individual European
missionaries rather than forming indigenous churches.
A deeper cause, making the preservation of the congregations as a national
church impossible […] was the mission’s complete dependence on
Europeans, who at that point acted very aggressively. The missionizing
Christianity in India […] was culturally so tied to the European Christianity
that the measure of independent Christian culture, necessary for a
breakthrough, had not yet appeared.19
Swedish Lutheran missionaries often pointed to the Nordic national churches
as a model for Christians in India. However, Nathan Söderblom’s ecumenical
work in Sweden, including initiatives for inter-communion with the Church
of England, did obviously not transmit into the Lutheran mission’s work in
India. Here, church boundaries rather became borders to defend than
gateways to intercommunication with other denominations.
The Swedish mission held a slightly anomalous position with regard to the
establishment of an independent church. In contrast to the German mission,
they had wanted to involve Indian clergy and laymen at an earlier stage,
when the Germans still perceived Indians as ”immature” for leadership.
But the controversial constitutional question of episcopacy, which created
a cleavage in Swedish-German relations, had a double edge. The German
mission was forcefully against establishing a church with a bishop, but had
19 Svenska Kyrkans Missionsstyrelse, Missionen en Livsmakt (Stockholm, 1925), p. 74.
 Author’s translation.
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difficulties asserting their position since they were weakened by the anti-
German regulations in India due to the First World War. An episcopal church
was against a German-Lutheran tradition and the Leipzig mission feared
the influence of non-Lutheran faith and praxis. In contrast, in Sweden, it
was particularly supported for its ecumenical dimensions by the Swedish
archbishop, Nathan Söderblom. At the same time, when the Swedish mission
succeeded in making the TELC an Episcopal church, they faced opposition
also from influential, nationalist, Indian members of the church who
anticipated a Swedish rule in disguise in a church with Swedish missionaries
as successive bishops.20
In the late nineteenth century, as a consequence of the formation of a church
mission and increasing demands for a Swedish-Lutheran character of the
mission work, the Swedish mission claimed a more independent role in India
in relation to the LELM. Claims for Swedish mission stations and a Swedish
diocese in the mission field were made.21 At the time when Peter Hörberg
was sent as an earmarked ‘Swedish’ missionary to India in 1885, the question
of a national church also received new significance. In contrast to the society
missions, the CSM was formed as a church mission to be considered as a
concern for the whole of the Church of Sweden, and as a mission aiming at
forming new national churches where new communities of Lutheran
Christians would grow. In its organisation, the CSM was basically a copy of
the society missions, relying on voluntary work and finance. Its structure ran
parallel to the Church of Sweden and only the Mission Board had a legal
place in the Church. But it was still important for the missionaries to claim
legal sanction for the mission from the state and the state church, which may
be why the older brother Herman Sandegren in his historiography emphasised
that the Mission was a part of the Church’s legal framework. Likewise, it
made the Swedish position stronger in negotiations with the Leipzig mission
when they could argue that Leipzig was, in fact, negotiating with the entire
Church. The formation of the CSM had grown out of disputes and
consultations between representatives of missionary societies, many of them
in the revivalist movement, and proponents of the national church. Similarly,
the debates between Lund high-church and Uppsala low-church positions
formed the theological field.22
20 Furberg, Ett Ekumeniskt Tecken, pp. 73-101.
21 Furberg, Kyrka och Mission, ch. 4.
22 Furberg, Kyrka och Mission, ch. 1, sec. 1; Cederlöf, ”The Politics of Caste and
Conversion,” pp. 140-41. Sandegren, Svensk Mission och Indisk Kyrka, pp. 145-50.
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However, the attempts to push forward the Swedish positions in India were
not taken lightly by the Leipzig collegium. In the 1880s, nationalist
sentiments grew significantly in both Germany and Sweden, and ”German
mission in German colonies” became a catchword as the German mission
in East Africa grew. When the Leipzig collegium heard of the Swedish
requests for their own mission stations, they responded that if the Swedes
wanted their own mission, they should seek their own mission field. Along
similar lines, Karl Graul’s argument for an international, and not national,
Lutheran mission became a tool for keeping ‘the field’ under LELM
control.23 But as Swedish missionaries in South India began to outnumber
their German colleagues, not least by the women missionaries, and the
CSM emphasized that they were part of the Church of Sweden and not an
isolated society mission, they could secure a Swedish diocese within the
LELM in India in 1901. Yet, the goal remained to maintain unity and develop
a ”Tamil folk church of Lutheran confession.”24
In the developments of the 1880s, also other considerations for a future
Lutheran church in India can be seen. When Paul Sandegren argued that
Christianity should be ”made independent and free” of European assistance
to gain legitimacy in an increasingly nationalist Indian nation in 1925, his
argument resonates of concerns to protect a Lutheran church from conflicts
between European powers. In the Swedish mission conference in 1888, the
Director Hardeland stated that: ”We must endeavour to form Tamil pastorates
that are managed by Indian priests. […] they should be strong enough to
stand also in difficult times as, for example, during a major war in Europe.”25
British ‘Enemy Nations’ and Anti-Western Targets
When Paul Sandegren wrote of the danger of Christianity being perceived
as alien and anti-national, it was both in view of being associated by Indians
with British colonial overlordship – which could result in expulsion – and
from experience of British policy regarding ‘enemy nations’ in the First
World War. Already in 1914, the British government placed the first German
missionaries in internment camps. All other German missionaries were
interned the following year and sent back to Germany in early 1916. From
23 Furberg, Kyrka och Mission, pp. 291-94.
24 Sandegren, Svensk Mission, pp. 143-45, 150-51.
25 Sandegren, Svensk Mission, p. 125. Author’s translation.
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1915, all LELM properties, mission stations and schools were administered
by the CSM under the supervision of the Mission Trust in Madras.26
Also Johannes, Paul and their older brother Carl Sandegren faced restrictions
due to the war. They were forbidden to work in the former German mission
stations from 1916 onwards27 – a decision assumed to be caused by the fact
that they had a German mother and had close connections in Germany.
During the war years, the British press in India became increasingly anti-
German and demanded that all ties to Germany be cut. The restrictions
facing the Sandegrens continued until 1922. In 1919, the Government of
Madras denied permission for Johannes Sandegren to become member of
the Executive Council of the Mission Trust, and in 1921 requests by the
CSM to make Sandegren a member of the CSM mission board and the
TELC church council were similarly turned down.28 Declared ”a very
undesirable person on account of his pro-German sympathies,” Johannes
Sandegren found difficulties in obtaining a return permit after a furlough
in Sweden in 1922. And in spite of having British nationality, being born in
British India, to have had his name on the Black List made it difficult for
him and his wife to receive return permits to Indian again in 1940.29
The British government’s attempts to suppress anti-British agitation among
missionaries and persons connected with the mission institutions could be
seen throughout British India, however the regional differences were
significant. Restrictions remained the same throughout the British territories;
missionaries were not permitted to engage in political affairs. Some missions
and missionaries adhered strictly to this regulation by will or by need, while
others openly displayed their disagreement with British rule and violent
enforcement of law. But perhaps more important were the effects of the
different regional situations on the missions’ work and the political activities
that had links to the institutions. In general, the United Provinces, Punjab,
26 CSA, CSM, Missionsstyrelsens protokollsbilagor (Mission Board Appendices) 1916:2,
App. 198, ”Svenska Kyrkans Tamulmission, årsberättelse [annual report] 1915,” p. 2.
Jeyakumar, ”Bishop Johannes Sandegren,” pp.  6-7.
27 Jeyakumar, ”Bishop Johannes Sandegren,” p. 10, referring to G.O. No. 1147, Public,
14.6.916.
28 Jeyakumar, ”Bishop Johannes Sandegren,” pp. 7-8, referring to G.O. No. 505, Public,
12.11.1919 and G.O. No. 496, Public, 5.8.21. Sandegren, Svensk Mission, p. 234. Svenska
Kyrkans Missionstidning 47 (1922): 318.
29 Jeyakumar, ”Bishop Johannes Sandegren,” pp. 12-14.
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Bihar and Bombay displayed more violence and anti-British political activity
compared to Madras and the Central Provinces. As a result, missions were
more affected by anti-British activities in the former regions.30
These regional differences also cut through missions. As John Webster
shows, students in the Presbyterian mission schools in Punjab, a region
where political tension was high, protested actively through demonstrations
and strikes against the Rowlatt Bills in 1919 as part of the Rowlatt
satyagraha initiated by Gandhi. 1919 was a violent year in Punjab; the
massacre of unarmed people in Amritsar who had gathered for a public
meeting only days after the satyagraha had been launched, left 379 dead
according to the government’s moderate estimates and marked a particularly
brutal peak of events. This year came to mark a turn in national politics
with Gandhi emerging as a political leader on a national level.31 The
Presbyterian missionaries, however, did not take part in the protest. In
Lahore, for example, missionaries volunteered to aid the British army,
arguing that honour bound them to be loyal to this Christian government,
which had protected the mission from the start. In contrast, the Presbyterian
mission in western Indian had nothing to report on anti-British protests,
obviously working in a district unaffected by the political turmoil. After
1920, in addition to being politically ‘neutral,’ non-British missionaries
had to pledge also to promote loyalty to the British government and make
Indians good British subjects.32
Also the annual reports of the TELC spoke of unbound loyalty to the British
government in India and neutrality during the war. In 1917, the CSM India
chairman Ernst Heuman discharged a lengthy attack on Annie Bessant and
her work, and concluded that he was happy that not even the younger
Christians in the town congregations had been attracted by the ”Home
rulers,” and that the great masses realized that ”’self-government’ under
Brahmin-rule would be anything but a gain.” Two years later, Heuman
30 Judith M. Brown, Gandhi:  Prisoner of Hope (New Haven, 1989), p. 131.
31 Brown, Gandhi, pp. 128-31. Bipan Chandra, India’s Struggle for Independence, 1857-
1947 (New Delhi, 1988), pp. 181-83.
32 The Rowlatt Bills, named after the chairman of the committee, restricted civil rights and
the press for the sake of curbing terrorist activities. Webster, ”Presbyterian Missionaries,”
p. 28. John Webster, ”American Presbyterian Missionaries and Nationalist Politics in the
Punjab (1919-1935),” Indian Church History Review 34 (2000), pp. 54-56. Emilsen,
Violence and Atonement, p. 149.
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wrote that the ”super-national” character of the mission was easily
misunderstood; he added, in a patronising voice, that no one needed to
doubt the mission’s loyalty since it had ”succeeded in fostering and keeping
our Christians in allegiance, […] during times of home-rule agitation […]
our Christians completely dissociated themselves from these movements.”
Much in line with a general attitude of indifference among Indian Christians,
many of whom were poor and illiterate, and himself being more involved
in rural than urban congregational work, Heuman believed that economic
inflation and drought together with imports of machine-loom textiles and
kerosene had been a greater concern of people than the nationalist agitation.33
However, protests were not lacking in South India. An interesting report
from Madras city in 1932, discussed by Arthur Jeyakumar, reveals the extent
to which British authorities would go to suppress any display of support
for the Independence movement. The case is one of everyday significance
rather than one of exceptional violence, which gives a view of the
atmosphere in which missions in south India also worked. In January 1932,
the Government of India introduced four Ordinances intended to curb
manifestations of civil disobedience. The Emergency Powers Ordinance
was implemented only in Bengal and Bombay presidencies. The three others,
the Unlawful Instigation Ordinance, the Unlawful Association Ordinance
and the Molestation and Boycotting Ordinance, were put in place throughout
India and gave the police and courts extensive power in their
implementation. The last ordinance was particularly intended to curb not
only picketing but also any support for picketers, including loitering near
places of ongoing strike.
Ernest Forrester-Paton was a Scottish medical missionary of the
‘unrecognised’34 National Missionary Society of India. Six years after his
arrival in India, in 1921, he founded Christukula Ashram west of Madras.
During the civil disobedience movement, the members and founders of the
33 CSA, CSM, Missionsstyrelsens protokollsbilagor (Mission Board Appendices) 1916:2,
App. 198, ”Svenska Kyrkans Missions arbete i Sydindien 1917,” p. 1-5, and 1919:2, App.
206, ”Översikt av arbetet på svenska indiska missionsfältet, 1918-19,” p. 2. Author’s
translation. Geoffrey A. Oddie, ”Indian Christians and National Identity, 1870-1947,” The
Journal of Religious History 25 (2001), pp. 349, 363.
34 From 1919, restrictions were laid on the entry of Christian missions into British colonies,
and the government subsequently issued a list of ‘recognised’ organisations for missionary
or philanthropic activities. Jeyakumar, ”The Attitude of the Government,” p. 43.
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ashram were involved in picketing of toddy shops as part of a temperance
campaign. However, the District Collector deemed the activity political and
it was stopped after pressures from the Collector. In January 1932, immediately
after the new Ordinances had been passed, Forrester-Paton who displayed
his support for the Gandhian movement by wearing khaddar (homespun
cotton dress) and went to Madras to find out if the many reports on excessive
police violence against picketers were correct. Walking along the streets south
of Parry’s Corner and finding police armed with lathis (long bamboo batons)
running towards an opening and there dragging a man out, he walked casually
along the street to get a view of what was happening. One policeman came to
question him about what he was doing there, if he was a European and from
what country, why he was wearing khaddar and if he was a missionary. He
reported having replied to all questions when another policeman arrived and
both policemen began to beat him with their lathis and gave orders for a
water cart to drench him in coloured water. Finally, doused with green-
coloured water and limping, he managed to escape.
The next day Forrester-Paton found that a case had been filed against him
in court where the police falsely testified that he and six Congress volunteers
had blocked a shop selling foreign goods and lectured to people not to
purchase these. On being told by a police sergeant to leave, Forrester-Paton
was reported to have disobeyed the orders and persisted in his behavior.
Thereby he had committed a crime against the Ordinance four of 1932
(prohibiting boycotts). The case went all the way to the House of Commons
in London where it was found that a mistake had been made. Subsequently,
the case was withdrawn in Madras. Arthur Jeyakumar assumes the
withdrawal may have been a way to avoid Forrester-Paton exercising his
right as a European subject to appeal to higher court if convicted in Madras.35
Compared to Ernest Forrester-Paton, who was a Scot, Paul and Johannes
Sandegren had German family relations and worked in a mission that the
British saw as pro-German. This adds another dimension to their relationship
to the Indian government and the question of nationalism. When Paul and
Johannes Sandegren spoke about nationalism, they addressed two issues.
They saw as a primary task to form and strengthen a Lutheran church in
India based on nationhood that could remain unaffected by anti-Western
35 Jeyakumar, ”The Attitude of the Government,” pp. 47-53.
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politics and inter-European conflicts. They further wanted to combat the
pro-British conception of the European Evangelical Lutheran Missions as
being pro-German. Nationalism implied thereby both a movement for the
sake of the Indian people to gain independence from British rule and a
movement intended to unite Indian Lutheran Christians into a church. Paul
and Johannes Sandegren’s perception was that the Lutheran Christians
needed to become a People, or a Folk, to meet the threat of the Indians
becoming a People and a nation hostile to a Christianity they would label
as alien and anti-national.
However, the two brothers had somewhat different perceptions of the
meaning of ‘nation’ and its implications for the Christians in India. Their
common political interest is evident in the many reports they wrote during
their active years. But while Paul was deeply engaged in social issues, not
least caste, and the regional situation of South India, Johannes focussed
mainly on national issues. Expressing far more radical views than his brother,
Paul was highly critical of the Western character of the mission and church.
He argued for accommodating and indigenizing the church, and for the
Christian message to be conveyed in genuine Indian forms, but without
deviating from the Evangelical Lutheran confession.36 He asked,
rhetorically: ”Can there not be an Indian Christianity, free from the Western
form? And is there not room for Christianity within Indian nationalism? Is
not Sundar Singh a model for an Indian Christianity liberated from Western
church characteristics and dogmatism?” His answer was that the destiny
for Indian Christians would be decided by their stand for or against the
coming, new Indian nation: ”We would not in the least build our hope on
any political, cultural or economic factors that perchance would make us
wish that previous relations of power would be preserved.”37
In contrast, Johannes Sandegren explained Indian nationalism to be an
inevitable consequence of a meeting between cultures, where Indians ”guard
their own values against a superior and insistent Western culture.” With a
36 Cf. Oddie, ”Indian Christians,” p. 355.
37 Sadhu Sundar Singh (b. 1889; disappeared in 1929). Swedish missionaries and theologians
such as Nathan Söderblom, expressed admiration for Sundar Singh and saw him as a
Christian mystic, practicing and preaching Christian faith as an Indian sadhu. Sundar Singh
visited Sweden in 1922, invited by the CSM. See, for example, Karl Fries, ”Sadhu Sundar
Singh,” Svenska Kyrkans Missionstidning 47 (1922), pp. 118-21. Sandegren,
”Kristendomens Genombrott i Indien,” p. 77. Author’s translation.
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metaphorical comparison of the Indian nationalist to a literary character he
wanted to show that nationalist sympathies were merely the result of a lack
of self-confidence and a form of self-preservation in the Indian when faced
with the West. He compared the Indian reaction with that of the young
Chinese character in Pearl Buck’s A House Divided who, in the story, is
confronted with the American society. Thereby, Sandegren chose only to
emphasise the young man’s negative reactions to America (a country with
merits that were ”hard to deny”) and his glorification of China. He
concluded: ”His inferiority forced him to deny all the good things he saw
in the West.” Thereby, Sandegren could determine that the spread of
nationalism in India was a testimony to England’s success as a colonial
power; its just, although foreign, government had awoken and, in
consequence, turned India’s ”slave mentality” into protest.38 Evidently, the
Swedish missionary leadership in India looked towards an independent
Indian nation with a high degree of apprehension.
For builders of a folk church, one may ask: ‘Who represents the Folk?’
Compared with the Reformed churches (later, the Church of South India),
the TELC was late to ordain pastors from the ‘untouchable’ or scheduled
castes. And in their internal conflicts over the TELC constitution around
1920, one of Leipzig’s arguments to confront the Swedish claim for an
Episcopal church targeted the risk that once the bishop was an Indian,
German confessional control would be lost.39 Not until 1956, thirty-seven
years after the inauguration of a Tamil Folk Church, Johannes Sandegren
was succeeded by Raja B. Manickam as the fourth bishop of the TELC and
the first Indian to be elected bishop of the Church.
An Untouchable Nation Or a Christian Nation
Closely connected with the question of how to relate the Lutheran Christian
‘nation’ to the Indian ‘nation’ was the issue of untouchability. Conversion,
in particular of members of untouchable castes, had come under heavy
criticism from both the secular and Hindu nationalist movements. As several
studies have shown, many of these conversions took place in community-
38 CSA, CSM, Johannes Sandegren Collection, Box J, ”Manuskript 1920-1960,” ”Utkast
till Manuskript till föredrag, artiklar, etc. rörande Indien 1927-1961,” Envelope 2,
”Nationalismen och lutherdomen i Indien,” pp. 1-2. The document can be dated 1939.
Author’s translation.
39 Furberg, Ett Ekumeniskt Tecken, pp. 73-101.
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based movements; large numbers came from extremely poor sections of
society searching for social and spiritual liberation from oppressive
economic, social and ritual relationships by way of conversion to
Christianity and Islam. This situation has also been given as an explanation
for why the ‘untouchable castes’ of South India were not keen on joining
the Hindu nationalist movement and did not pressure the Western missions
to leave as part of the agenda of the Independence movement. A significant
number of studies now emphasise the agency of these converts and their
community-based conversions as conscious ways to achieve specific aims.
Through conversion they found self-esteem, protection from caste
oppression, and ways to improve their social and economic situation.40
During the struggle for Indian independence, Gandhi’s criticism of Christian
mission was made both on religious and political grounds. He criticised in
particular the exclusive claim for Christianity as being the only true religion.
However, he was also most concerned with the missionary activities among
’untouchable’ castes, which he argued undermined unity and mobilisation
among these depressed classes in the nationalist movement. The consti-
tutional provision of 1950 restricting conversion and making conversion by
‘coercion or undue influence’ illegal caused concerns among the Christians
since it questioned the right to propagate. As is discussed by Judith Brown
in this volume, in post-Independence India, the Indian National Congress
opposed religious ‘proselytising,’ while a major controversy remained on
the implementation of equal civil rights for followers of minority religions
within the secular state.41 Obviously, also the Lutheran missionaries in south
40 See Sathianathan Clarke’s overview and analysis in ”Conversion to Christianity in Tamil
Nadu: Conscious and Constitutive Community Mobilization Towards a Different Symbolic
World Vision,” in Religious Conversion in India: Modes, Motivations, and Meanings,
edited by Rowena Robinson and Sathianathan Clarke (New Delhi, 2003), pp. 323-350.
See further Mission and Tamil Society : Social and Religious Change in South India (1840-
1900), edited by Henriette Bugge Richmond, Surrey: Curzon Press, 1994); Gunnel Cederlöf,
Bonds Lost: Subordination, Conflict, and Mobilisation in Rural South India, C. 1900-
1970 (New Delhi, 1997); Duncan Forrester, ”The Depressed Classes and Conversion to
Christianity,” in Religion in South Asia: Religious Conversion and Revival Movements in
South Asia in Medieval and Modern Times, edited by Geoffrey A. Oddie (New Delh, 1991),
pp. 65-93; Dick Kooiman, Conversion and Social Equality in India: The London Missionary
Society in South Travancore in the 19th Century (New Delhi, 1989).
41 F.J. Balasundaram, ”Gandhi’s Attitude Towards Christianity,” Indian Church History
Review 28 (1994). Judith Brown, ”Indian Christians and Nehru’s National State,” in this
volume. George Oommen, ”Minority Consciousness of Christians in Post-Independent
India. A Historical Perspective,” Indian Church History Review 19 (1985), p. 65.
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India faced criticism for their activities. Not only Gandhi made critical
remarks to Johannes Sandegren about the proselytising missions; the
Governor of the Madras Presidency also accused the missions of breaking
up the unity of the untouchable castes into many denominations. However,
for Johannes Sandegren, it was not so much a question of unity among the
downtrodden but of unity among Christians.42
In a substantial draft article written in 1946, Johannes Sandegren analyses
”The Challenge of Dr. Ambedkar” (which is also the title of the article) and
his appeal to the untouchable castes.43 Typically, his main concern was
Ambedkar’s criticism of Hinduism and his stand on religion. Having rejected
Hinduism as a ”contagious decease” and not a religion (in Sandegren’s
own quotation of Ambedkar), the Bishop was optimistic that Ambedkar
would choose Christianity, ”at least in its Protestant form.” The reason
declared – which was far more optimistic – was that if a quarter of a million
untouchables decided to become Christians, Ambedkar would follow suit.
And if sixty million untouchables converted, the movement would turn
into a full-scale migration from one religious ”home” to another. However,
checking his enthusiasm, Sandegren relates Ambedkar’s apprehensions
about the caste conflicts in the Christian churches. The only acceptable
alternative for Ambedkar would be a religion free from the caste system.
The final observation has significance for the Lutheran mission and church
of which Sandegren was the bishop. Since the mid-nineteenth century, the
question of caste had caused divisions within the Leipzig mission and,
even more, between the Leipzig and the majority of the Protestant missions.
Still, in the 1940s, the general position of the Lutheran mission was to
accept the caste system as a social order but to combat the ”caste spirit.”
As soon as the Swedish and German missionaries of the Leipzig Society
began to work in South India in the 1840s, they came into conflict with the
majority of the Protestant missions on the question of caste. The general
42 CSA, CSM, Johannes Sandegren Collection, Box J, ”Manuskript 1920-1960: Utkast till
Manuskript till föredrag, artiklar, etc. rörande Indien 1927-1961,” Envelope 2,
”Nationalismen och lutherdomen i Indien,” additional notes.
43 CSA, CSM, Johannes Sandegren Collection, Box J, ”Manuskript 1920-1960: Utkast till
Manuskript till föredrag, artiklar, etc. rörande Indien 1927-1961,” Envelope 2, ”Dr.
Ambedkars utmaning.” Author’s translation.
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Protestant position was strictly against all expressions of caste and the idea
of a spiritual hierarchy inherent in Hinduism. The question came to a peak in
1833 when the Anglican bishop Daniel Wilson declared that no adult convert
was to be baptised without first renouncing caste.44 Most of the Leipzig
missionaries (with a few remarkable exceptions), however, argued that the
caste system was an organic part of Indian society comparable to the estates
in early modern European societies. Social hierarchies were a part of the
civic or worldly sphere of life and not a matter for the church or mission to
interfere with – a logic corresponding with Luther’s doctrine of the two
kingdoms distinguishing the spiritual from the worldly sphere. Immoral or
cruel expressions of this order were criticised, but not the order itself.45
While the conflict within the Protestant missionary body – the LELM being
part of it – died down over time and the general position became more
pragmatic, the ‘Leipzig view’ of the caste system is remarkably persistent
in Johannes Sandegren’s writing. In a text from the early 1940s, when
community-based conversion movements had also reached the work of the
CSM and radicalised both methods and analyses of the missionaries working
in the Coimbatore and neighbouring districts, Sandegren adhered to a
conservative view of caste. Discussing the contribution of the caste system
to civic order in light of the tension between the freedom of the individual
and the right of solidarity of a community, he wrote: ”From a Christian
point of view a caste system is neither more Christian nor unchristian than
an individualistic or communistic46 form of society.” He quoted Gandhi to
explain that the caste system worked as a bulwark against the free
competition of individuals in Western culture, which inevitably would
exploit the weak, and added that it ought to work in a similar way to protect
a society from Western communism. As an example of a way to counter
”selfish individualism” in Europe, Sandegren refers to Nazi Germany. ”In
very conscious opposition to the selfishness often found in an individualistic
order stands point 24 of the Nazi party programme in Germany: ‘Gemeinnutz
vor Eigennutz,’ which may perhaps be translated: the common welfare
44 Daniel Wilson was Bishop of Calcutta from 1832-1858. Oddie, Social Protest, pp.  45-46.
45 Cederlöf, ”The Politics of Caste and Conversion,” pp. 136-37, 147-51.
46 ”Communistic” is here to be understood in opposition to ”individualistic” and not as a
political ideology or polity.
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comes before the individual welfare.”47 Being a remarkable statement to
make in Europe around 1940, it is still difficult to assess the implications.
This isolated statement in favour of Nazi ideology asks for further research
with a broader documentation. Yet, it may be noted that the common logic
of Sandegren’s two examples of desirable systems that guard the community
from individualism – the Indian caste system and the German Nazi party
programme – is the stress on ideas and ideology before social
implementation and physical realities.
Sandegren’s main criticism of the caste system was directed against its
expressions. When he spoke of ”the tyranny of caste,” he meant the
oppressive attitudes and behaviour of higher castes towards lower castes.
Particularly the notion of untouchability and the doctrine of transmigration
and karma could not be reconciled with the Christian religion. With reference
to Gandhi, he wanted to see a reformed caste system. He argued that
hierarchies – formulated in psychological terms as ”superiority and
inferiority complexes” – are found in all societies. But because of the
loyalties to the caste community, in which ”[p]oor and rich members of a
caste, in high position and low, come together at all domestic festivals and
solemnities,” cleavages of such hierarchies would be bridged. The caste
system cleansed of all religious implication was not evil as such. It was
simply a civic order, a social and economic system that corresponded to
Middle Age guilds in Europe. As a ”village system” it would balance
conflicts and become a valuable contribution to the problem of civic orders
elsewhere in the world.48
In the discussions within the CSM and LELM, the situation in South India
was often compared with the CSM acceptance of the custom in South Africa
of polygyny. The custom itself had been condemned by all missions working
in Natal and Zululand, except one, but locally the Lutheran missionaries
47 CSA, CSM, Johannes Sandegren Collection, Box J, ”Manuskript 1920-1960: Utkast till
Manuskript till föredrag, artiklar, etc. rörande Indien 1927-1961,” Envelope 2, ”Has India,
with its Caste and Group Consciousness, any Contribution to Make to the Solution of the
Problem of How Best the Individual is Fulfilled in the Community?” pp. 1-2, 8. The
manuscript is difficult to date exactly, but was most likely written in the 1940s. This is one
of the few unpublished documents from this period that is written in English.
48 CSA, CSM, Johannes Sandegren Collection, Box J, ”Manuskript 1920-1960: Utkast till
Manuskript till föredrag, artiklar, etc. rörande Indien 1927-1961,” Envelope 2, ”Has India,
with its Caste and Group Consciousness, any Contribution to Make to the Solution of the
Problem of How Best the Individual is Fulfilled in the Community?” pp. 5-6.
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did not make a condition for baptism that a man first had to divorce all but
his first wife. It was argued that the consequences for the other wives and
their children would be too severe; further, the CSM tolerance of the caste
system in South India was argued to be an equivalent case. In line with the
principle of a territorial folk church that reflected local social custom, the
caste system, just like the institution polygyny, was to be accepted.49 Herman
Sandegren’s remark in 1925 is significant of this position. He stated that
the Leipzig mission had chosen to attack the ”caste spirit” rather than the
caste institution, and added:
The Leipzig [missionary] field lies in the midst of Hinduism’s most powerful
strongholds and their congregations consist to more than half of Sudras,
for whom giving up caste is a far greater sacrifice than for Pariahs.50
In plain words, Herman Sandegren stated that since it is harder to give up
caste for persons of high caste than of low caste, we have to accommodate
the caste system within the Lutheran mission and church.
The 1920s to 1940s were formative years for the Tamil Evangelical Lutheran
Church, from the inauguration of the national church in 1919 to the early
years of Independence in India. In complex and often contradictory ways,
the ideological and missiological heritage of Lutheran confessionalism,
Romanticism and European nationalisms was read into the South Indian social
and political contexts, as they were understood by the European missionaries.
Conclusion
In this exploratory essay, I have taken the notions of folk, nation and
nationalism in the work of the Evangelical Lutheran mission in South India
along three different paths: first, the ideological debates in Sweden and India
regarding the fundamental character of mission and church in India; second,
the Swedish-German mission in its complicated relationship to nationalism
and British colonial power in the war-periods; and third, the relationship
between the Christian ‘nation’ and the social order in India. All three paths
are broad fields in themselves and ask for more research to be made.
49 Berge, The Bambata Watershed, pp. 202-05.
50 Herman Sandegren, Kast och Kristendom i Sydindien (Stockholm, 1921), pp. 202-03.
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As is evident from Sandegren’s many manuscripts, the perception of the
‘nation’ is prescriptively born out of the missionaries’ ideas about the Tamil
‘folk.’ ‘Nation’ and ‘folk’ are almost identical and are used interchangeably
– the folk is the nation and the nation is the folk. Yet, they draw their
meanings from different and intercommunicating contexts of north European
nationalism and ideas of a folk church.
It is particularly interesting to note how these Swedish missionaries
experienced being foreigners in British India. To be born a British subject,
like almost all members of the Sandegren family, was more a question of
citizenship than of nation-ness. They were moving within the British Empire
without being part of it and were not, like the missionaries from Great
Britain, living and working within an extended Britain, but in a foreign
land seen as extremely peripheral to Sweden. Their ‘pro-German
sympathies’ were more than family ties to a British enemy-nation. As was
common among Swedish intellectuals in the early twentieth century, they
adhered to and defended German philosophy, literature, theology and culture
against what they saw as the oncoming tide of brutal and demoralising
industrial development that was often associated with the developments
occurring in Britain. It is from within this context that the notion of the folk
and the nation – also the Tamil folk-church in India – may be understood,
where the church was to be the soul that brought nations together into a
higher union. To that extent, the ‘Tamil Christian nation’ was often seen as
being in conflict with the ‘Indian secular nation.’
Tentatively, one may suggest that once the notion of the folk became an
integral part of forming an independent church in India, it appears to have
supported particularistic tendencies. When the Tamil ‘folk’ was interpreted
to encompass the caste system as a character of their people, the folk or the
Lutheran Christian ‘nation’ remained divided. Hence, the Independent
Indian nation was seen both as a threatening competitor and as Lutheran
Christianity’s salvation, for it could then become a legitimate and genuine
national community. The Swedish missionaries never really decided on
which leg to stand.
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Norwegian ecclesiological discussions have centered very much around
three main questions: the relations between church and state, the role of the
laity, relations between the official state church and the voluntary Christian
movements that formally are parts of the church, and mission. One should
immediately add that by Norwegian is meant the totally dominating Church
of Norway that is a church standing in a Lutheran-Melanchthonian tradition
interpreted in characteristic ways.1
During the 16th century, when Reformation was introduced in Norway, the
inhabitants were subject to the Danish king and thereafter, between 1814
and 1905 to the Swedish king in a united kingdom. The Church of Norway
was thus stamped by the Danish reformation and subject to the king of
Denmark up to 1814 and Norway as an independent country was established
1 Andreas Aarflot, ”Norway”, Encyclopedia of Christianity 2 (2003), 794-798.
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1905. During the time of the Swedish-Norwegian union, the Swedes had
no ecclesial impact in Norway. There was a Norwegian state law that regulated
the church as a state church governed by the king, and later the parliament
and the department for ecclesial affairs. The bishops and pastors were state
officials in a monolithic society for which the Constitution from 1814 stated
that ”the Evangelical Lutheran religion is the official religion of the state”.
The state church system was in crisis under the Nazi occupation of Norway
1942-1945 when the bishops actually during the so called church struggle
against the Nazi regime governed the church. After the war, however, the
earlier arrangements were reestablished. Since the 1960s a series of reforms
have taken place in the Church of Norway that have led up to a state church
system that admits substantial elements of self-government, including a
General synod, a central board for the church and a recognized Conference
of Bishops.2 The bishops have also been subjects to the kings and are still
appointed by the government.3 There is today on the diocesan level also an
equivalent organization to that on the national level.
On the local level, the parish is governed by a parish council. What, however,
characterizes the Church of Norway is the local system of associations and
chapels (”prayer houses”) and the reemerging of tensions between the
institutional church and organized revival groups with their preachers and
worship in their own chapels, parallel to the those celebrated by priests in
the national church to which the preachers and worshippers also belong.
This Norwegian double ecclesial system has, for example, resulted in lay
presidency at the Eucharist in the Church of Norway.4
2 Birger Løvlie, Kirke, stat og folk I en etterkrigstid. Kirkeordningsarbeid i Den norske
kirke 1945-1984 i et strategisk perspektiv (Summary: Church, state and people in a post-
war era. The debate on church order in the Church of Norway in a strategic perspective,
pp. 281-286), Diss. University of Lund 1995. For a critical assessment, see Ola Tjørhom,
”Same Church – New Order”. A Report on Church-State Relations in Norway and its
Ecclesiological Implications, in: Pro Ecclesia 9 (2002), 261-271.
3 To the question of ordained ministry in the Church of Norway that holds the ministries of
bishop, priest and deacon, see various contributions in Rites of Ordination and Commitment
in the Churches of the Nordic Countries. Theology and Terminology, ed. by Hans Rasmussen,
Copenhagen 2006.
4 Gundersen, Knut T., Visjon og vekst. Framveksten av de frivillige kristelige
organisasjonene [Vision and Growth. The development of the voluntary Christian
Organisations 1814-1940], Volda 1996.
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wThe third distinctiveness of Norwegian ecclesiology is the role of the laity.The 19th century revivalist movements grew out of a massive critique of
the state church that was interpreted as excessively institutionalized and
clericalized. The idea of sola scriptura, the Bible alone, gave rise to the
perception of normative and corrective normative ecclesiological patterns
in the New Testament possible to apply to the Norwegian situation. Also
the debate about the relation between the various ”movements” and religious
organizations and the established church is continuing at the beginning of
the third millennium. The 19th century revivalism in the Church of Norway
was to a high extent stamped by the then pietist interpretation of the Lutheran
reformation and is still motivated by a strong reference to 19th century
interpretations of the Lutheran confessions.
The voluntary Christian organizations within the Church of Norway have
opposed changes in the structures of the church if they have implied
synodical participation of the laity in the governance of the church and
also an extended authority to the bishops and clergy or an instrumental
view on ordination. The main ecclesiological view represented by these
associations was that the state church should present the canonical
framework, the ”outward” church, to the spiritual church represented by
the faithful believers of the associations. The separation of ”spiritual” and
”organizational” has also been supported by various groups that are opposed
to a supposedly ”catholic” view on the church. Common to all is the
understanding that the church primarily is realized locally, in the parish
(”menighet”) or the Christian association.
Another factor decisive for ecclesiological considerations in Norway is the
social and cultural changes emerging after World War II and certainly during
the last decades of the 20th century. Since the mandate of the Church of
Norway is perceived to include the whole Norwegian people, secularization,
multi-cultural influences, and changes in values and life-style among the
people have been a challenge to the church. Therefore sociology has been a
tool for understanding the church and sociology has been used in ecclesiology,
the Norwegian term being ”kirkesociologi” (church sociology).5
5 Harald Hegstad, Folkekirke og trosfellesskap. Et kirkesociologisk og ekklesiologisk
grunnproblem belyst gjenom en undersøkelse av tre norske lokalmenigheder, [Folk Church
and Community of Believers. A Church Sociological and Ecclesiological Fundamental
Problem Illustrated by a Research of Three Norwegian Local Parishes], Trondheim 1996
(KIFO perspektiv 1).
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In Oslo, Norway, there are two theological faculties, both acknowledged by
the state. One of them is at the University of Oslo, the other, The Norwegian
School of Theology, which has the status of a University College and is
financially supported by the state but an independent, private organization.
Historically it was established as a counterpart to the state faculty, which
earlier was looked upon as excessively marked by liberal theology. The two
faculties have increasingly converged in theological style and opinion.
During the years 2000 to 2003, The Norwegian School of Theology, carried
out quite an extensive study project on ecclesiology, published in three
volumes which are the main errand of this review. The research project
includes 22 researchers and could be characterized as interdisciplinary to
the extent that the persons involved represent a wide range of disciplines at
a modern theological faculty. All the authors in the ecclesiology project are
in one way or the other affiliated with The Norwegian School of Theology
which has consequences, necessarily, that other Norwegian ecclesiologists
are not represented in the three volumes.6
The main themes in the three volumes are departure or breaking up
(”oppbrudd”) and change (”forandring”). The name of the project itself was
”A Church in change – What does it mean to be church?” (”Kirke i forandring
– Hva vil det si å være kirke?”). Some preliminary observations follow.
One of the main ideas is that the research done is fundamentally empirical.
This includes both studies of historical texts, systematic theological
reflections and  sociological work, which makes the concept empirically
wide open. The concept of empirical overlaps hermeneutics, which is a
common phenomenon in the Nordic countries, when, for example, historical
texts are described as ”empirical materials”. The purpose seems, however,
to stress the contemporaneity also of old texts and thereby make them
compatible with the contemporary trends and changes in church and society.
There is one aspect of this, which the research project aims at shedding
light on, namely the challenges for a church that is characterized as both
faithful to the word of God and to its confession and at the same time
6 See e.g. Ola Tjørhom, Visible Church – Visible Unity. Ecumenical Ecclesiology and ”The
Great Tradition of the Church”, Collegeville, Minn. 2004; Ola Tjørhom, Kirken – Troens
mor. Et økumenisk bidrag til en luthersk ekklesiologie [The Church – Mother of Faith. An
Ecumenical Contribution to a Lutheran Ecclesiology], Oslo 1999.
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Church, especially the church in the New Testament that implicitly is
normative. The relevance of this working style is strengthened by the
discovery that the socio-cultural situation of the Early Church shows
similarities with the Norwegian pluralist society and the situation for the
Church of Norway.
Thus, at least implicitly, the whole research project presupposes a certain
conception of church history and thereby the role of tradition, that affects
ecclesiology. ”After these [empirical] investigations of our present time,
we turn to the Bible and the empirical in the New Testament era”, the
introduction to the first volume says (p.16). The idea is to find criteria for
what are good developments and what are bad developments. The norms
are found in the New Testament.
What is keeping churches in the 16th century Lutheran-Melanchthonian
traditions intact is a formal body of confessional writings which is in need
of interpretation. There are two ways of doing that after the Enlightenment;
either by using the tools offered by 19th century German Protestantism
(Protestantism is a concept invented at the same time as Liberalism,
Conservatism and other ideologies) or by means of Modernity,  mostly
based on scholarly work on the Reformation period and used by ecumenical
dialogues. My impression is, even if it is not explicitly stated, that the
research project in this case leans towards the first alternative. That means
that the specific Church of Norway tradition, also from the perspective of
breaking up, is normative for many of the authors.
To facilitate, for scholars working in the fields presented in the three
volumes,  contacting the authors, I will neither comment on a few of then
nor summarize their contributions but give their contributions in original
Norwegian with my translation in brackets after having commented on the
totality of the volume..
7 B.L. Eriksen, The Twofold Structural Model for Renewal and Mission with Special
Reference to the Church of Norway, Diss. Fuller Theological Seminary, 1983.
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In the first volume Kirke i oppbrudd og forandring. Aktuelle perspektiver
på norsk kirkevirklighet [A Church in Departure  and Change. Current
Perspectives on Norwegian Ecclesial Realities] edited by Leif Gunnar Engedal
and Vidar L. Haanes, New Testament ecclesiology is interpreted as an
ecclesiology of breaking up. It is, of course, exegetically instrumental if there
is a need for biblical foundations and it demonstrates quite easily the variety
and struggles in the New Testament Churches. The other foundation laid is
an historical investigation of the 19th century crises in the Norwegian church
that demonstrate that the eventual crises, and the need for breaking up, and
new ways of being church, are integral to the understanding of the Church of
Norway. The volume, though, mostly deals with interpretations of various
phenomena which in one way or another contribute to the necessity of change.
Many of the presentations are based on sociological research. It is about
phenomena in youth culture that is already contributing to the change of
profile of the Church of Norway, such as pilgrimages and new liturgical
forms. But the main problem that remains for the Church of Norway is the
state church system and the status and role of the voluntary associations
within the church. That is also approached.
Kvalbein, Hans, ”Et folk på vandring. Et bibelteologisk memento om
oppbruddets nødvendighet” [A Wandering People. A Biblical theological
Memento about the Necessity of Breaking up], pp. 17-32.
Skartseterhagen, Kjell A., ”Pilegrim eller omstreifer? En empirisk studie”
[Pilgrim or Vagabond? An Empirical Study], pp. 33-46.
Lorentzen, Kristin, ”Ung tro i forandring. Noen glimt fra en empirisk studie
i et ungdomsmiljø” [Young Faith in Change. Some Hints from an empirical
study of a Youth Milieu], pp. 47-58.
Weider, Einar, ”Ungdomstid og menighetsfellesskap. Gudstjenestefornyelse
med fokus på ungdom” [Youth and Fellowship in the Parish. Worship
Renewal Focusing on Youth], pp. 59-81.
Landmark Bakken, Arne, ”Ulike grupper i folkekirken. Et forsøk på en
kategorisering ut fra religiøse holdingaer” [Different Groups in the Folk
Church. An Effort at Categorizing out of Religious Atiitudes], pp. 83-100.
Standal, Helge, ”Fortellingen fra Gud. Menigighetsplanting i Den norske
kirke” [The Story from God. Church Planting in the Church of Norway],
pp.101-110.
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wSkaaheim, Anfin, ”Hvordan kan vi tenke oss de frivillige organisasjonersplass i dagens og morgendagens kirke?” [How to Imagine the Place of
Voluntary Organisations in the Church of Today and the Church of
Tomorrow?], 111-122.
Hegstad, Harald, ”Kirken og statsmakten” [The Church and the State], 123-132.
Haanes, Vidar L., ”Oppbruddstid – Fragmentering eller fornyelse?
Ekklesiologiske konflikter og løsningsforslag for hundre år siden og i dag”
[Time to Break up – Fragmentation or Renewal. Ecclesiological Conflicts and
Suggested Solutions From a Hundred Years Ago and Today], pp.133-150.
Even if the context of these studies is contextual indeed, the themes are
typical for at least the Northern Hemisphere, and maybe elsewhere. One
comment possible is the issue of voluntary Christian organizations, in
Norway developing into new ecclesial entities and with a troublesome
relation to the Church of Norway. There are actually some parallels, in
principle, if one poses ecclesiological questions to the identity of missionary
societies and Christian agencies.8
The second volume Slik blir kirken til. Kirke i forandring i Det nye
testamente [So the Church Emerges. The transformations of the Church in
the New Testament] edited by Nils Aksel Røsæg and Hans Kvalbein,
explores New Testament ecclesiologies from various perspectives possible
to trace back to the first volume. The basic question is what it might mean
to be church in the Norwegian context and the answers are to be derived
from the New Testament.
Røsæg, Nils Aksel, ”Samtalen mellom da og nå – en introduksjon.
Kirkeforskning om kirkens begynnelse og grunnlag” [The Dialogue between
then and now. Researching the Beginning and Basis of the Church], pp. 13-22.
Weyde, Karl William, ”Guds folk i Det gamle testamente. Kontinuitet og
diskontinuitet med Det nye Testamente” [The People of God in the Old
Testament. Continuity and Discontinuity with the New Testament], pp. 23-52.
Kvalbein, Hans, ”I Jesu skole. Disippelskap som utgangspunkt for
kirketenkningen” [In the School of Jesus. Discipleship as a Point of
Departure for Ecclesiology   ], pp.53-78.
8 Sven-Erik Brodd, ”Church, Organisation and Church Organisation. Some reflections on
an ecclesiological dilemma”, in: Religion, History, and Politics. Essays in Honour of Alf
Tergel = Svensk Missionstidskrift/Swedish Missiological Themes 93 (2005), 245-263.
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Røsæg, Nils Aksel, ”Kirken i Korint. Modeller for kirken i nytestamentlig
kontekst og i dag” [The Church in Corinth. Models for the Church in the
New Testament and for Today], 79-146.
Skjevesland, Olav, ”Menighetsbygging. Noen nytestamentlige perspektiver”
[Building Congregations. Some New Testament Perspectives], pp. 147-158.
Hoel Hauge, Eirin, ”Guds vilje og Livets kirke. De ekklesiologiske
konsekvensene av etikken i 2. Klemensbrev” [The Will of God and the
Church of Life. The Ecclesiological Consequences of Ethics in 2. Clement],
pp. 159-172.
Røsæg, Nils Aksel, ”’Det hellige intranett’. Var kirken én? En hypotese
under debatt” [The Holy Intranet. Was the Church One? A Debated
Hypothesis], pp. 173-188.
The third volume, lastly, Hva vil det si å være kirke? Kirkens vesen og
oppdrag [What is it to be Church? On the Nature and Task of the Church]
is edited by Tormod Engelsviken and Kjell Olav Sannes. The approach is
mainly systematic-theological. Most interesting are the attempts to
overcome the dichotomy between the institutional church and the
movements in the church by a more dynamic ecclesiology, and the direction
given is presented by the idea of a missional church.
Sannes, Kjell Olav, ”Kirken som Guds folk i trinitarisk perspektiv”[The
Church as the People of God in Trinitarian Perspective], pp. 13-30.
Sannes, Kjell Olav, ”Kirken i bevegelse med et oppdrag” [The Church on
the Move with a Task], pp. 31-50.
Jørgensen, Knud, ”Trenger Kirken omvendelse? På vei mot en misjonal
ekklesiologi” [Does the Church Need Conversion? Towards a Missional
Ecclesiology], pp. 51-68.
Engelsviken, Tormod, ”Den misjonale kirke og utfordringen fra kirken i
sør” [The Missional Church and the Challenge from the Church in the
South], pp. 69-92.
Lied, Torbjørn, ”En misjonerende menighet. Case study fra Oddernes
menighet i Kristiansand” [A Missional Congregation. A Case Study from
the Parish of Oddernes in Kristiansand], pp. 93-110.
Løberg, Trond, ”Å bygge menighet i en postmodern tid” [Building
Congregations in a Post-Modern Era], pp. 111-138.
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wRåmunddal, Lars, ”Vekststrategier i norske frikirker” [Strategies for Growthin Norwegian Free Churches], pp. 139-156.
Opsal, Jan, ”Kirken og verdensreligionene i Norge” [The Church and the
World Religions in Norway], pp. 157-172.
Romarheim, Arild, ”Nyhedendom eller kristendom: Er ukebladene til hinder
eller hjelp i kirkens selvpresentasjon overfor ’folk flest’?” [New Heathendom
or Christendom: Are Weekly Magazines Hindrance or Help for the Self-
Presentation of the Churches to ”common People”?], pp. 173-190.
In this volume Craig Van Gelder is quoted by Knud Jørgensen: ”Church
and mission need to be merged into a common concept. Ecclesiology and
missiology are not separate theological disciplines, but are, in fact, inter-
related and complementary.” (p. 62) The three volumes of the Norwegian
ecclesiology study are here characterized based very much on the search
for development and change which should not necessarily be of the church
but in the church and ways of being church in a changing society. That
distinction is not obvious in all the contributions. But if missiology integrates
the quest for the catholicity of the church, the 18th century idea of usefulness
and the 19th century of efficiency success could be corrected by traditional
insights from Christian teachings of instrumentality and Sacramentality
which holds together the universal and the contextual. The mission of the
church is thus founded in that divine revelation of which the church is a
holder and element.
The whole process behind the Norwegian ecclesiology project seems to
have a specific methodological approach based, as as hinted at above,
mentioning the 19th century and, what should be added, early 20th century
Protestantism. The then so called liberal Protestantism was an impressive
project aiming at bringing the church in touch with contemporary culture
and ethos, frequently the ethos of the people or nation. The problems became,
however, acute and resulted in the dialectical theology advocated by Karl
Barth and others. The focus was, of course, how to understand divine
revelation in relation to the Holy Scriptures and the tradition at large. Another
approach is forwarded by the Second Vatican Council that departs from the
idea of the church as an effective, visible sign and instrument of the Kingdom
of God, and thereby of Christ, to the world. Both approaches raise the
question about the relation between sociology and ecclesiology and since
there is among Norwegian theologians a long experience of that debate,
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we might look forward to a continuation of the ecclesiology project
presented to an international audience and see how they look upon this
after the conclusion of the project.9
It is a complex task to present rather briefly a study project made by
Norwegian theologians for a Norwegian audience. At the same time it is
noticeable that ecclesiology in the Nordic countries plays an important role
in theology and that includes mainly also Denmark and to a certain extent
Sweden and Finland. Internationally the Nordic national churches and the
theologies they embrace are looked upon as a rather homogenous
phenomenon, but that is to a large extent wrong.  There are good ways of
cooperation between theologians, faculties, and churches in the Nordic
countries, though ecclesiologically there are obvious differences. The
ecclesiology study just indicated above is an impressive attempt to grasp
important contextual themes and it challenges others to develop analytical
instruments for further studies elsewhere.
Sven-Erik Brodd
9 Kåre Fuglseth, ”Kyrkjesyn i norsk religionssosiologi- Ekklesiologi og sosiologi-teoretiske
føresetnader i nyare norsk religionssosiologi” [The View on the Church in Norwegian
Sociology of Religion. Ecclesiology and Sociological-theoretical Suppositions in Recent
Norwegian Sociology of Religion], in: Tidskrift for kirke, religion, samfunn 2 (1989, 23-44).
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wFaith in Atheist China: A Pioneering
Work on ”Culture Christianity”
Fredrik Fällman
Salvation and Modernity: Intellectuals
and Faith in Contemporary China .
Stockholm: Stockholm University,
Department of Oriental Languages, 2004, 205 pp.
When the sinologist Fredrik Fällman a year and a half ago defended his
doctoral thesis on the Cultural Christians of China at the Institution for Oriental
Languages at the Stockholm University, many in the audience were well
aware of the fact that they were attending an historic event. Not only because
the opponent was Dr. Yang Huilin, professor at the renowned and officially
atheistic Renmin University in Beijing, who is one of the key people in
Fällman’s dissertation. But in modern times no other Swedish scholar has
been able to combine such a solid theological competence with knowledge
of Chinese society and enough knowledge of the language. Nobody else has
been able to give such a coherent and credible analysis of what is happening
today in the intellectual circles in China where the Christian faith is a living
challenge and reality. The dissertation will certainly be paid attention to also
in the international community of scholars. Even on the international level
very few scholars have the capacity to pursue such a penetrating investigation.
Until now we mostly have had to rely on more or less simplified and prejudiced
pieces of information, where criticism of any kind of Christian life outside
the fundamentalist underground church has been the dominating theme.
Fällman’s supervisor has been the enthusiastic and generous Torbjörn Lodén,
professor of Chinese language and literature at Stockholm University. He is
certainly to be much commended for his way of caring for this unique project.
It should otherwise have been given its natural surrounding at one of the
country’s theological faculties.
China is the home to more than one fifth of the world’s population.
According to both the Beijing government and many independent scholars,
China will soon also be the country with the largest number of Christians.
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This fact should make a serious investigation of the situation of Christianity
in the academic world of this giant land very urgent for us. Fällman uses
his analysis of the thinking of some representatives of the ”Cultural
Christians” as a means for his investigation. On the way, he supplies much
well grounded information on the conditions for Christian practice and
church life in China, which otherwise are extremely difficult to obtain.
The concept ”Cultural Christian” was coined by bishop Ding Guangxun.
During the last fifty years he has been known in Sweden as the leading
figure of the Protestant church in China. By ”Cultural Christians” he referred
to the group of young intellectuals with a conscious Christian faith who
have chosen to remain outside organised church life, and who have even
refrained from being baptised. Fällman is using the concept ”for convenience,
lacking a commonly accepted alternative”. It does not, however, correspond
to its usage by Paul Tillich or to what we in Sweden refer to as kristen
humanism – ”Christian Humanism”.
The individuals in the thesis who are characterised in this way do not belong
to a certain organised group or any functioning network. Their number
does not even reach one hundred.
They are mainly teachers at the departments of philosophy and religion
which gradually have been established at a growing number of universities
in China. Their followers are however multifold. Fällman´s conclusion that
their influence is astonishingly far reaching, can be certified by the one
who lately has had the privilege to regularly meet both with students from
these centres of learning as well as those at the seminaries of the church,
where many among the most gifted students also are studying their writings.
According to the author the strong interest in Christian faith in the intellectual
circles of China has its roots in the despair in the 1980s after the cultural
revolution We find it in the deep-going crisis of identity and the general
search for finding anything at all to believe in, that characterised the new
freedom after the death of Mao. Christianity and theWestern way of thinking
was then seen by many as the way out of the hopelessness and a possibility
for China to raise itself out of the earlier chaos. Even today many intellectuals
at the universities look at Christianity and other religions in a similar way
as they are terrified by the materialism, general superficiality and lack of
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with an unparalleled material development.
The ”Institute for Sino-Christian Studies” (ISCS) at Tao Fong Shan in Hong
Kong is well known by those in Sweden who have been connected with the
work of the Church of Sweden Mission for the last 70 years. It was
established to become a centre for dialogue with Buddhism. It is nowadays
again functioning better and better as an important meeting place for the
religious dialogue in Asia. ISCS has also lately become a centre for
considerable contacts with the academic Christian world at the universities
within China. A few of the leading personalities among the cultural
Christians have been connected with ISCS for a number of years. Since a
few years ago however they are back in China, presently working at the
Zhong-shan University of Guangzhou. One of them is Liu Xiao-feng, the
single independent theologian who is given more space than anybody else
in Fällman’s book. He certainly is worthy of becoming as well known outside
China as bishop Ding or the Taiwanese Barthian CS Song, the two Chinese
theologians who up to have been widely acknowledged also in the West.
Like many other cultural Christians Liu did not come into contact with
Christianity through the church or the Bible, but through reading Western
novels. Liu found his faith through  studies of Dostovjevskij’s works. He
made his doctoral thesis in Basel on the Barthian theologian Max Scheler
and he had Karl Barth’s successor, Heinrich Ott, as his supervisor. It is
evident that Barthian theology has had a decisive influence on the thinking
of Liu Xiao-feng as well as upon several others in his group.
The central part of Fällman’s thesis is surrounded partly by an extensive
introductory piece of ideological and historical background (e.g Chinese
church history and early impulses for cultural Christianity), partly in the
latter section by some chapters of more general and very instructive
information about the conditions for Christian life and the church in China
today. It seems that these chapters are more grounded upon the author’s
very special general knowledge and contact building capacity, than upon
thorough academic studies. Only one who like Fällman has been able to
spend long periods of time in the environment he wants to describe, thus
creating personal credibility and trust, would be able to convey the utterly
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complex situation in this diversified way. This is a fundamental prerequisite
for a Western scholar in China today. Readers who want to come closer to
the present general situation of Christianity in China are recommended
careful reading precisely of these chapters!
The most important and longest part of the investigation is however focussed
on a description and an analysis of the faith and theology of the cultural
Christians, Liu Xaio-feng being the driving force and starting point. A
handfold of other names, e.g. the earlier mentioned opponent at Fällman’s
disputation, are now and then referred to in the thesis in order to show that
Liu is part of a much wider context. A few of the other theologians are
certainly also so independent in their thinking that they are worthy to be
taken very seriously.  While the concept ”theologian” in China is reserved
for the pastors of the church, Fällman underlines the fact, that more
independent and creative theology exists there outside the church in the
circles of the cultural Christians, than within the church.
The key concepts for the cultural Christians are ”faith, truth, modernity
and human dignity” but also some other important words for them are,
namely ”sin”, ”confession”, and ”remorse”. The later concepts have become
of special interest because of their connection with the political purging
actions and forced confessions of sins against the proletariat at the time of
the cultural revolution. Where is the relevance of these concepts today for
a ‘theology in Chinese”, a basic concept in itself for these cultural Christians?
Here we can only hint at a few things in Fällman’s interesting presentation.
A striking fact is that Liu and some of the others are so openly critical
about the solution of existential problems in Confucianism and Taoism,
e.g. the old cultural thinking of China. They are so deeply committed to
find a Chinese interpretation of the Christian faith that they seem to take
for granted that there must be a contradiction between ”theology in Chinese”
and all other theology. They try to make a distinction between ”theology in
Chinese” and ”Chinese theology”. Fällman gives much space to this inherent
contradiction in his dissertation.
He just incidentally mentions the ongoing big project of the protestant church
which is called ”theology of reconstruction”. This is a controversial and in
conservative circles much criticised attempt to make the current antiquated
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point. This is accomplished through an extensive and partly forced programme
of training courses for all the pastors of the official church. The ambition
however is also praiseworthy. One would like to see much more nuanced
analyses in another study project as to what happens in this programme. Its
aim is clearly coinciding with the urgent ambition of the cultural Christians.
Liu is certainly greatly fascinated by the person of Jesus. He devoted much
of his earlier writings to analyses of very basic questions regarding Christian
faith and theology. He maintains, that Christian faith should be a private
thing. He however emphatically stresses right there in his Marxist
environment, that faith and reason need not contradict each other. He quotes
Simone Weil, who maintains that revolution, not religion, has become the
opium for the people!  A strong saying which Liu repeats is: ”If Christianity
would not be true, I would kill myself!” It comes back even in a long
discussion concerning suicide. This is often glorified in Chinese thinking,
but in this context it is dismissed as an impossible exit. Liu says, that the
Neo-Confucian stress on immanent transcendence is not sufficient. The
human being needs to be able to reach out for something outside the material
reality. Liu therefore is as critical about Western scholars lacking the
religious dimension in their thinking, as about  the official materialism in
China. Rationalism always and everywhere leads to decadence.
The old culture of China was built upon superficial ”joy and happiness”.
Liu instead points to the Christian culture built upon ”love”. He reaches
this seemingly simple conclusion by discussing the difference in quality
between ”salvation” in the Western Christian meaning and what Liu calls
”free and easy wandering”, the absorption by Taoism into Dao, where you
have to make the effort to realise that everything in human existence is of
the same value and where you can forget yourself. Liu says that this attitude
will lead you into carelessness. It is an escape from reality. Much of his
theology thus develops into a repudiation of Taoism and Confucianism.
Some of the other theologians among the cultural Christians are remaining
in a more evident way in the Confucian understanding of reality.
Liu also maintains that even the missionaries from the West did not respond
to China’s need to understand true transcendence. Especially the protestant
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missionaries concentrated so much on the principle of sola fide that
Christianity was understood as anti-cultural and anti-intellectual among
the intellectuals in China. Their focus on social work while ignoring the
important ideological dimension of human existence contributed to this.
This has resulted in  much misunderstanding about the true nature of
Christianity, e.g. that it also is recommending an escape from reality.
Nobody should thus question the stress of the cultural Christians on the need
for a spiritual relation to God and Christ. In spite of this it is evident that Liu
repeatedly contradicts himself, both being so fascinated by Barth’s idea of
the ”wholly otherness of God” and sure that there are points of connection
for Christianity even in the complex cultural environment of China.
Fällman says: ” It is certainly a fascinating thought that ‘theology in Chinese’
can be shaped partially by persons who are not Christians but still are so
excited by the subject that they devote their careers to it”.
More than anything else a person from outside may question Liu´s
repudiation of any kind of organised church life. Referring partly to the
German 18th century theologian Troelsch, who described legitimate Christian
life under the headings ‘Kirche’, ‘Sekte’ and ‘Mystik’, Liu Xiaofeng refers
to these three categories as ‘big Church’, ‘small Church’ and ‘mysticism’.
It is certainly easy to arrange Christian life in China into a pattern, where
Christianity of the masses in the official church and the sectarian character
of all the underground and charismatic groups easily can be identified. Liu
admits, that he himself belongs to the third group, mysticism. In his theology
however this hardly covers what this concept commonly  refers to in Western
theology. In China this kind of Christianity is characterised by not having
its origin and foundation in the church. Instead its primary context is the
personal experience of God in the atheistic society. Sometimes however he
also maintains, that culture Christian theology should develop through
dialogue with the church. This is a sign that the door is not entirely closed.
Liu is one of the few representatives of the culture Christians who eventually
took the step to be baptised. But he carefully declared that his baptism led
him into ”the Church of God”, not into any specified church or
denomination. His discussions on this and related questions are interesting
to compare with the development in the Western world, even in our own
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church and organisation is part of the modern project.
The most crucial and unsolved question up to now concerns the possibility
of culture Christianity with all its important challenges to enter into a
reciprocal and fertilising conversation with the dynamic and rapidly growing
church in China today. How should it relate to it? The quality of theological
independent thinking is also growing all the time at the theological
seminaries of the church. A growing number of pastors are returning from
studies abroad. They have been able to find a creative place both in the
church and in a few cases also at the universities. Some fumbling attempts
to find meeting places of common concerns have been made. Distrust is
however deeply grounded on both sides. Some of the culture Christians
maintain, that the official church too readily is succumbing to governmental
demands and that it lacks enough theological substance to be able to cope
with the demands of modern society. On their side the adherents of the
church accuse the culture Christians of following a dangerously liberal
kind of Christianity and for not risking their comfortable lives at the state
universities by joining the official church. This is however a serious
simplification of the whole problem. Liu and his fellow believers are
working with great devotion, personal integrity and are sometimes taking
grave personal risks in their atheist surrounding.
Ambitious attempts to make Western theology accessible in Chinese will
perhaps remain as their most important contribution. During his years at
Tao Fong Shan, Liu himself has contributed to an impressive number of
books translated, e.g. by Tillich, Niebuhr, Moltmann, Althaus, Kirkegaard
and Barth. Thomas Aquinas’s Summa Theologica can also nowadays be
studied in Chinese. All the works of Martin Luther will available as well
within a not too distant future.
Only a few important lines of thought in the rich material of the thesis
have been referred to here. Fredrik Fällman writes in an unconventional
but utterly fascinating way about a part of world Christianity which
undoubtedly will have great influence even upon ourselves. The future of
the church in China will have wide consequences. His thesis opens the
window into a great Christian world of new presuppositions. We greatly
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need some more Swedish theologians who would be ready to accept the
challenge of serious and qualified studies of the thrilling religious
development in this giant land.
Per Larsson
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wCrusade, Christian Expansion
or Cultural Exchange?
Lars Österlin
Korstågen till Kina. Linjer i protestantisk Kinamission.
Malmö: Sekel Bokförlag 2005
The following is a review and also an evaluation of Lars Österlin’s Korstågen
till Kina. Linjer i protestantisk Kinamission [The Crusades to China: Lines
in Protestant China Missions]. Let me first congratulate readers who are
familiar with Scandinavian languages on having this solid documentation
of the main guidelines for Protestant missionary work in China. Lars Österlin
(1923-2006) – himself a child of China missionaries to Hunan, the Rev.
Gustaf Österlin and Mrs. Ellen Österlin – fortunately managed to complete
and publish this monograph a year before he passed away. In short, his
work is an impressive, systematic and lucid account of international as
well as Swedish Protestant mission activities in China, as well as policies
relating to the missionary work there. The work is founded on solid research,
based on archive studies and other reliable historical documents. It shows
a profound understanding of the dominant Protestant missiological
reflections, both in general and with regard to China, from the beginning of
the 19th to the middle of the 20th century. His account reflects considerable
knowledge also of China and Chinese history during this period, especially
the last hundred years leading up to the 1950s.
This historical documentation – and interpretation – is well written by an
author who captures his readers and keeps them alert. The many pictures
and illustrations found in the book add to its value. The account has found
a good balance between presenting and analyzing the main lines of Protestant
missionary thinking of the West during the period, and the development of
Swedish missionary engagement in China, and how the former in many
ways influenced the latter. In a fine way Österlin describes how the
evangelical missionary movement engaged the Swedish Christians and
missionary societies also. Even in Sweden the Christian student movement
engaged in so-called crusades – in that context obviously understood as
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evangelistic outreach and campaigns in Sweden itself. And although John
Mott seems never to have understood the strong Christian influence and
value of the national churches (”folk churches”) on the European continent
and in the Nordic countries – and therefore had little confidence in the
Christian strength of these churches- he had some influence on the YMCA
and Christian student movements in the Nordic countries, and also motivated
them for participation in the world wide mission enterprise (p. 123-129).
Lars Österlin has chosen crusades as a key word for understanding Protestant
mission involvement in China – inspired, as he admits, by the church
historian Robert T. Handy. Österlin had his reasons for using this concept,
since it corresponds with the nomenclature used by both Hudson Taylor –
the engineer behind the China Inland Mission – and John Mott of the
Christian student movement. He demonstrates beyond doubt that in both
the two dominant evangelical movements which inspired Protestant
missionary enterprices in China, the concept ”crusade” was extensively
used. Thus the movement of Christian expansion toward and inside China
made use of a terminology which echoes the political slogans of Euro-
American colonialistic efforts in China – namely of territorial influence,
occupation, economic and cultural dominance. The very title of the status
report of Christian missionary endeavours in China which came in 1922 –
The Christian Occupation of China – also signals a colonial attitude. It is
therefore not surprising that the title caused reactions by both contemporary
Chinese and Western critics, both within and outside the Christian church
(p. 282, 290f). The title, as well as the close to 600 pages of documentary
material, caused the Christian missionary endeavour to be understood as a
Christian parallell to the political, economic and cultural colonial efforts of
Western nations to dominate China. And, as Robert T. Handy and other
historians have shown, the view that the church’s mission was ”crusading”
and promoting a ”Protestant Commonwealth” was commonly held also in
the West. It is, however, questionable whether crusade was wisely chosen
as a concept to depict the entire missiological thinking and missional practise
during the period, since it can only cover part of the rationale behind
Christian missions to China. And, as an analytical tool, it is not sufficiently
clear, defined or consistent.
It is therefore to be regretted that Lars Österlin, in using the term crusade(s),
has not, from the very beginning of his book, made an effort to define the
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wterm and its usage in Christian propaganda more carefully. Instead he largelyleaves it to the reader to find out – gradually –how the term is used. If one
looks up the word in A New Century Chinese-English Dictionary (Beijing
2003), the first, and therefore the most central meaning of the word, renders
the term Shízìjûn [’cross-war’], explaining Crusades as ”eight expeditions
by European Christians to recover Jerusalem from the Moslems, 1096-
1270”. This, of course, is the historical understanding of the term, and the
one likely to be associated with the word both by Chinese and Western
readers. It is only toward the end of his account that Österlin reveal to his
readers that the great campaigns normally went under the designation
crusades, but that this most probably did not reflect a conscious allusion to
the medieval ages’ crusades. Österlin nonetheless contends that there are
some resemblances (p. 354f). Hence, it would have been beneficial for the
readers if the author had not only indicated at the very outset of his account
that the term crusade(s) can be used – and indeed was used in the Protestant
movement and secular society – with different connotations, but that he
had also followed this up throughout the book with attempts to understand
how, in the different contexts, the term was used and interpreted. Surely
Lars Österin does refer to Robert T. Handy’s critical analysis of how the
term crusades became entangled by western imperialism (p. 7), and also
shows that the term in American usage nowadays comprises enterprises
without specific religious character (p. 107). But he never really makes an
effort to detect whether it always carried the same connotation, or different
connotations, when it was used in the Protestant missionary propaganda,
or for that reason, how commonly used it was among the missionaries to
China themselves to describe the nature of their work. Nevertheless
Österlin’s account gives more than sufficient evidence to the fact that when
crusade was used it was mostly referring to John Mott’s The Christian
Conquest of the World (p. 106f), and particularly adopted in the efforts to
christianize China. I shall, however, return below to other terms which are
equally fitting to describe the missionary movement to China, and which
contribute other perspectives which not only relevantly describe the
missionary movement to China, but do so, as I see it, in a more profound
way than when merely reflecting the propaganda slogans in Hudson Taylor’s
and John Mott’s campaigns for mission outreach to China.
Österlin’s book is well organized and structured. On the one hand he shows
the development within the international Protestant evangelical revival
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movement of world wide missionary commitment and activities, as well as
the motivating factors behind the international mission campaigns (p. 47-
82). Further, the book shows how the missionary enterprise to China was
seen as an effort to modernize the country (p. 83-115). Finally, it shows
how it came to inspire mission in churches, organizations and among
individual Christians in the Nordic countries, especially in Sweden, to
engage in missionary outreach and to send missionaries to other countries,
in particular to Africa, India and China (p. 117-148). On the other hand he
has described how the Swedish missionary societies developed in response
to and parallell to the international movement, and sent missionaries (p.
140-157). He starts with what he calls a prelude, namely the China
missionary activity of the Lund Missionary Society (Lunds Missionssäll-
skaps Kinamission), which lasted only a few years (p. 19-45). Then follows
an account of the engagement of the YWCA and Swedish female
missionaries to China (p. 131-148) and finally comes the history of the
confessionally based Church of Sweden Mission (Svenska Kyrkans Mission
– SKM) to China (p. 149-346). The account of SKM in China (1919-1951)
is also the major part of Österlin’s book.
Although he introduces Chinese voices (p. 226-230) as well as the lives
and personalities of some Chinese Christians (p. 281-284, 295-300, 305f),
more use of Chinese native voices would have strengthened the documentary
value of the history and possibly brought in some other, adjusting
perspectives. Österlin has, however documented well the important role
which American, European and Scandinavian women had in the mission
movement (p. 133-148, 271-275). But again, too little attention is paid to
the general situation of Chinese women and girls, and to how Chinese
Christian women contributed in this movement in China, for instance the
academically trained.1 This is surprising, since Österlin generally is keen
to show how the Swedish involvement in China related to the theological,
academic and emancipatory streams in the homeland, and not only to the
general streams of thought within the Anglo-American movement.
Österlin is justified in placing the main focus on the role of China Inland
Mission and John Mott. After all, the majority of Protestant missionaries
were recruited as a response to the missiological tones reflected in these
1 See e.g., Margaret Burton, Notable Women of Modern China, New York, Chicago, Toronto,
London & Edinburgh: Fleming H. Revell Company 1912.
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that mission work implied also the cultural encounter, and was far more
sensitive than the other evangelicals to the views and signals from the
Chinese, in that they listened to their advice and respected many aspects of
Chinese culture – more so than the other evangelicals.
As Österlin very aptly describes it, the end of World War I and the Reformation
jubilee in 1917 inspired the SKM to form a new vision for its work and to
engage in a cultural project in China, i.e., the establishment of a Swedish
university there (p. 158ff). The plan never materialized, in spite of strong
efforts. Instead a Lutheran college was founded in Hunan province, at
Taowhalun, close to the city of Yiyang, a joint effort of the SKM and the
Norwegian Missionary Society – NMS (p. 252-265). In Swedish academic
circles, as well as among the SKM missionaries, the vision was formed that
Sweden had a world historic task which thereby inspired the cultural project.
It is noteworthy, however, that when the Lutheran College was built, the
building was greatly inspired by the traditional Chinese architecture – an
indication of respect for Chinese cultural values. The college at Taohwalun,
which was planned jointly by Gustaf Österlin and the Norwegian architect
Valdemar Hansteen, and drawn by the latter, sought to implement the needs
of a practical school building with Chinese inspired design (p. 259-265).
Österlin also accounts for the evangelistic project, namely that of spreading
the Christian message through establishing local congregations in China,
in the Hunan province. In this project his own parents, and especially his
father, Gustaf Österlin, played an important role, not least in the development
of an alternative mission program, which Lars Österlin accounts well for
(p. 307-346). Like other Lutheran missionaries and the leadership of the
Lutheran Church in China, Gustaf Österlin emphasized the importance of
the Three-Self-Principles, advocated by Rufus Anderson and Henry Venn,
and tried to implement the principles in his evangelistic ministry from the
very beginning. Österlin also inspired Adolf von Harnack and the reform
program which Roland Allen had developed, both of which pointed to the
importance of learning from the missionary methods of St. Paul. But he
was also eager to develop local Lutheran congregations that from the very
beginning could function ecclesiastically as true churches – according to
the Lutheran confession – that is, congregations which gathered for worship,
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offered both baptism and eucharist, and at the same time were fully rooted
in their local context. Hence it was important for Gustaf Österlin, since it
was difficult to recruit and train a sufficient number of ordained pastors, to
install elders who could administer the sacraments where there were no
ordained pastors. And his strategy bore fruit; the number of Christians grew.
The ”Österlin Program” did not meet with the immediate approval of the
SKM or his missionary colleagues in Africa or South India (p. 328-334),
but it prevailed in China. Also his program was soon (1929) adopted by the
NMS in their congregational work there (p. 340f).
Hence, the SKM missionary activities in China comprised both a cultural
and an evangelistic project. One important reason why Lars Österlin’s
use of crusade becomes a too simplified and inaccurate term for describing
the missionary enterprise in China during the period, is that he fails to
recognize fully the importance and character of the comprehensive socio-
diaconal work done by the missionaries and their societies there. Truly,
the SKM was only engaged in the Lutheran College and congregational
work, but as Österlin has rightly shown, the Swedish YWCA missionaries
also engaged in socio-diaconal and other philanthropic work. By
concentrating on the Swedish missionary activities only, he renders some
justice to their sources. But the main lines of Protestant missionary missions
to China cannot be told without also including documentary material which
demonstrates the many-faceted character of the socio-diaconal work there,
and which for instance resulted in institutions which still exist, and have
developed further and are operated well today – albeit by the provincial
or municipal authorities of the People’s Republic of China, such as
hospitals and educational institutions.
Österlin has in several places reflected on the importance of the contacts
and co-operation between the SKM and the NMS and has made use of
NMS documentary material, including its mission histories. It is therefore
regrettable that he has not paid attention to the extensive socio-diaconal
work of the NMS or any of the many other church-related societies operating
in China during the period. As I have shown elsewhere, the NMS was in
Hunan engaged in primary and secondary education, a home for the deaf
and blind, the operation of hospitals and leprosy colonies, and was engaged
in the movement of abolishing foot-binding of girls and rescuing people
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in the evangelical revival movement in the West, but this was certainly not
a characteristic concept used in the socio-diaconal work within China. Rather
the missionaries point to the liberating and emancipatory role which the
socio-diaconal and educational institutions and connected outreach work
played among the ordinary Chinese, and especially the sick, the poor and
the marginalized people, including women and children. What one reads
as their motivation is partly the attitude and acts of Jesus, partly the
humanizing contribution which the socio-diaconal work had. The Chinese
whom they met with through this work were regarded as fellow human
beings in need of their services. And, although indirectly a part of the Western
colonization of China, these missionaries did not exploit the Chinese
financially or support the opium trade; in fact they engaged in a long-lasting
fight against the trade itself and tried to heal drug addiction and reduce its
effects on human lives.3 These activities played a far more important role
in the missionary enterprise to China than Lars Österlin has ackowledged
or shown awareness of in his book.
The missionaries who went to China from the Nordic countries – including
the Finnish – were conscious of a Christian socio-diaconal heritage which
they had received from the early church, as well as from the healing,
educational and humanitarian ministries in the various monastic movements
throughout the medieval era. It had been adopted by and inspired similar
ministries in the Nordic countries and therefore was an ecumenical sign in
the church and its mission. For the main-line churches, therefore, the socio-
diaconal ministries formed an integral part of Christian life and faith
expansion at home and abroad. They were not administered in order to
conquer the Chinese, but in order to fight together with them against de-
humanizing forces in society. Today many of the things which the
missionaries aimed at and even achieved in their socio-diaconal and
educational ministries are universally regarded as human rights, at least
among nations which have adopted the UN declarations on human rights
2 Thor Strandenæs (text), Nils Kristian Høimyr and Bjørg Bergøy Johansen (picture
documentation), ”Misjonsdiakonien i Kina. En tekst- og bildedokumentasjon fra
Hunanprovinsen” in: Thor Strandenæs (Ed.), Misjon og kultur. Festskrift til Jan-Martin
Berentsen, Stavanger: Misjonshøgskolens forlag 2006, 167-206.
3 Ibid., 183ff and references to literature given there.
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and its conventions on children’s rights and against discrimination of
women. Here the rights to receive education and medical care are also
stated, and the right to hold a religious faith and to share it with others. It is
in this context that concepts like liberation, cultural exchange, humanisation
and Christian expansion are aspects of the missionary work in China which
both describe it more comprehensively and far better than if one were to
use crusade, which was the choice of Österlin. Also, if he had used implicit
or subtle colonization to describe one aspect of the Western missionary
movement in China, it would have been far better than his use of crusade
as a concept to characterize and describe its main lines.
In spite of certain deficiencies, Lars Österlin’s book is a remarkable
documentation of guiding lines for modern mission enterprise to China in
the 19th and early 20th centuries, with a main focus on the Swedish
contribution. In his book Österlin demonstrates a profound understanding
for Chinese society and political climate in the period. The author’s
perspective is, however, Western. In spite of his efforts to make use of
some Chinese informants, his perspective is from the outside and not from
within the Chinese society. A more generous use of Chinese informants
would not only have added information, but adjusted his perspective(s) as
well, for instance with regard to how they experienced the evangelistic,
socio-diaconal and educational contributions of Protestant missions. Was
it a crusade only, or did it contribute to social liberation, and also to the
final liberation of the Chinese society from Western colonialism? It is to be
hoped that Chinese researchers may follow up and supplement Österlin’s
scholarly and well-written study!
This is a Swedish book, but one cannot but complain that the author has
not sought to provide Chinese names with Chinese characters, at least of
his Chinese informants and other personalities who are introduced,
especially since this is a historical record and relates new information with
which only few in addition to the author are nowadays familiar. Chinese
characters would have made it much easier not only for the Chinese but
also for other persons to identify the persons, including their family
relationships. For such accurate identification the transcription of their
names according to the Wade Giles or pinyin systems (p.10) is not sufficient.
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not as such diminish the value of his book. I have only pointed out some
weaknesses and suggested a fuller scope of perspectives which are needed
when writing the history of Christian missions to China. The book
nevertheless stands as a worthy memorial to the late Lars Österlin, himself
a fruit of Christian missionaries to China, and an acute and able interpreter
of its mission history. The best way of paying respect to his memory is to
read the book, because it deserves to be read, and by many.
Thor Strandenæs
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